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WOMEN and WOMEN only

are most competent to fully appreciate the purity, sweetness, and delicacy of CUTICURA

SOAP, and to discover new uses for it daily.

For annoying irritations, chafings and excoriations of the skin and mucous membrane or

too free or offensive perspiration it has proved most grateful.

In the preparation of curative washes, solutions, etc., it is most valuable; possessing, by

means of its combination with Cuticura, peculiarly purifying, cleansing and soothing

projierties. It is thus enabled to heal mucous irritations, the cause of many annoying and

debilitating weaknesses, while it imparts strength to the membrane.

(uticura Soap

possesses antiseptic properties and is capable of destroying microscopic life in many forms.

Cuticura Soap, like all the other Cuticura Remedies, appeals to the refined and

cultivated everywhere, as not only is it the purest, sweetest, and most refreshing of toilet

and nursery soaps, but it goes a step further than any soap yet prepared ; and, by reason

of its emollient and purifying properties, derived from Cuticura, is enabled to remove

skin blemishes by restoring to health those diseased or, inflamed vessels of the skin upon

which complexional disfigurations depend.
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MY GRANDFATHER'S ORCHARD

By Sylvia M. Farnum

[With Illustration by \V. Hamilton Gibson]

MY grandfather's orchard ! Ah, would I could see it

As when in my childhood I climbed its dear trees,

And tasted its treasures so fragrant and luscious,

And fitted each fancy to certainly please.

In springtime its branches with flowers were laden,

And promised each palate exactly to suit

When old Time had wrought, with his wonderful magic,

The strange transformation from flower to fruit.

The yellow June eatings, so mellow and juicy

The redstreaks, so pungently acid, for pies,

Seek -no-furthers and russets and pearmains and greenings,

Spice sweetings and spies, I in memory prize.

Each name calls up visions, both pleasant and tender,

Of scenes that forever have passed from my sight,

Of fair summer days and long evenings of winter,

Of tasks done by day and of frolics by night.

In autumn we gathered the apples with gladness,

And stored them in boxes and barrels away ;

We buried our teeth in their fresh juicy crispness

And thought the fruit harvest was nothing but play.

Dear trees ! That they loved us we never could doubt it ;

They ministered both to our fancies and needs.

Their beauty rejoiced us ; we ate of their apples,

Our fortunes we told with the parings and seeds.

Hesperides' gardens could not have been fairer,

Nor sweeter to taste their famed apples of gold ;

Fond love grants a charm to whatever it touches

That safe from Time's withering breath doth enfold.

So grows in my heart my loved grandfather's orchard,

With blossoms and fruits ever fragrant and gay,

While birds in the branches are caroling sweetly,

And beneath them are children forever at play.
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THE CLERGYMAN IN SOCIETY

By Rev. IV. S. Rainsford, D. D.

 

T is evident that what

any one man may say

on this subject must

dwindle to the insig

nificance of a personal

opinion, if the opin

ions he advances are

not based on a more

or less comprehensive

view of the whole

It is necessary, therefore, in brief

>r me to indicate the relations of

h at large to society. I must ask

:rs of the Journal, therefore, to

some of the social and intellectual
■ing at the root of the radical

if Christian opinion on the ques-

musements. That change is evi-

liin all branches of the Christian

Few, indeed, are the educated

^to-day who on this subject stand

Bfck^ers stood.

lost of us, who have reached mid-

le life, can remember what was

y that significant phrase "drawing

" How simple, how satisfactory,

vas little difficulty in determining

hat line ran, less difficulty still in

5 when your feet were in danger of

; it, and no possible misconception

e condemnation awaiting those who

across. Certain things were right,

tain wrong; certain allowable, cer-

.ibtful, and certain not to be thought

. moment. In evangelical churches,

rate (and the vital Christianity

ouched most of us twenty-five years

is distinctly evangelical), there was

< lacking in definiteness. From the

cperience of conversion onward the

ind marks of a Christian profession

>n all hands declared to be unmis-

e. There were two classes of men,

nverted and the unconverted. Two

in the world, a divine and a diaboli-

In the popular judgment Christianity

1 practical system of dualism. All

ad to do was to put off on the devil

:ver in the universe seemed hurtful or

ssing. God was an outside force of

of love, acting on an inside force of

and evil. As has been well said :

incendiary fire may put the members

ie household to great inconvenience,

rannot distress them as it would if

>f their own number were under sus-

n of having started it. This is the

: of an outsider, not of one of the

ly." Thus popular judgment laid the

ie of life's ills on the act of another,

m had to answer for a good deal, and

devil for the rest. It was a comforting

iry as long as it could be held. Un-

lnately, it is no longer tenable.

1-DAY, whether we will or will not, a

sublime sense of the unity of things

mpressed on us everywhere—unity of

ign, law, life. Thorn and thistle, as

1 as lily and rose ; storm as well as

shine ; mildew no less than dew ; blight

less than bloom ; ape and tiger, as well

loblest man—all life in all its vast variety

expression can have but one source. It

juke true that in all this there is nothing

tv. So far as men were able to bear it,

was revealed long ago. Christ more

in hinted at it. The Apostle Paul taught

clearly. But in the superficial aspect of

ings there is so much to confirm men in

dualistic idea of life and law, that, of

icessity, the old and imperfect conception

ed very slowly. To believe that all life

as sacred and none of it secular, re-

jired, yes, requires still, high faith,

/eak minds loved to be directed as creep-

lg plants love their stake and trellis. On

dualistic idea of life the priesthood and

11 the half truths it implies thrive and

loutish, and the Christian church always

eems to he invested with awful powers of

lirection and control.

But dualism is dead as fetishism or witch

craft. It is either one God above all,

hrough all, in you all, for you all, to-day,

>r no God at all. It is either, as Mrs.

drowning sang :

" Farth crammed with Heaven,
And every several bush afire with God,"

>r a Godless earth, spinning down the

rrooves of perpetual change, self-begotten,

lelf-directed, self-doomed, emerging from

:haos and to chaos returning. A universe

n which only the lower ambitions and de-

ires can ever be granted ; in which bird

ind beast know satisfaction, but man, its

ord and king, its highest and best pred

ict, is doomed to perpetual unrest and to

he hopeless doom of Sisyphus.

It must be evident to any one that this

hange in our view of God's relations to

he universe, changes as profoundly our

iews of human relationship and duty to

Him. If all life is full of divine purpose,

f all lower things promise a higher, if even

" In the mud and scum of things
There always, always something sings,"

is Emerson says, then the lower is itself

sacred on account of its divine possibility.

THE lizard that crawled the slime ages

ago was beautiful, not only on account

of its adaptation to that which was its then

present environment, but because it had

within it the promise and potency of the

lark. If all life proceeds and comes forth

from God, and is held together by God,

nothing in its essential nature can be alto

gether evil ; for, were it utterly evil it must

cease to be, in a universe in which all wis

dom, all love, almightiness holds supreme

sway. I fear all this may seem somewhat

abstract and impracticable. But a little

consideration will show that the growth of

this truer conception of the universe, the

gradual grasping by the popular mind of

this principle of central unity loosens, has

loosened, old faiths and old precedents and

practices growing out of them, and as

gradually it becomes embodied in the

thinking of every-day men, far greater

changes than any we are already aware of

(and these are surely great) must take

place in religious society. Look around

you anywhere, you cannot fail to see that

customs once helpful, once witnessing to

a real life, a real faith, are now like the

leaves of autumn that gradually are pushed

off by the energy of the spring. They

withstood the blast of winter. Frost and

snow assaulted them in vain. But the

fullness and life of summer loosened their

last foothold, and if the tree on which they

once flourished is to remain a living tree,

they must surely fall from it and utterly die.

IT is in his amusements, in his hard-won

times of leisure, that the real man is

most easily discovered. Amusements are

one of the surest signs of a people's life.

In them the natural life finds freest ex

pression. In his amusements manhood is,

as it were, in his flannel shirt. In his

pleasures you see the maximum of freedom

and the minimum of restraint ; for here, in

them, he is at least bent on expressing him

self, and not repressing himself. Watch

his act, look in his eye, hear his voice, and

as he plays, in boy or man, you will see,

so far as can be seen, the real creature.

As he is when he amuses himself, so is

he. It is therefore in the realm of amuse

ment that we naturally look to see changes,

wrought by the momentous changes which

1 have tried to indicate as operating for

some time in the realm of thought. The

church of Christ stands, then, in all her

branches as a witness for life—for life re

vealed in Jesus Christ as the life most

abundant, most complete, of which man

at his present stage is capable. The lift-

she witnesses to is a whole, no part sec

ular. She may be slow to obey the Apos

tolic vision, slow to go forth to a world,

declaring that nothing in it is common

or unclean ; but sooner or later the true

meaning of her commission must be forced

upon her ; the incarnation of Jesus has

declared to all men that manhood in itself

is potentially a divine thing ; that all

things visible to us are but the cradle in

which God rocks the babe life, which must

grow till it smiles back with conscious love

in His face. Then it will have outgrown

the need of His rocking.

ALL things pertaining to this life, to its

conduct and education here, are, in

Christian belief, sacred. Its toil as well as

its repose ; its high resolve, the prayer it

prays, the faith it strives for in hours of

longing ; all shocks and trials coming to

it, all agony and overthrow assailing it—

all are the result of the Father's hand laid

on the cradle edge of life. The cheery

laugh that brings infectious gladness with

it can be no less divine than the aspiration

expressed on bended knee. We are chil

dren growing up in the Father's great

school of earth. We cannot work all the

time or we would grow dull, and this He

does not desire. We cannot play all the

time, or then we should fail to fit ourselves

for that which is the real aim and end of

childhood—His companionship. But to

make us men, to educate us (that is, to

lead the true manhood of us out and on

and up, for this is the only meaning of

education), both toil and play must do

their parts in our life, each supplementing

the office of the other.

Those who have taken the trouble to

read carefully these brief outlines of the

Christian position cannot be in doubt as to

the conclusions one holding them would

arrive at, as regarding amusements. If

the Christian church is the embodiment,

the witness to the most abundant life of

which manhood is capable, then Christian

duty is evident enough. You cannot draw

a line between good and evil any longer,

legitimate and illegitimate, things that may

and things that may not be. It is childish

to speak of some amusements, as dancing,

theatre, etc., as practices in themselves

sinful, for from these childish conceptions

we have advanced. Our business is to

live—to live as those who possess the gift

of God as divine trust, and that gift is life ;

to live our best and fullest life ; to live life

abundantly.

T"Y1E soul that has known the divine virtue

* of the Saviour is bound to see where

the life of his fellow-man is narrow, sordid,

dying. If he looks around him to-day he

will see large masses of our people stifling

for want of amusement. The poor need a

gospel of pleasure preached to them. The

rich and small leisured class are suffering

already from a surfeit of it. A policy that

would help the one will hurt the other.

The poor in our large cities need room to

dance and play and breathe and exercise.

The rich need to turn from their dancing

and playing, and win, before it be too late,

some real life in spending themselves for

those whose ignorance is pitiful and want

unnecessary.

A SMALL part of our city life has been

well described by one who knew of

what he wrote :

" Oh, World, whose days like sunlit waters glide,
Whose music links the midnight with the morrow.
Who for thine own hast Beauty. Power and Pride,
Oh, World, what art thou ? And the World replied :
'A husk of pleasure round a heart of sorrow.' "

It is, of course, a small part ; but it has

immense influence and vast responsibility.

It can bless or curse a whole nation, and

at present it is bad and likely to grow

worse, because perpetually and with eyes

open it sins against the law of its being.

The itch of pleasure has smitten it, and

the one medicine for its sickness, the

divinely-appointed cure for its wound, it

will not have. That cure, that medicine,

is the service of man. In serving our

fellow we complete our manhood and we

learn to worship our God. I often think

that never since the time of our Lord were

those words, " We have piped unto you

and ye have not danced ; we have mourned

to you, and ye have not wept," more

truly applicable to any class of people than

they are to the multitudes, condemned by

unworthy and depressing influences in

their lives, that crowd our vast cities to

day. They call, pray, cry, beckon, plead,

moan to their fellow-men, whose lives

overflow with those things their lives quite

lack, and yet who do not even take time

to listen, much less reply to their pitiful

plea. To serve our fellows is a study

engrossing and difficult to master. The

man who lives for himself and spends his

strength in building a fortune rarely knows

anything about it. His son who fattens

on his father's horde, his daughter who is

sated with pleasure before she is eighteen,

know even less. For the father has some

distinct memories of that life from which

he probably emerged in his early man

hood ; but the children have never known

the severe discipline of work and self-

denial which has hardened the thews of

their father, even if it has not softened his

heart.

IN such a time, under such conditions

then, what is the clergyman's duty?

He is the expositor of life. His message

is a testimony to life, real, possible, abun

dant. He knows no secular nor sacred.

There can be for him no two standards of

living, for humanity knows but one stand

ard—the standard of man. So far as right

is concerned, all things are lawful for him.

So far as expediency is concerned, he must

consider his weaker brother. But I think

it is well to let this weaker brother know

distinctly that he is weaker. These, if they

had their way, would turn the Lord's army

into a hospital, and each of them generally

takes four men to carry him. In short, I

think the weaker brother has been con

sidered too much, and at present he wants

to be left to himself a little while. I have

often found him to be somewhat of a fraud.

The clergyman must go among the rich

if he would know their lives. He must

mingle in their amusements if he would

see the real men and women. He cannot

study them in the pews alone. He must

be outspoken if he would help them. The

one vampire sin that is sucking the life-

blood of their souls is the sin of self-pleas

ing. Pleasure, first and last, is the aim of

some, and is, I think, even in the lives of

thousands who are not aware of it, uncon

sciously taking too large a place ; it is in

danger of becoming the business of their

existence. They live as though they were

created for it, and not to be re-created by

it ; and this is wholly bad.

Among the poor, on the other hand, I

believe there is a pitiful need of elevating

amusement. The hours of their toil are

shortening, and are likely to be still further

shortened. They, too, will soon belong to

the leisured class. There is still scarcely

any fit provision in their cases for recre

ation, which is vital to their development.

They are much harder to know than the

rich. It would be impossible for me at

this time to indicate the reasons for this ;

but all who have any real knowledge of

the poor know the truth of what 1 say.

And yet to help them, their clergyman

must have a real knowledge of their con

ditions, their temptations and their imper

fect aspirations. With few exceptions in

the city the poor do not come in contact,

as they should, with Protestant clergy of

any denomination. Still, a better day is

corning ; for man is drawing nearer to

man, and in mutual knowledge and mutual

service lie infinite possibilities of help and

blessing for all.

 

IN MEMORY OF A WOMAN

By John C. Bowker, Jr.

VEN in modern times, as well as

ancient, has it been the pleasure

of man to enshrine in some en

during form the memory of loved

ones gone on before, and these

memorials have taken many

shapes. More than two centuries ago Shah

Jehan, a potentate of India, lost his beloved

wife Mahal, and erected for her a tomb

which should tell to the world his thoughts

of her.

For nearly two decades twenty thousand

men were employed to complete this

structure, whose whiteness should reflect

her purity and virtue, and whose perfect

symmetry indicate her loveliness. AH that

boundless wealth, and richest art and end

less love could give, were focused in the

superb structure now known as the "Taj

Mahal," or tomb of Mahal. It stands on a

 

broad plain a little way from the city of

Agra, with its snowy feet bathed in the

river Jumna. High walls block out the

garden where it lies from the turmoil of

the king's highway, and a noble portal

admits one in the hallowed precincts.

My first view of it was by moonlight.

Directly before me was a long pond, bor

dered by stone walks, which were hemmed

in by lofty cypress trees, throwing their

pointed heads far up in the evening sky,

and away down at the end of the vista of

shrubbery rose the famous Taj, matchless,

imperial and almost angelic!

It is a square structure, with four corner

domes and one immense central dome, all

made of the purest white marble. Its

windows are screens of the same material,

and its adornments consist of mosaics and

a profusion of delicate tracery in fair white

marble. With measured tread and slow,

one walks down this long avenue and

comes under the very brow of the tomb,

and feels the "mighty greatness" of the

Taj, with its splendid dome rising like a

rounded cloud two hundred and fifty feet

in the Indian heavens. It sits on a huge

platform of marble four hundred feet

square, at either corner of which rises a

long, slender minaret of marble.

One enters reverently, for a queen is

here, and gazes up into the dim recesses of

the splendid dome of solid stone unsup

ported by any arch or pillar, and then, in

deed, the magic spell of the Taj comes

over you, enchants, permeates anrJ enfolds

you in its irresistible influence.

You abandon yourself to a witchery

totally unlike that to be felt in any other

place in the whole world, for here beauty,

life, death and sound with combined forces

make you captive.

The echo is marvelous, "yet it will not

render back ill noises or a rude and scurrile

sound ; but if some woman's lips and

gentle breath utter a strain, if some soft

bar be played, some verse of Indian love

lament, the white walls take the notes

and reverberate their melting antiphones.

Low waves of harmony encounter other

waves rippling on the rounded milky

shores, and fainter and higher the music

sighing, dieth upward, so sweet and fine

that at the last you cannot tell when silence

comes."

Then you try to grasp the beauty of the

wondrous tracery of this inner shrine, the

work in chalcedony and jasper and lazulite,

made into roses and lilies and jasmine,

and best seen by day, when the golden

sunlight filters through the marble screens

with so tender a grace that you almost feel

that here, at least, Nature paid obeisance

to art.

Wander in the gardens in the silver night

and get glimpses of it through the shrub

bery, gaze at it front the river or an ad

jacent tower and let its gleaming whiteness

dazzle you, it is still the one perfect thing.

Pace the long cypress walk, and Gray's

words, "Along the cool sequestered vale of

life," spring to your lips, and the Taj

seems very like a piece of Heaven let down

for profane mortals to gaze upon. It in

spires, subdues and calls to nobler thoughts

by its inscription in the Persian tongue,

which says: " The world is a bridge ; pass

over it, but build not upon it ! The world

is one hour ; give its minutes to thy prayers,

for the rest is unseen ! "

It is so exquisite in detail and so perfect

in its entirety, set in the garden which it

beautifies. The dead queen loved her

garden, and it was a sweet conceit of the

devoted husband that her last home should

be among fragrant flowers, so "she who

loved her garden lieth now lapped in a

garden."
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' Aren t you somewhat of a well-read young woman to be quoting Browning? ' "

A SHREWSBURY WOOING

By Marion Hill

[With Illustrations by T. de Thulstrup]

 

O you think I could do that?"

asked a woman. Her voice

SSf I seemed to come out of the clear

V\J sky. Theodore looked around

and up. She was on the bridge

above him, and was gazing down

into his boat and upon his occu

pation with absorbing interest, for he was

handling a crab net most dexterously. He

knew her by sight as a sort of genteel poor

relation of a Mrs. Kiker, who lived in the

neighborhood. She also knew him by

sight as a working partner of old Sam

Hurlbut, who acted as middleman be

tween the Shrewsbury River crab beds

and a fish stall in a third-rate New York

market.

" Do you want to come down and try ? "

asked he.

"Very much indeed."

"I don't really see how I can run the

boat up close enough to the bank ; the

tide is so low," continued Theodore.

"Just run her ashore as high as you

can," she said, a trifle imperiously, "and

I'll get aboard somehow."

She disappeared from his view and be

gan to walk across the bridge.

Theodore discontentedly laid down his

net, and, scorning to pick up the oar, he

lazily moved himself and boat along by

pushing against the cool, wet piles of the

bridge. Whenever an extra incautious

shove sent the nose of his boat in among

the piles he welcomed the diversion of ex

tricating himself, for he was in no desperate

hurry to have his day interfered with by a

strange young woman.

She was ready waiting by the time he

neared the shore, and when he took the

pole end of his net and pushed the boat

well up into the ooze she stepped in easily

without any help. Even before seating

herself she picked up ene of the oars and

with two or three vigorous digs sent the

boat well out into the river.

"This is the coolest proceeding I've

seen for months," thought the young man

wrathfully, and plying his pole he pains

takingly pushed the boat back into shore

again. She looked at him in amazement.

"More crabs close in," he said lacon

ically.

" But you were in the middle of the river

when I spoke to you," she said.

"And I was served just right for it, too,"

he said, " that is, I hardly got a crab."

The girl said nothing. Theodore looked

at her with an artistic appreciation of

color. While looking he made the com

forting discovery that the girl was pretty,

and with the discovery he lost all his

chagrin and began to devote himself to her.

" Now you sit still for a while and watch

me," he said with a radiant smile. "This

business looks mighty easy, but there's a

knack to it all the same. See that big

fellow? Swash! I've got him ! "

With an athletic swoop he brought up

the dripping net full of wildly-fighting sea

weed, and dumped the mess into the

bottom of the boat. Out of the mess

scuttled an immense crab which made

straight for a shelter under the young

woman's dress. She screamed.

"That's all right! He won't hurt you !"

" Oh ! oh ! what a vicious-looking

beast!" she

wailed.

The crab

had brought

himself, after

the fashion of

his kind, into

a condition of

petrified quies

cence, and was

looking fixedly

and wickedly

at her.

"I never can

stay in this

boat ; please

let me out!"

implored the

girl.

"I beg of

you to take my

word," said

Theodore;

"you can sit in

a boat full of

crabs and you

will never get

touched. Only

you mustn't

put your hand

near them."

She sat down

again only half

consoled, but

forgot her prej

udices in the

next excite

ment. Swoop !

Another crab.

"This is a

soft-shell one,

and perfectly

harmless. You

can pick him

out with your

fingers," said Theodore, invitingly holding

forth the net.

"Oh, dear, no ! take him out yourself !"

said she, shuddering.

For the next few moments Theodore

worked quickly and successfully, inspired

with the knowledge that his audience of one

was watching him with admiration. Stand

ing straight, with his eyes fixed on the

water, he used his pole to propel the boat

lazily along, and yet every minute he made

a triumphant scoop to the right or the left

and added a dismayed crab to his store.

Through all his vigilant action he was

wondering how on earth he was to address

his companion. He knew perfectly well

that she was called Hettie May, for he had

often heard Mrs. Riker call down the lane

after her, but he did not know whether

May was a surname or part of the Christian

name, and he certainly did not dare call her

Hettie. In the midst of this reverie she

amazed and angered him by calling out in

terror :

"Oh, Theodore! poke that crab away,

it is coming straight toward me ! " She

called him by name, as she would have

addressed a lackey.

He did as she requested, but made an

experimental reply :

"You needn't be frightened, Hettie

May, I told you before that they wouldn't

hurt you if you let them alone."

She gave him a frozen glance, under the

innocent indignation of which he felt a

twinge of conscience, but he said, non

chalantly :

"That is your name, isn't it?"

"Oh, yes, that is my name, certainly,

but I was not aware that you knew it."

" Nor did I know that you knew my

name was Theodore," he replied.

She appeared to be struggling with her

self for a second or so, at the end of which

she explained good-temperedly :

" I never dreamed of annoying you by

calling you Theodore, but I have heard

Mr. Hurlbut refer to you so often by your

first name that I used it unawares. But

call me Hettie May by all means."

" Indeed I beg your pardon," he said in

vague apology, "and by way of entreating

you to call me just Theodore I will pains

takingly keep my surname from you."

But to his indefinable disappointment she

seemed perfectly indifferent, and merely

asked politely :

" May I take the net now and try ? "

"Certainly," he said, relinquishing it at

once, and staring moodily at her timid

management of it.

In friendly flirtations he was an adept,

and it set him back when he was not met

at least half way. No disinterested spec

tator would have wondered at his chagrin

either, for he was as undeniably attractive

as he was a successful crabber.

" You will have to come over here in my

place," he announced, still gloomily.

"Steady now; give me your hand."

After a deal of unnecessary wobbling and

hand-clutching the change was effected,

and the young girl stood unsteadily in the

prow, while Theodore sat himself opposite

and poked some fight into the crabs.

After an interval of slow, uneventful

passage through the shallow water Theo

dore asked sarcastically :

" Where are your crabs ? ' '

" I can't see any," she replied, with eyes

glued to the stream.

" You have passed some of the finest

ones in the river," was his next remark.

"I really did not see any!" she said

The fresh breeze had loosened short

locks of her hair, and was now blowing

her dress affectionately close to her form.

To keep her hat on she had ducked her

head to the wind, and was keeping one

eye tight shut. Altogether she looked so

unaffected, so pretty, so young, so every

thing that softens the heart of man, that

Theodore came instantly out of his discon

tent and became helpful.

" Look at that mat of sea-cabbage," he

said. " Ease the boat nearer to it and I'll

poke a crab out for you. There ! See

that? Now watch closely for yourself.

Don't you see them lying in all the little

holes in the river bottom ? Just look ! "

"Oh, I see! I see!" cried Hettie May

enthusiastically. "Give me the net.

Watch me get that big one." There fol

lowed a lurch of the boat, a violent splash,

a fine take of slime and seaweed, and

bitter disappointment. "My goodness!

how did it get away f" . .,.»-'**

"Nevermind. Try another."

Another lurch, more mud, and nothing

else.

This programme was followed for an

hour or more, at the end of which time she

gave up hopelessly.

"I have not caught a single one," was

her unnecessary announcement.

"If you come out to-morrow noon at

high tide I'll warrant you a fine catch ! "

he promised eagerly.

A wonderful blush swept over her face

at the fancied ridicule.

"You are making fun of me. No one

ever goes crabbing at high tide."

" Not with a net, no, of course not ; but

we will fish for them. Will you come?"

" Oh, yes, if I may. If Aunt Emma has

nothing for me to do."

" I'll wait for you at Mrs. Riker's land

ing. I'll be there at twelve. Now change

places with me again, for it's a long row

back."

He took off his coat to make her a better

seat, and then bent his back to the oars.

Instead of the jerky Jersey dip he pulled a

long, strong sweep that sent the little boat

shuddering through the water like a crea

ture of life. The sun had gone down un-

missed in the bold twilight, and the breezy

stillness of evening was settling down over

the rising river. The scene was a study

in green. The only variation was some

white daisies, still awake, a few lagging

clusters of locust, and once a rare mass of

real mountain laurel that, perfectly at

home, bent its sticky white disks almost

into the salt water. Both man and girl

looked at it with instant appreciation -of its

presence.

" Do you want it? " he asked.

"Oh, no; leave it where it is," she an

swered.

They were the only words spoken during

the long row home. Over the two had

fallen a silencing realization of their some

what peculiar position. At last Locust

Point landing was reached, and Hettie May

volunteered to get out.

"This is where you stop," she said. " I

can walk home."

"If you will allow me I'll row up to Mrs.

Riker's," said Theodore, pulling with a

steady vigor that needed no permission.

Most of the Locust Point homesteads

bordered upon the river, but the descent

to the water was so wooded and steep that

all the houses were hidden from sight, so
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that, although voices came now and then

to the ears of the two in the boat, no sight

of unamiable human beings marred the

perfection ef the scene. An exception

must be made in favor of Mrs. Riker, who

was found to be watching their approach

from the top of her bank.

"There's Aunt Emma," said Hettie

May guiltily. "I've heen crabbing, Aunt

Emma ! "

Aunt Emma preserved a stony silence

lhat remained unbroken even when Theo

dore slightly raised his hat in recognition

of her indisputable presence. He ran the

boat well to land, and Hettie May stepped

ashore.

"Good-evening," said Theodore, push

ing himself reluctantly from shore, as she

sped up the bank before he could remind

her of their next day's engagement.

But on the morrow he found that she

had not forgotten it. On the contrary, she

was at the landing before him. She had

-.. ' ""t^" calico dress and straw hat of

j 1 1 1 1 1 1 i_ . AnT'ia pleased eyes she

looked vastly prettier, and he felt a most

unwarrantable thrill of pleasure in seeing

her.

" No 'Aunt Emma?' " he hazarded.

"No 'Aunt Emma,'" she responded

gavly, but in an undertone. "She was

wild last night at my escapade, but I got

up at five this morning and weeded all the

strawberries, so she is resigned to let me

waste a few hours more."

"Why, I was up at five this morning,

too!" he cried, with a blissful sense of

companionship.

" I should think you would be up at that

hour every morning," she said.

" Why?" asked Theodore blankly.

" Does not your occupation call for it? "

" Oh, yes, of course," he answered.

He had wanted her to ask the reason of

liis early rising, in order that he might ex

plain that he had risen betimes to clean

the boat for her greater comfort. Now he

would explain nothing, so he rowed silently

down toward the bridge. The heat was

blistering, the water was warm oil, and

the wind like fire, and neither party felt

talkative.

" Do you think we can stand very much

of this?" she asked.

"Wait till we reach the bridge ; it will

be cooler there," he said.

" Oh, if we could only stay under it ! "

"That's just what we are going to do."

"Are we going to fish under there?"

"That's it."

He gave a backward glance to gauge his

distance, and after on* more strong sweep

he gathered in the oars and the boat shot

itself into the cool, seaweedy shade of the

bridge piles. Here he moored by means

of slack ropes fore and aft, so that the

current merely struck the boat with cool-

soundinj; swashes, and was powerless to

carry them out into the merciless sunlight.

"I've brought my own tackle along,"

declared Hettie May, drawing some hooks

and a line out of her pocket.

" What for ? " demanded Theodore, sur

prised.

" Didn't you say we were going to fish

for crabs?" she asked, with her delicious

and ready blush.

"We are indeed," he responded, "but

we don't use hooks ; we use this."

He produced two unsavory hunks of

raw meat.

" It's bad," she said.

"That is its special recommendation,"

he announced grewsomely.

"Oh, is it better that way?"

" Much. You take it like this, you see,

and round it into a tight ball, and then you

fasten it to the end of this string as firmly

as you know how. Next you tie on a

small stone for a sinker, and the trick is

done. Would you like to fix your own, or

would you rather I did it?"

" I'd far rather you did it," she rejoined.

"All you do is to throw the bait out, feel

when it touches bottom, and then draw it

up about a foot and wait till you feel a

quiet tug. Then tell me."

They both lowered their bait, and fell

into a period of breathless waiting. Soon

Theodore cast a glance of smiling intelli

gence at his companion, and began to pull

up his line inch by inch. To his anxious

companion his crawling cautiousness was

feverishly exciting. When the lump of

meat appeared in dim outline to their

sight Hettie May perceived that a huge

crab was hugging it.

"Please hand ma the net," whispered

Theodore.

She tendered him the short-handled net,

and he soon dumped the unwary proy into

the boat, with the hollow, rattling sound

that had grown so familiar to the girl's ears.

" Don't he clash his legs horribly ? " she

uiestioned.

He tested her neglected line. " There's

a crab on it," he declared. " Draw it

up very quietly or you'll frighten him loose.

That's the way."

"Isn't he a beautiful big one?" she

breathed delightedly as she watched it

through the water tagging at the meat

" Don't experiment any longer ; take

the net," advised Theodore.

"Oh, I can haul him into the boat with

out any net," she protested. Theodore set

his teeth together and let her try it. The

crab let go immediately he felt air.

"They always do that," he observed.

" It's only once in fifty times that you can

jerk them into the boat." As he spoke he

was hauling in one of his own ; then an

other and another. At last Hettie May-

felt the mantle of success fall upon her,

and she, too, began to land crabs without

number. Theodore put his into one wet

sack, and hers into another.

" In such hot weather they would all die

if they were left exposed," he explained.

Thus two hours sped away until Hettie

May, sated with capture, began to grow

hungry.

"I must go home now. Please let me

off at the end of the bridge, or up at Aunt

Emma's, whichever is most convenient

for you."

He decided that Aunt Emma's was by

far the most convenient for him. and began

to unmoor the boat. All the while he was

racking his brain for some excuse to make

another engagement with her. Was there

nothing else he could teach her ?

"Can you row ? " he asked.

"Oh, yes indeed," was her glad re

sponse. " Will you let me ? "

That did not chime in with his idea at

all, so he refused.

"It is entirely too hot for you to row

to-day. But any afternoon you wish, one

of my boats is at your service."

"Thank you very much, but Mr. Riker

has any number of boats which 1 can use

at any time."

Theodore consigned Mr. Riker and his

boats to torment, and proceeded with his

questions.

" On the whole, how do you enjoy crab

bing?"

"Oh, very much indeed, except when

the crabs rattle across the boat ; though I

am not so much afraid of them now."

" No indeed," he replied warmly. "One

gets used to anything. Look at eels, now ;

why they thrash around a boat like all

'get out,' and you don't mind them at

all, although it's night and they feel like

fifty thousand snakes."

Her eyes dilated with terror. "Oh,

please don't ! " she begged.

"It's true," he protested. "Haven't

you ever been eel-fishing at night ? "

"Never!"

"Never? "he cried in delight. "Well,

come with me some night."

"I wouldn't go for a million dollars,"

she said.

"There's nothing horrible about eels,"

he grumbled.

"Where do you go eel-fishing?" she

asked.

"Here on the Shrewsbury, of course;

there are loads of them in the mud holes

and in the seaweed."

She jerked her hand out of the water.

"Oh, they don't float up on top in the

daytime, they only do that at night and at

certain seasons. Why, some dark nights

when the water is highly phosphorescent

you can trace them by the sinuous glowing

track they leave."

"How I should like to see that!" she

exclaimed.

"Come out to-night, then," he said

faithlessly, knowing perfectly well that

there would be a moon and the promised

exhibition therefore impossible. " Will

you be able to come out to-night at about

half-past eight? "

"Yes, I think so; Aunt Emma will be

able to come too."

" That's good," he said hypocritically.

"I'll be here at half-past eight sharp."

The boat's nose grounded in the mud

and he jumped ashore to help his pretty

companion out.

" Don't forget your crabs," he reminded

her, tendering the bag.

" Indeed, I do not want them," she in

sisted. " I was only crabbing for amuse

ment, and if you will allow me to add my

catch to yours I will feel that I have not

wasted your time."

"All right," he said gruffly, and shot

away down the stream. But his heart was

leaping at the thought that she had really

consented to go with him on a pleasure

row, without any businesslike project of

fishing behind it. When he was in the

middle of the stream he suddenly opened

the mouth of Hettie May's sack and emp

tied its contents into the water.

" I won't have her first catch boiled alive.

It would be sacrilege," he muttered. "I'd

like to bet a gold piece that she doesn't

know they're cooked alive."

When he rowed up to Riker's in the

evening's dusk his spirit sank at distin

guishing but one faint figure. He rowed

near, experimentally.

" It is I—Hettie May," said her voice.

Theodore bumped the boat joyfully on

the bank.

"Aunt not coming?" was his brisk

query.

" I asked her to come, and she said—she

said, ' If you're not big enough now to

get along without me tagging after you,

I'd like to know when you will be.' "

"She's perfectly right," agreed Theo

dore.

"So I've come to tell you I won't go,"

said Hettie May.

"What!" said Theodore, in leaden

wrath.

"Oh, no ; I've left her alone all day and

I can't leave her to-night."

"I'll tell you what," said Theodore,

"step in, and I'll row you so quickly down

to the bridge and back that she'll never

know I've been at all."

Just where this proposition differed from

the proposed row it would be difficult to

tell, but Hettie May considered it a harm

less compromise and stepped in with

alacrity.

"Where is the phosphorous?" she de

manded.

Fortunately for the young man, the

moon had not yet risen, and the oars

made a milky ripple. He called her at

tention to it.

"Let your hand trail in the water and

watch the track it makes."

"And run the risk of patting an eel on

the head? Oh, no ! " she answered.

He drew in the oars and rested on them.

" I believe this current will carry us down

to the bridge as quick as I could make it,"

he said contentedly, shameless liar that he

was, for the boat barely moved, and if it

drifted at all, drifted sideways. In the

enchanted silence Theodore got it into his

dreamily-confused head that his soul was

strung like an /Eolian harp and that every

time he breathed it swept its music through

him. That he was in love with the girl

opposite him he would never have ad

mitted. She was singing softly to herself

an air that was at once familiar to him

and at the same time exasperatingly un

familiar. If it was anything it was the

soprano of Wagner's "Chorusof Pilgrims."

"What is that you are singing?" he

asked in a hushed voice.

" I haven't the sign of an idea," she said

loudly and unsentimentally.

"It's time we got back," said Theodore

immediately, and commenced rowing vio

lently homeward.

By the time he had made the now dark

landing he had softened hopelessly again.

At all hazards he was bound to prevent

her from speeding up the bank to the

house. The myriad of fireflies flashed

around them, actually lighting up the

leaves and flowers nearest to them. He

moored his boat suggestively to Riker's

post, and stepped out with Hettie May.

He first planted himself cleverly before her

in the narrow path, so that she could not

get home without walking deliberately

into him. This manoeuvre cheered his

soul into conversation.

" Did you ever put fireflies into your

hair?" he asked insanely.

" No, and I don't want to."

" Did you ever hold one, then ? "

" In my hands ?"

"Yes."

"No."

He caught one and came audaciously

near her. "Hold out your hand," he

said.

Men who say, " Do this," " Do that," in

stead of " Will you do this ? " " Will you do

that?" meet with extraordinary obedience.

Hettie May held out her hand. He linger-

ingly put the brilliant little insect into it.

" Did you ever hear the legend of the

firefly? " he asked musically.

She shook her head. " Tell me."

"Oh, it's no story, nothing to tell, only

the Indians believe that fireflies are the

souls of dead soldiers who have fallen in

battle and never known burial. Is not

that a poetical thought? "

" Very horribly poetical, and exactly

like an Indian," she added. " Now I

must say good-night. "

"Oh, certainly; I was only waiting to

know whether you were coming crabbing

for soft-shells and shedders to-morrow at

low tide. You haven't caught any in that

way, you know, but I am sure I could

teach you, if you will let me."

" Are you so sure of that ? "

" Quite sure. Confess now, you would

like to be able, wouldn't you ?"

" ' We should join hands in frantic sympathy,
Ifonce you taught me the unteachablc,' "

she quoted glibly.

He pondered in scholarly amaze, and

then said unthinkingly :

"Aren't you somewhat of a well-read

young woman to be quoting Browning?"

She laughed, and ran up the path. Then

she stopped and said in sudden surprise :

"Aren't you somewhat of a well-read

young man to recognize it as a quotation

from Browning ? "

He reddened unperceived in the dark

ness, but urged anxiously :

" I am coming around to-morrow at low

tide, may I ? "

Her response was non-committal : " You

won't be able to reach this landing at low

tide ; you will have to go to the house be

low—to Stanley's."

" All right ! " he cried cheerfully.

On the next day and on many succeed

ing days he worked hard to prevent Hettie

May from netting a single crab. He very

soon left off asking whether he might call

for her, because it came to be so settled a

thing that she was to be his companion.

At the close of one lazy, contented after

noon she spoiled the rest of the day by

announcing her intention of going to the

city for a few days.

" When are you going? " he asked.

1 ' To-morrow. ' '

" But at what time?"

"I am going to take the four-twenty

train from the Atlantic Highlands."

" It is a long walk over," he suggested.

" Very," she assented.

His heart rose. So she was going to

walk. At least he would manage to inter

cept her and walk with her.

He set out on the morrow in excellent

time. But look as he might he failed to

see the one figure he looked for. During

the period of his closest scrutiny of the

by-paths a carriage passed him. In the

carriage was a very beautiful woman, su

perbly dressed, and of undeniable fashion

and position. She caught sight of Theo

dore and shrank back in her seat to hide

from his gaze herself and her miserable

crimson blush. It was Hettie May, but

Theodore missed her.

He walked back again to Locust Point

in a disappointment lhat verged on in

sanity. He no longer was ignorant of the

sentiment he had for the girl. He loved

her. He loved her for the sensitiveness

that spoke in her coming and going color.

He worshiped her vivid beauty—a beauty

of outline as well as of tint, a beauty that

wind, sun and dirt could not destroy.

Without her the three days dragged misera

bly. On the fourth he went down to meet

every train and boat that came in. Of

course she did not arrive. On the fifth day

he wandered disconsolately around the

various spots associated most closely with

her. He finally threw himself abidingly

down by the mountain laurel they had seen

on their first row, and began to count up the

period of their acquaintanceship. Into his

reverie, at this stage, there intruded a faint

clip of oars. What more likely than that

Hettie May should be rowing down the

river ? He leaped to his feet, and looked

across a few feet of water into her eyes.

" Hettie ! " he cried rapturously.

" Hello," she answered demurely.

" Row in to shore," he said.

Very slowly and with a rapidly-deepen

ing color she guided the boat to shore.

Her heart was beating excitedly, for the

rapture in his bright young face was too

pronounced for her to ignore. He held

out his hand to help her ; she put hers in

his, and at that touch reserve flew to the

winds and the*y were in each other's arms.

"I want you, Hettie," he whispered,

and bent to kiss her. She broke away

and looked at him almost with fear.

" I love you, and you know it."

" Yes, I do know it ; and I love you, but

it is my disgrace ! "

"That is a word that cannot pass unex

plained," he said.

"Oh, you know, you must know, the

terrible difference in our stations ! "

" How did you find out that it existed ? "

demanded Theodore.

"Find what out?" asked she blankly.

"That there is a difference in our sta

tions ? I thought that you still considered

me a sort of nondescript fisherman in the

employ of Sam Hurlbut."

"And what are you if you are not?"

asked Hettie, turning a deeper red.

"Well, I'll tell you," he said, reddening

in his turn. " I never tried to mislead you,

Hettie—on my honor, I never did ; but

your mistake amused me at first, and I did

not think it worth while to correct it.

Then I learned—oh, so quickly !—to love

you, and I dared not tell you the truth

about myself, for fear your pride would

make you send me back into my own

world—my heartless world of fashion and

folly. For it is a mere summer's amuse

ment that calls me down here, and it is a

mere whim that leads me to crab frantic

ally, and to turn my haul over to Sam

Hurlbut. He reaps the benefit, not I.

Oh, don't turn from me, Hettie ! "

" Who are you then ? " she asked.

" My name is Theodore Tyndall, and my

father is Barry Tyndall, the banker."

" You live in New York ? "

"Yes."

"On what street?"

" Madison Avenue."

" Is your number thirty-two fifty-eight?"

"Yes," he admitted. "Don't worry,

Hettie May. My father may show me the

door if he wishes, and he probably will,

but I would rather have you than all the

wealth in the world. Look up, darling,

and say you believe me ! "

"Oh, I believe you," she said, "and may

be your father won't show you the door

after all, for I am Hester May Mortimer,

and I live in the house next to yours ! "

" No ! " shouted Theodore.

"Yes."

"But 'Aunt Emma'?"

" Oh, Mrs. Riker is a dear, stern old

nurse of mine who, when she heard that

the doctor had prescribed for me outdoor

occupation, brought me down here, where

she has carried out the doctor's advice.

We all call her 'Aunt ' because she is such

a loving old soul."

"You can't live next door to us," said

Theodore dogmatically, "or we should

have met before."

" Come to New York now and prove

it ! " she said teasingly.

"May Mortimer," he said, still aghast.

She nodded with intense enjoyment.

"Why, we will have to begin all over

again," he said ruefully.

" Not all over again," she faltered

audaciously, "let's begin from the time I

stepped off that boat."

He did so, promptly.
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"\ €piL/^/ cr£pe paper was placed

g upon the market a few years

\Jxf ago it commanded little at-

Ylm tention. The possibilities of

its development were not real-

tt^S ized. It was not long, how

ever, before its delicate color and effect,

with its strong and durable texture, occa

sioned examination, and from examina

tion has come adoption. Now it is in

general use, although its actual possibili

ties are still to be realized. What this

style of paper can do for the ornamenta

tion of a home, and in every corner of it,

is as yet unknown. Something of what it

can do, it has been attempted to give on this

Cage, the illustrations having been made

y Mr. Small direct from the original

articles.

A DAINTILY-DRAPED BUREAU

IN Illustration No. i, for example, is pre

sented an effective dressing-case bu

reau, trimmed with the crfipe paper in

delicate lavender shades, a little white

being effectively introduced. The mirror

has a plain oak frame, over which the

Caper is fastened with glue ; the edge can

e fluted by simply stretching it through

the ringers. Violets in natural shades are

glued here and there on the paper, giving

a cool, dainty effect to the affair. One

would think the flowers a stray handful

from Flora's arms, so natural they appear.

The bureau is effectively draped with

the material, which is put on rather full

and tacked at intervals to keep it in place.

Satin ribbon is used in the illustration,

though one can use the paper ribbon with

very good effect by cutting it the desired

width and wiring both edges. This is

done by covering one side of the wire with

glue and putting it on the extreme edge of

the paper. The other edge is treated in a

similar manner. With the aid of the wire

one can make a smart little bow, which

adds an up-to-date finish to anything of

this kind. A child's play-hoop is used as

a foundation upon which to attach the

draperies, which fall so prettily, and seem

to add the "crowning glory" to this

charming piece of work. Fasten the hoop

securely to the wall, and make a roof to it

of the plain lavender tissue, tacking it to

the wall and bringing over in folds (not

too tightly) to the outer edge of the hoop,

where it is secured with the glue. The

crepe paper is then fastened to the end of

the hoop (either tacks or glue can be

used), brought down in pretty, graceful

folds to the side of the wall, where it is

tacked in place, and a finishing touch is

added by a generous bow of lavender satin

ribbon. With a dainty bureau scarf and

cushion in white and lavender, and the

many pretty toilet accessories which niost

women own, the bureau is transformed in

to a thing of beauty.

For the niching at the top take a four or

five yard strip of the cr£pe about ten

inches wide, gather it straight through the

centre with a stout needle and linen thread,

arranging it in pretty, even folds and tack

ing it to the edge of the hoop.

AN ATTRACTIVE BEDROOM

A SPARE room with its brass bedstead may

be made most attractive by utilizing

the crepe paper for a canopy over the bed,

and arranging the dressing-case bureau as

suggested in illustration No. i. Green or

violet paper should be given the prefer

ence, as those colors are most restful to

the eyes.

As lamps are decidedly la mode, the

paper shades are easily made, and, being

very inexpensive, meet a long-felt want.

Easily constructed, they are as durable

and certainly quite as effective as their

more expensive and hardly more beautiful

silken counterparts.

A TULIP LUNCHEON

I N Illustration No. 2 is given an idea of a

» tulip luncheon. Great masses of these

gorgeously-tinted flowers lie in disorder on

DAINTY FLOWER LUNCHEONS

FLOWER luncheons of all the different

varieties may be carried out with

equally pretty effect, the chrysanthemum,

the morning-glory or the orchid being par

ticularly desirable for the decorations of a

table at which dainty women are to be

seated, and their senses as well as their

palates satisfied.

Another decoration is the fleur-de-lis in

the delicate lavender shades. The "Queen

of Flowers " makes a charming decoration

for a luncheon. Roses in the delicate

pinks and yellow, used with the pale

yellow paper tinted a soft rose pink, will

make an effective background for the

toilette of the hostess and her guests.

A great mass of roses should be used in

the centre of the table and allowed to trail

over the edge almost to the floor. If rib

bon is used it should be of one shade only,

either pink or yellow, pink being prefer

able.

Unique table mats are made from a

square of thin cardboard covered with the

crepe paper, allowing about half an inch

for a ruffle. A few roses fastened in one

corner with a bow of the narrow ribbon

adds the finishing touch to this accessory.

If the room should contain a mantel an

exquisite lambrequin may be made for its

adornment of the pink crepe paper, which

may be left plain in the centre, but gathered

in folds at both ends so that it may hang

gracefully. Across the centre a bunch of

roses in all sizes may be fastened securely,

yet carelessly. Any clever woman pos

sessing a supply of this paper may decorate

her rooms whenever occasion requires

without any other material.

 

A DAINTILY-DRAPED BUREAU (IlluS. No. 1)

ANOTHER DAINTY TABLE

DRAPE the top and sides of the table with

white paper which is tinted a delicate

apple green ; to one corner of the table

fasten a large bunch of chrysanthemums

with delicate green centres. A huge bow

of green satin ribbon may also be used

with ends reaching almost to the floor.

Place a lamp in the centre of the table and

cover the entire base of it with chrysan

themums, allowing the leaves and stems to

show. On the lamp have a shade of white-

paper tinted green, and decorated with a

wreath of the flowers and a bow of the

ribbon.

At each end of the table place a candel- .

abra, on which the daintv pr,per candle

shades may be shown. These may be

made of the white paper and trimmed with

rosettes of delicate green ribbon.

Effective portieres of the paper may be

introduced over the doors and windows,

and caught in the centre with a bunch of

the flowers, and at the sides with a bow of

the ribbon.

In order to carry out the effect of a paper

luncheon to a greater extent draperies of

the paper could be effectively introduced

over the portieres of either door or win

dow. When trimmed with ribbon and

flowers they are very effective and add a

pretty touch of completeness to the affair.

THE FIVE O'CLOCK TEA

AS the five o'clock teas have become a

part and parcel of the pleasure-loving

woman's enjoyment, the question fre

quently arises : "Oh, for some new idea,

dainty and novel and a little bit startling."

In the illustration we have a decidedly-

pretty affair in the shades of violet. The

paper is used as if for the luncheon table,

and is caught up with sprays of the violets

and satin ribbon to match. It is in a deli

cate lavender with the edge tinted violet,

and flowers are all in the latter shades,

from a pale lavender to the darkest purple ;

though if one is not partial to the darker

element, and would keep it light and soft,

the deeper hues can be omitted.

On the princess lamp, which is an almost

indispensable addition to the table, there

is a shade of lavender trimmed with ro

settes of half-inch-wide lavender ribbon.

Perhaps the loveliest and most striking

color for an ambitious woman's tea-table

is Magenta. As the crepe paper is not

prepared in the solid Magenta coloring one

may use the white with the edge tinted

Magenta. For the decoration great golden-

hearted orchids, with the tips of their

roomy petals touched with the brilliant

Magenta, are fastened to the table with

smart bows of Magenta satin ribbon.

If a princess lamp is used the shade

should be white, with a line of Magenta

coloring for the border, and may be ren

dered additionally attractive by the addi

tion of rosettes of narrow Magenta ribbon.

A yellow five o'clock tea is particularly

desirable, especially if two shades of vellow

or yellow and white are used. The flowers

can be chrysanthemums or orchids. Nar

cissus and jonquils also form an attractive

decoration when used with ribbon of the

same or contrasting color.

Pink is also a good color. The light fall

ing through a shade of this tint is soft anc!

delicate. Convolvuli, or morning-glories

as they are more commonly called, afford

a desirable decoration, in which the pink

or green coloring predominates. The deli

cate trailing vine work, from which emerges

an occasional pink cup, forms an exquisite

finish to the table.

There is nothing more dear to the heart

of a true woman than an attractive and

comfortable home, and if the principal

beauties of that home are the work of her

own skillful fingers it is only natural that

she will take a greater pride and delight

in contemplating all the little additional

touches of her own creation and making.

With this new and inexpensive fabric her

home may be made a place of beauty.

the table, while satin ribbon is effectively

introduced in this instance, as in that of the

boudoir.

The mellow light from the lamp, on

which is a paper shade of yellow tone,

trimmed with the ribbon and flowers,

throws a soft glow over it all and softens

the brilliant coloring of the flowers, mak

ing a charming effect.

The paper in this instance is a light

shade of yellow, tinted darker on the

edges, and the flowers are in all the natu

ral colorings—some light yellow streaked

with red, some darker yellow and some

all red or streaked with black.

Large tulips may be given spread enough

to admit of a pasteboard cup being put in

side ; a stem bent into a ring in the side

will serve as a handle. In these cups

the ices may be served. The boxes for

the bonbons may also be made of paste

board, covered with the paper in the tulip

shades. They should, of course, be made

without covers, so that the pretty candies

may be in evidence. As far as possible

the decorations of the room should be

in the colors of these gorgeously-tinted

flowers.

Favors for the luncheon may be a single

gorgeous tulip, tied with jaunty little bows

of satin ribbon.

 

A GORGEOUS TULIP LUNCHEON (Ulus. No. 2)
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THE CANDY-EATING HABIT

By Cyrus Edson, M. D.

President of the New York Board of Health

 
~" HERE is little need to speak

of the danger to health of

candy which has been

adulterated with any of tile

articles which disgraced

its manufacture prior to

the formation of the As

sociation of Candy Manu-

"Tacturers. The efforts of

that association and those

of the boards of health throughout the

country have had the expected effect, and

as a matter of fact, there is not very much

adulterated candy made in this country

to-day. At the same time the vigilance of

the authorities should not be relaxed, be

cause the profits on adulterated candy are

so great there will always be those who

will be tempted to profit by them. Pure

candy is com

posed of sug

ar, nuts, fruits,

vegetable

gums and

fruit extracts

for flavoring.

About ninety

percent, of all

candy is sug

ar, and the

evil, if any,

which comes

from it, is

that which

results from

eating sugar.

Sugar is a

producer of

heat and is

one of the

principal sources of fat. It is likewise one

of the most valuable food elements we

have, and in its proper place and under

due limitations will harm no one.

 

DR. EDSON

JUST here I must point out the extreme

difficulty existing when one would write

an article treating generally such a subject

as this. The old proverb, "What's one

man's meat is another's poison," applies

so perfectly that it is impossible to lay

down general rules. The amount of sugar

which a person can eat without injury

depends wholly on that person's tempera

ment and physical condition. Each case is

by itself, properly speaking, and each

should be studied alone. While I feel the

difficulty in the way of any rules for all,

the impossibility of laying down such rules,

I can yet explain why sugar is good or bad

for persons, and this without saying any

thing as to the quantity. Generally speak

ing, it is bad to take it in excess, although

in what excess consists must be determined

individually. The subject is one of impor

tance, because children are so exceedingly

fond of candy, that is, of sugar in the

tempting shapes and with the delicious

flavors the confectioners give to it. I must

confess I share this fondness, for there is

nothing I like better than candy. If then

I point out the evils which result from tak

ing too much of it, my readers must re

member that I am a very friendly critic.

Why children are so fond of candy is

pointed out by Herbert Spencer. Children

grow sometimes very rapidly, and the

process of growth is one which demands a

great supply of heat. Now from sugar

more animal heat can be evolved than from

almost any substance we can take. What

we call taste, that is, the agreeable sensa

tion when we place some food we like in

contact with the nerves of the mouth and

tongue, is like the sensation of hunger in

that it is caused by the demand of Nature

for food. But taste will often tell us

whether food is good for us. Hence, when

the growing child needs heat, and sugar

will supply this, the child craves sugar or

sweet things. Nor is it wise to deny this

craving. True, we can get the same heat

from fats, and in the Arctic regions the little

Esquimau children beg for blubber just as

our own little ones beg for candy. In this

climate fat is less easily digested than sugar,

and the body of the child knows this, al

though the child does not.

Sugar is a very concentrated form of

food. It is a highly stimulating food, and

we have recently ascertained that it en

ables persons eating it to more easily

perform severe labor, either physical or

mental. The military hygiemsts, taking

advantage of this fact, have advised that

extra rations of sugar should be issued to

soldiers who are called on to sustain the

excessive physical strain incident to forced

marches.

It is a common and widely-accepted be

lief that candy will destroy the teeth of

children. So it will, if those teeth are not

kept clean, but this evil does not come to

the teeth through any effect of the sugar

after it has been digested. It is the result

of a very complicated chemical operation

taking place in the mouth, whic h, although

complicated, I shall try to explain.

TO begin with, the mouth is at all times

full of germs of many kinds, which

live in the liquids of the mouth. These

germs, when they come in contact with

sugar, act as a ferment, that is, they act as

yeast does in bread. The first effect of

the fermentation is to produce alcohol and

carbonic acid. Then a second fermenta

tion begins and this time a part of the

alcohol is changed into an acid. This will

combine with the salts of sodium—such

as common salt—or lime, and produce the

tartrate of sodium or lime, and this is the

deposit called tartar on the teeth. As this

deposit increases it pushes the gum down

from the enamel of the teeth to the bony

structure, and in time wjll cause the teeth

to become loose. So that while pure

candy or pure sugar has no direct effect on

the teeth, the secondary products resulting

from its fermentation may have a very in

jurious effect.

Sugar is one of the best of the fat-produc

ing foods, and for that reason it is bad for a

person, young or old, in whom there is a

tendency to accumulate too much fat. The

converse of this is true—it is a valuable

food for those, young or old, who are too

thin. It is also valuable, because it is easily

digested, to those who are weak, who suf

fer from a lack of animal heat, and who

need building up. Not too much of it

though, because there are elements needed

in the body which sugar will not supply.

Sugar is exceedingly satisfying to the ap

petite. I know a man who was an officer

of cavalry during the Civil War. and on one

occasion during a raid he found an oppor

tunity to fill his haversack and both saddle

bags with brown sugar. The men of his

command did the same. It was four days

before they were able to get a supply of

rations, and during that time they lived on

the sugar and were perfectly contented

with the diet. This story points to one

rule which may safely be laid down for all :

Candy should not be eaten immediately

before meals by either child or adult, be

cause it will destroy the appetite for other

food, and that other should be taken first,

because of the food element found in it

and which is not found in candy. In other

words, the supply of sugar should be ad

justed to that of other foods in a natural

and common-sense-way proportion.

CANDY is certainly palatable, and the

pleasure it gives to the sense of taste

may make a person eat too much of it.

While, therefore, the natural craving of

children for it may reasonably and properly

be gratified, care must be taken not to

allow them to overload the stomach with

it. It is often noticed that children com

plain of colic or other pains after eating

candy. These may be due to two causes :

first, that the candy has undergone the

two fermentations I have spoken of, and

the resultant acid and gases are acting on

the stomach and intestines, irritating and

distending them, and second, that the child,

has simply eaten more than it should. A

reasonable amount of candy will be di

gested easily enough, but if more than

this be taken, then the stomach is unable

to dispose of the surplus, and the irrita

tion caused by its presence in the stomach

produces the pain. Then, too, the fer

mentations would set in before digestion

could be accomplished. For purposes of

this article I may divide all adult human

beings into two classes, naming these the

rheumatic and the normal. This nomen

clature is not particularly scientific, but

the names I have used will serve to show

what I mean. In the rheumatic class are

those in whom there is a tendency to gen

erate an acidity in the system which results

in time in suffering from rheumatism. To

the other class belong those who do not

show this tendency.

I have already explained how sugar will

result in acid after the second fermentation,

and it is, therefore, easy to understand why

those in whom rheumatism is hereditary

should not eat it. When the parents of a

child are rheumatic that child should be

given little candy. It has already the acid

or rheumatic tendency—at least, the chances

are that, it has—and care should be taken

not to increase this by supplying that which

we know will produce acid. The human

being is omnivorous, by which I mean he

can digest and profit by the largest range

of food. The ability to do this is, of

course, the result of the infinitely varied

conditions amid which billions of men and

women, during the countless generations

of human life, have found themselves.

But while the human being can digest and

profit by more forms of food than can any

animal—unless it be the pig—it is the fact

that the human being, in order to remain

in perfect health, needs a greatly diversified

diet. There is in the long list of foods

but one on which alone a man can main

tain full strength, and this, milk, contains in

itself more food elements than any other.

 

THE real danger to be found in candy is

that it is so pleasant to the taste, so

"cunningly"—to use the word in its old

English meaning—compounded to please

the nerves of taste, that there is the risk if a

person who is fond of it be given all he or

she cares for that no other foods will be

taken. This must be watched out for. In

time, if a person have it continually, the

system will revolt; witness the fact that

candy manufacturers and sellers allow their

employees to eat all they will, and that after

a week or two the girl who was fondest of

it eats no more. This danger is the dis

turbance of the proper balance of food,

of the necessary diversity in diet. There

is one custom common enough among

many people, which is to the last degree

reprehensible, that is, giving candy to

babies in arms. Children of twelve months

or under are very subject to acidity of the

stomach, and candy will produce this in

variably. Therefore, when I see a woman

giving a piece of candy to a baby 1 always

think what a good example there is before

me of being kind only to be cruel, to re

verse the saying. Babies do not need

candy, it does them the greatest harm, and

it is as cruel to give it to them as it would

be to squeeze their tender flesh between

pinchers—more so, in fact, because the

resultant pain has much greater duration.

THE AGED MEMBER OF THE HOME

By Alice Bartram

HE very kindness of children

and friends often makes the

life of the aged member of the

household a wearisome bur

den. In their anxiety to shield

the father or mother from care

and physical exertion they take

away every source of interest and enjoy

ment. Physicians tell us that muscles

which are not used become atrophied, and

hence we can readily understand that phys

ical and mental powers may age more

quickly through idleness than exertion.

Many housewives urge their mothers to

give the housekeeping into their hands,

believing that in so doing they are perform

ing a most filial action.

It is mistaken kindness very often.

Granted that a woman is in reasonably

good health it is better for her to have def

inite and varied duties to the very close

of her life, no matter how long that life

may be. The wise daughter will try and

lighten and perhaps share these duties, in

stead of forcing a naturally energetic

woman to feel herself a useless factor in

the home. There lies the sting of much

of the unhappiness of old people : the

feeling that they are no longer essential to

others. Then, too, they do not want to sur

render the administrative faculty. It hurts

them to fec i so entirely cut off from their

kind. For this reason it is wise, when it is

possible, for the housewife to encourage

the aged father or mother to do some, if

not all, of the marketing for the family.

The exercise in the open air and the meet

ing with tradesmen and discussion of ways

and means will console, though in a small

and homely way, the man who mourns for

the active days of business life. The

mother, too, will feel as if her hand were

still on the helm when she gives her daily

orders. The keeping of the family ac

counts, when possible, should be relegated

to the aged members of the household for

the same reason.

It is a popular fiction to suppose that

because a body is old the soul that lies in

it must necessarily be old in its feelings

and desires. Very often we hear it said

that old people do not care for society.

The doctor and the clergyman are regarded

as the only callers really essential to their

well-being. Yet these very same old people

may long for the flesh-pots of Egypt more

earnestly than their granddaughter of six

teen. They are not especially attracted by

people of their own age, who remind them

too vividly of the lapse of time and the in

firmities of the bodv. They very often

prefer the light of bright young faces and

the stir and bustle of active social life.

They rebel against the implication that

they have done with all the vanities and

delights of the world. It is true kindness,

therefore, not to set them aside in some

quiet room, remote from the family life,

furnished, perhaps, in a staid, old-fashioned

way with the portraits of the dead covering

the sober walls. Such a room has an act

ual repulsion for the little children, who

naturally grow to feel that the quiet figures

sitting in it are not of their world. The

whole unconscious attitude of the house

hold is one of expectation that very soon

those places must be left vacant, and often

the poor old people fall into line, and

through very inertia do what is expected

of them. They are actually buried alive

long before they die.

Love combined with wisdom will raise

no such barriers around the old, but will

keep them in the very heart of the family

life. The friends of the younger gener

ations will be made their friends, and it

will not be taken for granted that because

grandmother's hair is white she can no

longer enjoy a frolic. In this separation

the young suffer quite as much as the old,

for it often happens that the grandmother

is better qualified to be the confidante of

the young schoolgirl than the busy, worried

mother. The grandfather, too, made mer

ciful by experience, is apt to be the best

kind of an interpreter between father and

son. For this reason encourage the old

people to help the children in their studies.

Never mind if the school-books are very

different from the ones in use two genera

tions ago. This very fact will do much to

"put the grandparents in touch with the

times and keep their mental faculties alert.

Another unwritten law has decreed that

old people must read very few books, and

those of a religious character. In fiction

we read of the little table by the arm

chair, with the Bible and Thomas a Kempis

Taylor's "Holy Living and 1 lying," and

Baxter's "Saints' Rest" upon it. Some

might think it almost sacrilegious to suggest

that the occupant of the armchair may

really be hungry for a good novel or some

bright magazine, full of the sayings and

doings of this dear old world. It is cer

tainly a very gracious service for the

daughter of the home to forage a bit for

the mental food of the aged members of

the household, and put in their hands the

story she found so delightful or the illus

trations over which she laughed so heartily.

We are apt to forget how much of the con

versation of the home is based upon books

and papers read in common. Often when

these are spoken of the old people feel

entirely left out, because it has been taken

for granted that they have lost their interest

in current topics.

Fancy generally paints an old lady with

knitting work in her hands. She is also

expected to sew on buttons, darn stock

ings and do the very work which naturally

reduces every thought to monotony. No

one ever thinks of asking her to make

some bright fancy-work or inquires whether

she would like to learn some new embroid

ery stitches. Granted that a woman is not

even able to leave her room, let some of

the household tasks be brought to her be

side the family mending. She can prepare

fruit for cakes and pies, shell peas and

pare vegetables, sitting in her chair, and

still be of great service in the home.

It is more difficult to find occupation for

old men than for old women. There

are so few things about a house that they

can do, yet in addition to those I have

mentioned they can often attend to much

of the family correspondence. The receiv

ing of letters from different relations and

the representing of their own particular

branch of the family in reply w ill furnish

them with many objects of thought and

employ many lonely hours. When there is

a garden, no matter how small, the grand

father should feel that it is his own espe

cial province. Catalogues of seeds and

bulbs, and the ordering and care of plants

soon become of absorbing interest. The

boys working under his direction can spare

his physical strength while their obedience

and subordination gratify his natural de

sire to still be of importance.

No other people need cheerful, bright

surroundings and "good limes," to quote

Glory McWhirk, more than they who are

resting after the burden and heat of the

day. As children long for a bedtime

frolic so the dear old saints often long for

more of the joy of life before they 'Tall on

sleep."

A TASTEFUL TOBACCO POUCH

jf TOBACCO pouch can be inexpen-

Jl sively constructed from the follow-

/ V\ mS materials : one-eighth of a yard

C/ of golden-brown surah, one-eighth

of oil-silk, a skein of embroider}' silk, a

small chamois-skin, one yard of very nar

row satin ribbon, and a little gold paint.

The surah bag is five and one-half by four

inches, and the oil-silk pouch one-half

an inch shorter, and one-quarter narrower.

Round the lower comers ; place the oil-

silk pouch inside the surah bag so that

the seams face each other ; turn over the

extra piece of surah and blind-stitch it

to the oil-silk. Feather-stitch the outside

of bag about one-half an inch from the top ;

draw the ribbon through the casing thus

formed for the drawing-string. Press the

chamois-skin with a warm iron ; out of it

cut two sections, each seven by four and

one-half inches ; clip the two narrow sides

of each, V-shape, so that the remaining

sides will measure four and one-half inches,

while the extreme length through the cen

tre from point to point will still remain

seven inches. Paint a quarter-inch border

with gold paint around the lower three

sides of each section. Turn over the top

about one-half an inch and decorate it with

a similar but narrower border of paint.

Fringe it, and also the bottom of the cham

ois, the former one-quarter, the latter one-

half an inch deep. Pccorate the flap of

the front section with two tobacco pip< s

sketched with pen and gold paint. On

either side trace a spray of the tobacco

plant. Draw a monogram or initial in the

centre of section, and outline with paint.

For reverse section, two crescents, cross

and stars are placed in the centre of the flap.

Join the sides of the chamois and fasten it

to the pouch under the flaps about one and

one-half inches from the drawing-string.
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THE CREATOR OF "SHERLOCK

HOLMES"

'RTHUR CONAN DOYLE

comes of a distin

guished family, and

yet at the age of

thirty-five his fame

bids fair to eclipse

that of any of its

members. His father,

Charles Doyle, held

an appointment in the

civil service, but in the leisure it left him

he made a name for himself in the literary

and artistic world of London. His grand

father was the leading caricaturist of his

day ; several of his uncles were skilled

writers and artists, one of them being

the original designer of the cover which

"Punch ' ' wears to-day. Consequently one

cannot be altogether surprised at the

brilliant reputation which their descendant

has achieved.

Conan Doyle was born in Edinburgh in

1859. As he grew to boyhood his tastes

inclined to literature, and he himself tells

with what delight he retailed stories to his

playmates. The bribe of a tart or of candy-

was sufficient to bring forth a new install

ment of the series of adventures which the

small lads of that day found as interesting

as they found when older grown "The

 

TWO ENGLISH AUTHORS OF REPUTE

AS SKETCHED BY FREDERICK DOLMAN
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CONAN DOYLE

Adventures of Sherlock Holmes." And

both at Stonyherst College, where his edu

cation began, and at school in Germany

he edited and contributed largely to the

college magazines. In 1876 he entered

the university at Edinburgh as a student

of medicine. While pursuing his studies

there he submitted several of his manu

scripts to publishers who were not always

willing to accept them. On leaving the

university after having obtained his di

ploma, the desire to enlarge the experience

of life which translates itself into literature

led him to secure the appointment of sur

geon on a merchant vessel which traded in

the Northern seas. A year of this rough

life was, however, sufficient, and he served

for a time as surgeon on a line of ships

plying between England and the west

coast of Africa, after which he came home

to purchase a practice in the fashionable

town of Southsea. This brief experience

of the sea has not been without its value

to his literary work ; it had its result nota

bly in the story, "The Captain of the

Polestar, " which first appeared in Temple

Bar.

His practice at Southsea was a fairly

lucrative one, and not until 1890, when

"The White Company " appeared and was

so enthusiastically received, did he deem

it prudent to finally abandon medicine for

literature. For several years prior to this

he had not ventured on anything more

ambitious than short stories for the maga

zines, in this showing the wisdom of one

who appreciated the art of fiction at its true

worth. "A Study in Scarlet," which he

wrote for a Christmas annual, was really

his first novel. It attracted little attention

until " Micah Clarke," his next novel, ap

peared and set people to talking about Dr.

Conan Doyle.

On leaving Southsea Conan Doyle de

cided to make his home in one of the

London suburbs, choosing Norwood, a

colony of villas—mostly occupied by city

men—on the south side of the metrop

olis, near the Crystal Palace. It was here

that the wonderful series of stories, "The

Adventures of Sherlock Holmes," were

written. The idea of this series came to

him one day in an idle hour when he was

musing upon his college days. One of his

professors at Edinburgh University, Mr.

Joseph Bell, had exhibited a remarkable

talent, when talking to his pupils, of the

kind which makes the brilliant detective—

the talent for observing seemingly small

things and discovering their relationship to

each other—the faculty in every-day par

lance of "putting two and two together."

Thinking of "old Bell " Dr. Conan Doyle

was led to plan the series of detective stories,

which, while they were appearing in the

"Strand Magazine," were the most popular

topics of conversation in London. The

author has frank

ly confessed that

his portrait of Mr.

Sherlock Holmes

was drawn from

his recollections

of Mr.

Bell.

mirers of Sher

lock Holmes

were shocked

some time since

by the summary

disposition of

the famous hero

by Dr. Doyle.

When reproach

ed for the de

struction of that

individual Dr.

Doyle declared

the murder a

case of "justifi

able homicide,"

adding, " If I had

not killed him I

verily believe

that he would

have killed me."

Persons Who

have felt the fas

cinations of the

detective's man

ner of work—and

who that has

met him in fiction

but has done so?

—can easily im

agine what a

drain he must

have made upon

the imagination

of his creator.

No sooner would

one story appear

than Dr. Doyle

would be assailed by public and publishers

alike for ' ' more, ' ' and so at last, a victim to

his own popularity and success, Holmes

was destroyed by the hand which created

him.

Like other distinguished novelists Conan

Doyle has hankerings after the celebrity of

the stage. "Jane Annie," which he wrote

in conjunction with Mr. J. M. Barrie for the

Savoy Theatre, was hardly an auspicious

beginning, but greater things may be

expected from the drama entitled " A

Straggler of '15," which Mr. Irving has

accepted. For many years Dr. Doyle and

Mr. Barrie have been warm friends, and

the writing of the comic opera served to

make the friendship still stronger. It

caused them, for one thing, to make long

visits at each other's homes—" Jane

Annie" having been written partly in

Viewmount House, Kirriemuir, and partly

in Tennison Road, Norwood. The pro

duction of a successful play should com

plete Dr. Conan Doyle's happiness, if his

life is not already full to overflowing with

good health and good fortune.

Like most Englishmen Dr. Doyle is a

devotee of outdoor sports and is an enthu

siastic cricket player. Indeed he claims to

have selected his present place of residence

because of its proximity to a cricket field.

Foot-ball and sparring also find in him a

follower.

When in his twenty-sixth year he married

Miss Louise Hawkins, of Minsterworth,

near Gloucester. They have two children.

Dr. Doyle is in appearance just what one

might expect, strong, vigorous, healthy

looking. His head is large, his hair soft and

abundant, his eyes clear, honest gray ones ;

he is over six feet in height and weighs over

two hundred pounds. His present visit to

America will only serve to intensify the

good impression which his books have

already made, and all who will have the

privilege of meeting him will be charmed

by his simple, cordial, unaffected good

manners,

 

ceived the position, went to the lace town,

and for a salary of three guineas a week

wrote an article and notes on political and

social topics every day. He spent about

two years in Nottingham, gathering in that

time the experience of journalistic life in

the English provinces which afterward

enabled him to write " When a Man's

Single."

Most readers of "When a Man's Single "

have probably assumed that in the boo'

Mr. Barrie has partly told the story of his

own life. Although the book is not, I be

lieve, an autobiography in any sense it

truthfully suggests the nature of Mr. Barrie's

early career. While in Nottingham Mr.

Barrie sent articles to various London

publications, the first of these, a history of

the writing of "penny dreadfuls," being

accepted by Editor Stead of the " Pall Mall

Gazette." Mr. Barrie left Nottingham for

London in 1885 as the result of a couple of

articles being accepted from his pen by the

editor of the "St. James Gazette." It

was truly a case of giving up a bird in the

hand on the chance of catching two in the

bush, but fortunately Mr. Barrie quickly

succeeded in performing this latter achieve

ment. The " St. James Gazette " continued

to accept many of his articles, and in a short

time his fame as a writer of ability and one

possessing the divine gifts of humor and

interest was widespread. In 1887 under

his own name Mr. Barrie published his

first book, a satire on London life, called

"Better Dead," of which but few people

have ever heard and fewer still have read.

In March, 1888, a collection of articles

called " Auld Licht Idylls " was published

with great success and passed quickly

through a half dozen editions. In Septem

ber of the same year "When a Man's

Single" was published in book form, hav

ing first been issued serially in the " British

Weekly." This was quickly followed by

"A Window in Thrums," My Lady Nico

tine " and "The Little Minister."

In the midst of his great success and

while all London was ringing with his

name, Mr. Barrie has evidenced his love

for his heme, his "Thrums," by returning

to live under the parental roof.

Now and again the author of "The

Little Minister" comes up to London to

mingle for a few days with literary friends.

But even the bright talk of the Authors'

Club and the boisterous spirits of the Vag

abonds' Club soon pall upon him, and he

is glad to return to the quietude of View-

mount House in "Thrums." Viewmount

House is an unpretentious-looking villa,

one of many such built of recent years on

the outskirts of Kirriemuir.
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JAMES MATTHEW BARRIE

It was at Kirriemuir or " Thrums " that,

in the drawing-room of his father's house,

he was married last July, by the simple

service of the Scotch Church, to Miss Mary

Ansell, a charming English girl. It is

said that the match was decidedly a love

one, and that his book, "When a Man's

Single," led indirectly to his meeting the

young woman who became his wife.

Many people have professed to withstand

Barrie's charm by declaring their inability

to read dialect of any kind and especially

Scotch dialect. The test of dialect is that

it shall read itself, and this test Mr. Barrie's

dialect, like Joel Chandler Harris' colored

vernacular, answers. Some dialects are

classical English, and this is what the in

habitants of "Thrums" speak through

Mr. Barrie.

JAMES MATTHEW BARRIE

HE historian of the

good people of

"Thrums," James

Matthew Barrie, was

born in the "Tene

ments" (as they are

known both in fiction

and reality) in Kirrie

muir, Forfarshire,

Scotland, on May 9,

i860. Kirriemuir, the author's birthplace,

which is some sixty miles north of Edin

burgh, is identical with the "Thrums" of

Barrie's books. Both of Mr. Barrie's par

ents are living and are descendants of old

Kirriemuir families. His father, David

Barrie, is a member of the South Free

Church at that place, while his mother, a

Miss Ogilvie, was once an "auld Licht."

The "auld Lichts" are a very fierce and

very small sect who seceded about 1750

from the Presbyterian Church. In their

points of doctrine the "auld Lichts" are of

extremest rigidity. From his mother Mr.

Barrie has obtained many of the " auld

Licht " anecdotes which form so large a

part of his stories of "Thrums."

The name of his maternal grandfather,

Gavin Ogilvie, a prominent member of the

" auld Lichts," was used by Mr. Barrie as a

110m dc plume for some articles on Scotch

rural life which attracted general attention

when published in an organ of the London

nonconformists.

There was probably an inkling of truth

in the quaint reply made the other day by

an old inhabitant of Kirriemuir who was

questioned by a visitor about the distin

guished young author: "Young Mr.

Barrie had never been strong ; he could

never have gone to the mills, and so, as he

couldna win his leevin' by workin', he took

to writing books." Whether for this

reason, or because the lad showed unusual

talent for literature, or because the well-

to-do Scotch father believes always in giv

ing his sons a

start on the

royal road, there

is no telling, but

when quite a lad

James Barrie

was sent to the

Dumfries Acad

emy, where his

brother was

inspector of

schools. His

admiration of

Carlyle took

root about this

time, and many

a half holiday

would the boy

give up for the

purpose of walk

ing to Ecclefe-

chan to see the

great Thomas

when the latter

was visiting his

sister, Mrs. Ait-

ken. His ad

miration of the

man was second

only to his ap

preciation of his

genius, and both

by Carlyle's life

and writings the

boy was strong

ly influenced.

While a student

at the Dumfries

Academy James

Barrie's literary

enthusiasm fur

ther expressed

itself in letters to

the local paper

on various topics

of interest in the

Academy, which are not wanting in promise

of the rich vein of humor we so much en

joy in his books.

In 1878 James Barrie entered the Uni

versity at Edinburgh and devoted himself

especially to the study of literature under

the guidance of Professor David Masson.

" Reserved as a Scotchman " in his manner

the young student made but few friends,

and employed the hours which were left

from his studies to the reading of fiction

and the writing of a few literary criticisms

for the "Edinburgh Courant." of which

his friend and countryman, Mr. W. R.

Lawson, was editor. Graduating in 1882

Mr. Barrie was in doubt as to his choice of

a profession, when, in answer to an adver

tisement for a leader-writer by the "Not

tingham Daily Journal," Mr. Barrie re-
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By Mrs. Burfon Kingsland

Fifth Paper—WHEN THE HEART BECOMES INVOLVED

 

I HE desire to please is

instinctive, and there

is undoubtedly much

charm in the lively

intercourse of youth

and maiden—a de

light in their mutual

attractiveness, but

there is danger as

well, for sixteen-year-

old hearts are inflammable things. Delib

erate flirtation desecrates the real beauty

of love by forestalling it in sport, but there

will be such things as innocent flirtations"

whenever young people are thrown to

gether. Every woman will understand

little Polly's explanation—that sweetest of

Miss Alcott's heroines—that "she did not

mean to flirt, but, somehow, it flirted it

self ! "

IF, however, the young hearts become in

volved, or fancy themselves so, nothing

less than the "wisdom of the serpent"

joined to the " harmlessness of the dove "

is adequate to manage the case.

The strong, deep, earnest love that has

blessed many a lifetime has begun at six

teen, or even younger, and before we

condemn what seems a mere passing fancy

it were well to follow such advice as Gama

liel gave, " lest haply we be fighting against

God" in seeking to overthrow His plans

for the weal of human hearts.

It is the temptation of parents to believe

that the symptoms of this special kind of

"heart-disease" are unreal—that the girl

is suffering from imaginary pangs, which

will quickly pass. We rarely see the at

tractions of the beloved object, and declare

to ourselves that "he is the last man with

whom we should have fallen in love," but

that is partly because we really do not see

the same person. The point of view makes

all the difference. Hawthorne's beautiful

simile of the cathedral windows is not

more applicable to the religious life than

to this mystery of the human heart :

"Standing without, you see no glory, nor

can possibly imagine any. * * * That

miracle of radiant art, thus viewed, is noth

ing better than an incomprehensible ob

scurity. Standing within, every ray of

light reveals a harmony of unspeakable

splendors. ' '

■THERE are indeed many spurious imita-

' tions of the tender passion, and the

heart of a young girl is so susceptible to

its appeals that it is very difficult to know

the true from the false. Gratified vanity

is often mistaken for love, and especially

does a girl have to shield herself from hal

lucination when she hears for the first time

the alluring tones of some personable

young man pleading for a return for his

love. It is so sweet to be loved that it

sometimes warms the heart to a temporary

response to be assured of deep affections.

A man, too, is almost always at his best

to the girl he loves.

There are some girls with whom the

besoin aVaimer is so strong that in early

youth they will attach themselves to almost

any one with whom they are thrown in

contact. What author is it that asserts

that in Shakespeare's "Tempest," if Fer

dinand or no other charming young prince

had appeared on the scene, and Miranda

had been left alone with her father she

would have ended by loving Caliban ?

With some, love comes as a sort of

" midsummer madness " brought about by

romantic surroundings. Moonlight seems

to provoke a yearning for sympathy, and

enjoyed in the society of some fairly attract

ive fellow it is enough to light a flame in

some girls' hearts that is a poor imitation

of the "sacred fire" of love. Then there

is "love in idleness," taken up for pastime

because the mind is not healthily occupied.

Sometimes a girl's heart is captivated

by some impassioned young clergyman,

whose noble aims and standards of high

living she gives him credit for having at

tained. When God's message comes

through some human being the agent is

often given the attributes of the divine

Author.

It is sometimes hard to determine how

much of the girl's interest is centred in the

man, and how much in his subject. The

first awakening of the soul and of the heart

manifests itself in much the same way—

the mind and body seem "many leagues

asunder." If the girl reads religious books

with interest and seems glad to hear other

ministers—while preferring her own—one

may assume that the spiritual life has been

stirred.

AGAIN, love takes the more ignoble form

of fascination for some handsome act

or, to whom the high-sounding principles

and fine sense of honor are ascribed, rather

than to the playwright, whose lines he is

merely reciting, adopting them as his own

by adding more or less personal magnet

ism, though his own life and principles

may contradict all that his part requires

him to speak. In such cases the love is

for an ideal pure and simple—a being of

the girl's own imagination. Were she

thrown in daily association with the object

of her devotion she would probably re

cover from her dream, and find the man,

if not unworthy, to be quite different from

the adorable being of her fancy.

Such love cures itself in time, but one

has need of patience. Affairs of this kind

will probably have many successors, or

else, if the suffering have been keen, they

may prove a warning to guard the heart

and render it unsusceptible.

IN matters of the heart, whether real or

imaginary, if a mother have her daugh

ter's confidence, she may help her much.

Love is shy, and it is sweet, at first, to

have the joy all to one's self. It is too

sensitive not to fear and resent any inter

meddling as an intrusion, but after a while

the full heart craves expression, if only to

talk of the perfections of the loved one,

and have its own feelings interpreted.

When the love is given unsought it jeal

ously hides itself, but a mother's heart is

quick to feel the tender troubles of her

children, and her love and sympathy tact

fully expressed, and above all, giving no

hint of blame, may be unspeakably com

forting to the poor little love-lorn maiden.

Subsequently, she may help her tenderly

"to live it down " if the love be hopeless,

giving her own affection in double meas

ure, and striving to make the girl happy

by every means in her power. These

heartaches are very real, as the mother

knows by the responsive echo in her own,

but they must not be indulged, or the suf

fering will last the longer. The child

should be left alone as rarely as possible,

and provided with congenial occupation

that will leave her little time to brood and

dream.

A mother, too, may guard her daughter

from exposing her feelings, which some

times burst the bonds of self-control, and

a lifelong sense of mortification remains

for an impulsive word or act.

If the dear, "blighted being" feel as

though life were not worth living she may

be taught to make it worth living to others,

and she will no longer doubt its worth to

herself. Many a heart has been healed

thus.

Should the mother suspect that the love

is but a passing fancy, a girl is often respon

sive to the appeal that when he who is

really to be the beloved of her heart comes

into her life she will be glad to be able to

look into his eyes and tell him that she

never loved but him—that no man living

can have any cause to believe otherwise.

IT is always to be regretted, I think, when

A love comes to a girl before she has

attained her moral and intellectual ma

jority. The man whom she would love at

sixteen is often quite different from one to

whom she could give her more mature

affections, and there is always the danger

of seeing him at a disadvantage, when

larger experience of other men will lead

her to make comparisons.

There are some things to which time is

the only guide, and in so momentous a

step as the choice of the companion of a

lifetime, "the unreasoning madness of

love" can, in extreme youth, rarely be

trusted. A young girl has so many illu

sions, so little knowledge of human nature,

so slight an acquaintance with her own

heart, as to make the risk always a serious

one.

In crises of the heart, therefore, where

two young persons have come to a mutual

understanding, the girl's parents have a

most responsible part to play in helping

her to know her own mind, to test her love,

whether it be true or merely a thing of the

imagination, as well as to detect the true

nature of the love that is offered her, and

learn the character of the man to whom

her happiness may be confided.

Young love thrives upon opposition, it

gratifies a love of romance. The lovers

see in it only an evidence of the depth and

intensity or their affection, since "the

course of true love never did run smooth,"

and the common trial draws them nearer.

GREAT tact is required in managing these

affaires du cceitr. Absence is the best

test. It breaks slender ties, while it rivets

strong ones. Separation, together with

the society of other attractive young people

and the days filled with pleasantly-absorb

ing interests, will tend to displace the

beloved image from the girl's mind, and

she may make the discovery that she loved

not so much the lover as the love.

A YOUNG girl's ideas of marriage are very

nebulous and undefined. She rarely

looks beyond the " prestige " of being

"engaged," the trousseau, the wedding

festivities, the novelty of being the mistress

of a house and the adored being whose per

fections are the constant theme of the ideal

young husband. Her imagination rarely

carries her farther than the first year or

two of married life, when the novelty hav

ing passed, she must fall back upon the

character of the man she has chosen to

build her happiness upon.

Parents know how fleeting the passions

of youth sometimes are, and how they fail

in inharmonious conditions. They know

that where the girl loves the ideal she

creates, rather than the reality that exists,

there will come a time of awakening, and

her love may die, though the bond remain.

Worldly considerations are stronger with

the old than with the young, and the most

common parental objections are on the

ground of insufficient means.

"AH for love, and the world well lost "

has always been the lovers' creed, but the

parents foresee that when a man feels the

weight of a family upon him, whom he

can barely support, depressing influences

set in. His health fails perhaps ; care and

anxiety rob him of the youthful attractions

that won her heart ; he may become quer

ulous and exacting, and love itself nave

a hard struggle for existence. This is what

parents dread.

" But love will hope where reason would

despair," and if absence and the attractions

of other society prove unavailing to wean

her heart from its allegiance it were wise,

I think, to insist upon a long engagement.

If the young people are not really calcu

lated to make each other happy it is surely

better to make the discovery before the

wedding day, although no engagement

should be lightly broken.

IF the love be true and deep, and life to

gether promise happiness, the time of

waiting can be usefully employed in striv

ing to be what they seem to one another.

The habits of industry acquired by the

young man, the sweet, womanly traits that

love fosters in a girl who is anticipating

the charge of the home and happiness of

the beloved, cannot but be valuable. A

man appreciates his wife none the less be

cause he has had to wait and work for her.

An easy conquest is always held cheaply,

and a woman's value is often permanently

enhanced by the difficulties that attended

her wooing. I would even advise a little

"wholesome opposition" on the part of

the parents if the maiden herself have been

easily won.

When two people live for each other the

problem of expenditure is immensely sim

plified—it is the eyes of other people that

WE hear more or less of the hard, calcu

lating spirit of the girls of the pres

ent day and of their scheming for rich mar

riages, but at "sweet sixteen," at least,

the heart speaks only, and is obeyed as a

divine voice. Contact with people wealthy

and worldly, the love of luxury, unfortun

ate home influences, develop unlovely

traits. The daughter of an acquaintance,

after two seasons of society life, once said

to me, discussing the engagement of a

friend: "Well, her future husband is

certainly not a desirable companion, but

she will have her carriage, an opera-box,

and she will be conspicuous ! "

What a good mother looks for in the

man of her daughter's choice are first, high

principle—that goes without saying—and

next, manliness. It is a protean word, but

needs no explantion, as it conveys to every

mind a clear conception of a type com

manding universal approbation. He must

be gentlemanly as well as manly. Social

life requires manners as well as principles,

and few things kill love more quickly than

being ashamed of its object. Good breed

ing, however, though it cannot be counter

feited, may be acquired, being not a veneer

but a polish. A reverence for sacred things

is absolutely necessary, I believe, to true

happiness.

In the list of indispensables one must

also remember the companionable qualities

of sympathy, considerateness, unselfish

ness. Ah ! happiness demands so many

conditions that were the young as prudent

as their parents would be on their behalf,

I fear there would be few weddings !

One might well despair of finding such

a piece of perfection did not love work

miracles. When a man guides his life by

principles sound and clean, can show a

record of faithfulness to duty, and loves

truly and unselfishly, he should satisfy-

even a prospective mother-in-law. This

same lady, when her heart is reassured

about her child's prospects of happiness,

often enjoys the little romance.

THOSE of us who are so fortunate as to

know that our little maidens are still

"fancy free" need to remember about

the "ounce of prevention." I believe that

half the reckless marriages are the result

of the girls' unsatisfied craving for love

and approbation at home.

Many a girl is ready to give her love to

almost any one that will love her because

her heart is hungry. Those at home, per

haps, tell her of her faults—of course, for

her good—but rarely is she "made much

of," rarely assured that they are fond and

proud of her. If comparisons are made

with other girls they are, perhaps, to her

disadvantage, and so she falls an easy prey

to the first man who tells her of love and ad

miration. " He thinks me pretty, or pleas

ing, or lovable," she says in her heart,

and the sensation of being considered

attractive is so novel and delightful that

she gratefully accepts any love that is

offered her. Why do the members of a

family whom God has grouped together

for their mutual helpfulness and happiness

so often fall into the habit of repressing

feelings that if expressed would give such

true delight? They love each other, but

seem too bashful to make it known.

Let us satisfy our daughters' hearts with

the assurance that they are dearly loved

and fondly admired at home. Love ideal

izes its object ; then let us show them that

we see them, not, perhaps, through the

glamour that excitement and fancy lend

them in youthful eyes, but through the

halo with which an affection, tried and

true, ever invests them.

The only precautions a mother can take

against an early infatuation are, I think,

the assurance of home affection, the effort

to make her daughter's life so healthily,

happily busy that she shall have no time

for love-dreams, and that her association

with young men shall always be in the

presence of others.

To prevent an unfortunate attachment I

know of only two resources : to bring her

in contact only with such men that one

may approve, and in early girlhood a

mother's authority may compass this ; and

last and best, to so educate the girl herself

in mind and heart that she will not be apt

to attract nor find pleasure in the society

of those whose lives and characters make

them unworthy a good woman's love.

THE relations between father and moth

er will unconsciously raise or lower a

girl's ideal of married life upon which she

will model her own. That our daughters

may grow up into gracious, useful wom

anhood—that they may be happy wives

and make happy homes—more, much more

is needed than the most carefully-inculcated

precepts. I think that girls not infrequently

observe a marked discrepancy between the

rules prescribed for them and those guiding

their mothers' conduct.

We must be ourselves what we would

have our daughters to become. That sub

tle something that comes from character,

which we call unconscious influence, is,

after all, the silent power that is working

most effectually with or against us in all

our efforts for our children's good.

HENRY WARD BEECHER once said in his

own droll way, that "his father's fam

ily were such notable successes, because

there were so many of them that they did

not get much bringing up." It is one of

the temptations of mothers, I allow, to

wish to mould and prune and cultivate too

much. Our "ambition sometimes o'er-

leaps itself." Especially does this tempta

tion assail one, when our daughters, con

templating marriage, are subjected to the

criticism of the family and friends of the

future husband. We see them in a new

light, and taking ourselves to task for past

mistakes or neglect, try to repair the errors

of years in a few months, or weeks perhaps.

Never is tact more requisite in fault-finding

than when the mother's corrections are

heard in contrast to the honeyed praises of

the lover. To secure the girl's cooperation

the appeal must be made to her desire to

please her future husband. It is hard for a

mother to take the second place in the

affections of her own child—but jealousy

must not make itself heard, even in the

faintest whisper.

If in these "talks with mothers " I have

made the task of bringing up young girls

seem burdensome, I think it is because

rules of conduct are always hard, barren

things—but the inspiring power of love

makes all easy.

Much love, gentle control and an exam

ple of noble living, will combine, with

God's help, to make our daughters all thai

is sweetest and purest in womanhood.

Editor's Note—Mrs. Rurton Kingsland's articles,
" A Daughter al Sixteen," of which the above is the
conclusion, were commenced in the Journal of
March, 1894. The subjects treated were :

Exact Position of a Mother Toward

a Daughter March, 1894
At School, and Her Mental and

Religious Development . May,
Her Dress, Her Habits and Her

Friendships July,
Her Pleasures and Amusements September, "
When the Heart Becomes Involved October, "

Copies of the issues containing the series will be
forwarded postpaid on receipt of fifty cents. Ad
dress The Curtis Publishing Company, Philadel
phia, Pa.
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THE HOLLY AND MISTLETOE ON CHINA

By Anna T. Roberts

[OLLY and mistletoe may seem out

of place in October, but when

they are found in designs for

decorative work their suitability

will be at once recognized.

The wise woman is she who

prepares her holiday gifts before

the holiday season, and to her, therefore,

this seasonable unseasonableness will es

pecially appeal. A pretty piece of china

daintily decorated with one of these de-

 

 

MISTLETOE VASE (IlluS. No. 3)

signs will be found to be very appropriate

for one friend to give to another. A gift

painted by the hands of the ones we love

will be more appreciated and prove more

acceptable than if the gift were bought.

SNOW SCENE FOR PLATE

THE wintry effect shown in the snow scene

with the bunches of holly and mistle

toe, will prove helpful in decorating small

china articles for holiday gifts. Make the

upper part of the sky a dull, light blue,

gradually growing grayer below. Carefully

blend until one color fades into the next,

seeing that there are no hard lines any

where. The edges of the clouds may be

wiped lightly away with a stippler or fine

piece of chamois. While the sky color is

still wet, put in the distant trees, etc., with

a gray, composed of deep ultramarine

blue, violet of iron and a small touch of

yellow brown, using a preponderance of

the blue. These colors put on very lightly

can be used for the clouded effect of the

sky and for shading the snow. For the

chimneys and upper part of the house use

deep red brown and violet of iron, using

for the darkest accents brown 17. The

lower part of the house is a greenish gray

shaded with one of the darker browns and

brown green. Paint the shadows on the

snow a light bluish gray. The ice is put

on with blue and gray No. 1, with brown

green and bitume for some of the darker

touches. The high lights on the snow can

be touched up with white enamel if pre

ferred, but I think a much softer effect is

obtained if the white china serves for this

instead. Paint the berries of the mistletoe a

 

BONBON BOX (IlluS. No. 2)

light grayish green ; high lights, white china

scratched out ; the leaves yellow green,

with brown green for darkest shading.

Make the holly leaves a rich, glossy green,

to contrast with the bright scarlet shades

employed in painting the berries.

DECORATED BONBON BOX

THE design of holly and mistletoe in

Illustration No. 2 is intended for a

bonbon box, although with little alteration

it may be used for the decoration of other

pieces of china. It may be painted with

out a background if preferred, using soft

shadow leaves to throw out in relief from

the china the sprays of the holly and

mistletoe. If a background is desired a

very light shade of either yellow ochre or

Chinese yellow would be most harmonious.

The bright scarlet berries are painted with

carnation No. 1 and shaded with deep red

brown, using a small quantity of ruby

purple for the darker touches. Scratch

out the high lights with a steel scratcher.

The leaves are a rich, glossy green. These

can be painted with silver yellow, apple

green, chrome and brown greens, using

bitume and brown 17 for the darkest shad

ing. The leaves of the mistletoe are a

dull yellow green. These are painted with

apple green, silver yellow, gray No. 1 and

yellow brown, shaded and outlined with

brown green. The berries are a light

greenish gray. Use for these the same

colors as are used for the leaves, only the

colors must be put on very delicately.

Let the white china serve for the high

DAINTY CANDY BASKET

PRETTY candy baskets, the design for one

of which is given in Illustration No. 4,

seem especially appropriate for Christmas

gifts when decorated with a design of

holly and mistletoe and filled with dainty-

sugar plums. They are very ornamental

and make charming receptacles for cut

flowers. The white of the china may

serve for a background, against which the

sprays of the holly and mistletoe rest.

The design can be painted in the natural

colors. If a tinted background is pre

ferred use a soft shade of sage green or

one of a dull grayish blue tint. Any of the

blues qualified with the grays or browns

will give soft, pretty effects for this. The

tinting may be laid on the basket in a

uniform color, or made light at the top

and grow darker below. Carefully blend

with a deer foot blender so that one

shade will gradually fade into the other, as

softness of finish is one of the greatest

charms of china painting. Another way

to paint the basket is to carry out the de

sign in monochrome (meaning one color

only). Any color can be used for this style

of painting. Old blue, carnation, deep red

brown, violet of iron, brown green, bitume

and brown 17 are all favorite colors for

monochrome painting. If the basket is

only to have one firing, shade and outline

the design with a darker tint of the color

used. The lattice work containing stars

and the stippled effect at the bottom of

the basket are finished with gold, while

the fluted edges and handle can be worked

 

CONVENTIONAL DESIGN FOR TRAY (IlluS. No. 5)

lights. The shadow leaves are put in with

chrome green and neutral gray.

A MISTLETOE VASE

THE design of mistletoe, for the decora

tion of a graceful-shaped vase like the

one shown in Illustration No. 3, may be

made very beautiful if one cares to spend

time in paint

ing it. As the

berries are a

greenish white,

and the leaves

of a dull green,

almost any

color may be

used for a

background.

A pale mauve

shade, light

blue, pink,

green or yel

low, will all be

pretty for this

purpose. The

mistletoe de

sign may be

painted in the

natural colors

or treated in a

co n ventional

style. The

beauty of the

whole is made

more effective

if, after tiring,

the berries

and leaves are

shaded and outlined with gold. A dark,

rich maroon tint made of ruby purple, deep

red brown and a tiny touch of bitume

makes a charming background for the vase,

the berries painted with light green, gold

or silver and the leaves worked up with

bronze or Roman gold. If raised paste is

used in connection with the metallic colors

it is best to build up the raised portions

of the design with the paste, and have it

fired before applying the colors. I do not

advise any one to use the raised paste on

a fine piece of china painting who has not

had considerable practice in its use, as it

requires fine outlines to set off its beauty.

 

WREATH OF HOLLY AND MISTLETOE (IlluS. No. 6)

up with color and merely outlined with gold

to give the rope-like effect, and the handle

may be painted solidly with the gold.

CONVENTIONAL DESIGN FOR TRAY

""TRAYS of fine china in beautiful shapes

1 and styles are very popular with china

decorators, as they come for such various

purposes and

are so easy to

decorate, on

account of their

broad, flat sur

face. The ar

rangement of

holly berries

and leaves in

Illustration No.

5 is rather con-

ventional in

character and

may be treated

accordingly. It

is not necessary

to have a back

ground, but if

one is preferred

a light cream

or 6cru, or a

soft shade of

greenish gray

will be found

harmonious.

The holly

leaves are laid

in with flat

washes of

brown green,

using brown 17 with this color for shading

them. The berries can be painted with

red brown or carnation No. 1.

A PRETTY ICE CREAM SET

A PRETTY ice cream set may be painted

after the style of the plate shown in

Illustration No. 1.

It would vary the monotony and make

a set of dishes prettier, if each plate had

a different snow scene painted on its sur

face. A large platter to correspond would

complete a very handsome ice cream set,

the decorations being especially appropri

ate for this purpose.

FINISHING TRAY DESIGN

WHERE only one firing is desired a con

ventional outline of either black or

dark brown strengthens the effect of the

whole design. But when the tray can have

two firings it makes a prettier finish to

have the outlines and dotted edge finished

 

FANCY PLATE (IlluS. No. 1)

in gold. A raised outline of yellow enamel

is also quite pretty. The lines must be

put in with firm, decided touches to give a

pleasing appearance, for nothing could be

uglier than to have the raised enamel lines

put on in an uneven manner. The white

enamel comes in the form of a powder,

which must be ground down to a smooth

consistency with the palette knife and

mixed with essence grasse and turpentine.

After being thoroughly incorporated with

the oils mix with silver yellow, which will

give the desired shade. A long pointed

shader is the best for putting on the en

amel, which, if nicely done, gives a very

pleasing finish to the tray.

PAINTING IN MINERAL COLORS

BOTH designs of holly and mistletoe can

be used for decorating many kinds of

china articles. The wreath with the little

birds resting on the branches would be

pretty on a plate, cup and saucer, vase, tray,

bonbon dish, etc. The sprays of mistletoe

and holly may be arranged to suit the taste

of the painter, with the birds here and

there on the branches and a few scattered

sprigs of the berries and leaves lightly

powdered over the surface of the china.

The berries of the mistletoe are painted

with apple green and gray No. 1, using

brown green for the darker greenish tones.

The high lights may be touched in with

white enamel or lightly scraped out with a

scratcher. Paint the fighter leaves of the

mistletoe a light yellowish green and the

darker ones with brown green, shading

with brown 17. The holly leaves are put

in with rather dark greens to give a rich,

glossy effect, adding silver yellow to the

greens for the lighter leaves. Brown and

chrome greens with bitume or brown 17

will give desirable shades for the darker

leaves of the holly. The scarlet berries

can be painted with either capucine red,

carnation No. 1 or deep red brown, shad

ing with the same or using violet of iron

for the darker accents. Paint the heads,

backs and wings of the little birds with

yellow brown, bitume and brown 17. The

tails, which are very dark, can be touched

in with neutral gray. The breasts of the

birds are of soft grayish tones. For these

 

DAINTY CANDY BASKET (IlluS. No. 4)

use gray No. 1, with a small quantity of

yellow brown, shading with neutral gray.

A bunch of holly and mistletoe tied with

a ribbon with long, flowing ends, will form

a simple decoration for a piece of china,

and one which will not be hard to execute.
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Fourth Paper—A BOY S EVENINGS AND AMUSEMENTS

By Mrs. Burton Harrison

 

1ERE comes, in the expe

rience of every mother

to whom the shaping

of her son's future is of

the tender and proud

importance, arising from

this more than from any

other relation of human

kindred, a poignant mo

ment when she seems to stand irreso

lute on the brink of an unknown sea.

Never, perhaps, since the first thrill of "joy

for a man-child born into the world," has

she known just such emotion as when the

boy's life, detaching itself from hers, drifts

away, whither only hope and prayer from

her can follow it. This period does not

always wait upon the boy's departure to

school or college. It is attendant upon his

first realization of himself as a factor in the

society of his kind. He—no matter how

limited the sphere—is a voice, a power—can

transmit what has been transmitted to him

—tastes the sweets of authority ; better than

all, he is in the way of finding out things for

himself. From that time the winged

spirit inside of him begins to beat upon its

bars; like the melancholy starling of

Sterne's story, it must get out. The re

straints, the maxims, the petty laws and

habits of home seem irksome—the thrall of

the mother, loving and kind though it may

be, becomes ever so little burdensome.

AH I then what happiness, what reward

does the mother reap, who at this

crisis, instead of struggling to assert con

trol of her boy, learns first to control her

self? She has—who will not own it?—

nothing to gain by queries, by espionage,

by lectures. Her tower of strength is des

tined to be found in the subtle, tactful op

position of home interests to the call of

outside pleasures.

What binds a youngster, at this time of

his life, to a dreary home where the gas

hangs high and the fires are kept low—

where books are conspicuous by absence,

and the piano is closed because its noise is

abhorent to the weary bread-winner ; or

again, and worse to a home, where the

sparring of tongues over all sorts of insig

nificant topics is heard to th_- exclusion of

t lat innocent fun nowhere more delightful

th in among people who know each other

to the core ? I do not believe in enforced

family communion. Many a nature, to

accomplish its best fruition, needs certain

hours of solitude. Nor does it seem to me

necessary for the parents to be a part of

every gathering at home of their children

and young guests. For this reason a sit

ting-room—"not too bright and good for

human nature's daily" uses—is a desirable

adjunct too rarely seen in modern homes.

If the lad has some such retreat as this in

which to expend his instincts of hospitality

to his friends, a room where experiments

in photography may be varied say by

popping corn, where there are shelves for

(often inexplicably) favorite story books ;

a place for his school-books and books of

reference ; a drawer, desk or cupboard,

sacred to his own small treasures, a lounge

homely but comfortable, and a few easy-

chairs—given these simple surroundings,

and a boy of reasonably stay-at-home tastes

will be found to adapt himself to evenings

in the parental domicile as naturally as a

kitten curls before the fire. In late years,

since the wave of decorative art has risen

to the remotest story of our dwellings, it is

hard to find a room suitable, or in the

least suggestive of thought for the comfort

of our budding men. The father may have

his library, the mother her morning-room,

the young girl assumes proprietorship of

the drawing-room, the little ones are in

stalled in the most luxurious of nurseries.

In and out among all these apartments

wanders the schoolboy, ill-at-ease in any

of them, except, perchance, his own bed

room. That—or the dining-room—and who

cares for a dining-room when its lights are

Med and garlands dead ?

Editor's Notk—The series of papers " Before He
is Twenty," designed to give in five articles the
wisest suggestions on the five phases of a boy's life
most perplexing to parents of boys before the age of

twenty, of which already have been given :

The Father and His Bqy, Robert J. Burdette, April
When He Decides, Frances Hodgson Burnett, June
The Boy in the Oifice, . Edward W. Bole, August

will be concluded in the next issue of the Journal,
in which lVtrs. Lyman Abbott's paper, " Looking

Toward a Wife," will appear.

Copies of any one of these issues will be forwarded,

postage paid, on receipt of ten cents.

I DWELL upon this fundamental require

ment in the art of boy training because

I am constantly struck with the neglect of

it in otherwise perfectly-appointed homes.

There is literally no place for the boy to

spend his evenings. The sacrifice of a

little space, the price of a rug, a bronze,

or a piece of silver would go so far toward

making a boy's Paradise at home !

It is not wise to let the boy feel that

he is being purposely kept at home in the

evening because we mistrust his power to

resist temptation to wrong-doing when

abroad. This suggests at once to a lively

imagination the delight of the unknown

and forbidden. It is not that he wishes to

be off, but that he would like to know

wherein the danger of such absence lies.

If his thoughts or fingers, or both, are well

supplied with wholesome occupation at

home the moments slip away and bedtime

comes unawares. For this reason, if the

boy's eyes are reasonably strong, and the

light by which he studies is steady and

white and well adjusted, there seems no

objection to a regular study hour or two,

following the evening meal. By the blessed

provision of Mother Nature the call to sleep

generally settles definitely, by ten o'clock,

the question of further disposition of his

evening.

IF, for any reason, it is adjudged best that

the lad do not devote his evening hours

to books, then come into play the mechan

ical arts, so generally and happily in culti

vation at the present time. In certain

households where games are regularly re

sorted to for relaxation, he is never at a

loss ; but in the hurry and bustle of our

modern home life, the evening is usually

too short and too broken up for family re

union in the mild manual diversions of our

ancestors. Happy the circle which music,

the enchantress, holds in thrall, and the

boy to whose ear she has spoken with

surety of response ! In her service, weak,

halting, conscious of imperfection though

he be, the devotee knows no sense of

weariness ; and although, in the march of

modern progress, the sound-proof room

has not yet been added to the noiseless

piano, and the beginner on 'cello, violin or

Mute must still test the endurance of his

neighbors within earshot—his parents know

their consolations and reap their harvest in

his absorbed delight.

I T does not suggest itself to me as needful

1 to make hard and fast rules about a

boy's strict keeping at home in the evening.

If he is engaged in the usual routine of

study preparatory for college, Friday and

Saturday evenings are tacitly considered

the only ones of the week available in

which to accept invitations to attend danc

ing-classes, concerts, lectures or theatres.

An ordinarily ambitious boy has all he can

do to prepare his lessons for the following

day in the brief time remaining after the

late dinner of modern custom. One would

consider it a lamentably-ordered household

whereof the lads made protest against this

customary routine.

As to the nature of amusements to be

prescribed for growing youths, it is impos

sible to dictate to parents who in the widely

different habits of thought on this subject

in America, have so many standards of

propriety. Each home is a law unto itself

in deciding the limit of entertainments

allowed away from home. Many people

see no objection in a good play at a standard

theatre as a means of affording pastime for

a boy's evenings. But so much that is in

describably repellent to good taste and

decency has crept of late years upon the

stage, shaking out its banner boldly on the

outer wall of the theatre where all may see

and know what is in store for them, it does

seem that authority should draw the line.

It is too much the practice of city life to let

the boys of the family select for themselves

the spectacle or play which is to be the

diversion of their week. Relying upon the

name and prestige of a "first-class theatre,"

parents inquire no farther into the nature

of the entertainment, with the result that it

is a common experience nowadays to hear

girls and boys Innocently discussing be

tween themselves representations upon the

stage of themes their elders would blush to

name to them. I say innocently because I

have faith in the average boy and girl of

our society, and the very frankness of such

comment disarms suspicion of more than a

desire to be up-to-date in theatrical affairs.

THE whole scheme of theatre-going among

our young people seems to be over

done. The boy of a certain class of Amer

ican society, who wishes to entertain his

companions, must not only provide for them

a luncheon or dinner as complete in its

appointments as if intended for a formal

gathering of older guests, but, after it, ex

pects to take them to the best seats at some

current fashionable play. This, to say

nothing of the expense, naturally preclud

ing a return of hospitality from the friend

of moderate means, is a fair example of the

unnecessary lavishness which has made us a

proverb among nations. The boy thus in

dulged at home goes into college with

elaborate ideas of entertainment that pre

lude expenditures beyond his purse. The

standard of his home outlay, set, perhaps,

by a fond mother and acquiescent father,

who do not wish their son to be surpassed

in liberality by his associates, may become

the snare that entraps his feet to downfall.

No one who has eyes to see the advanced

scale of money spending for modern youth

can have failed to note these facts. The

demand on a boy's purse for subscriptions

to the various amusements or athletics

would have been scoffed at in his father's

day as unwise and impossible. Occupa

tions arising from his time of life, his home

environments, his association with his kind,

are little in demand. Every pleasure and

most relaxations have their price and a

high one. Therefore, what amusement it

is best for him to indulge in outside of the

home must be left to the individual parent

to decide. But there is no doubt that any

boy carried away by the zeal of the agent

engaged in " getting up " a paid member

ship for this or the other club or athletic

association or entertainment would be the

better for guidance and control at home.

 

TTHE mother's supervision of her son's

* evenings under her roof should be felt,

not seen, by the object of her solicitude.

That it should be exercised continuously

from the hour of his leaving the nursery to

that of going out to take his place as a man

among men, it is her duty to see. There

is such inspiration to both in the bond of

confidence between son and mother, that

the knowledge of her watchfulness may be

made pleasant, not irksome to him. No

manly boy thinks it shame to his years and

dignity to bring to his mother's sympathy

whatever has annoyed or oppressed him

during the day. The evening setting in

with an interchange of this nature, or the

evening that closes with it, is not likely to

be burdened to the lad with suspicion or

impatience of his guardian.

THE question of Sunday evening, its allow

ances and restrictions of liberty to

young people, is one for strictly individual

decision. But the customs of America,

despite the ever-increasing leaven of foreign

immigration, are in favor of home-keeping,

of family reunion, of abstinence from the

social observances of the week. In many

families, known to the public for their

lavish entertainment of smart society, the

Sunday habits of their forefathers are still

observed with scruple, and the children

are allowed to accept no invitations to pass

the evening abroad,

Whether a boy should be encouraged to

attend dancing school or class is a query

custom among us has pretty generally de

cided to answer in the affirmative . These

schools and classes are, however, most

often held in the afternoon of Friday, and,

for the older set among the juveniles, occur

between eight and half-past ten or eleven on

Saturday evenings. They are always chape

roned by the mothers of the girls present,

and, properly conducted, are an excellent

training for the lad in physical carriage and

in ease of manner.

In nothing is the mother's sphere of in

fluence over her boy at home more clearly

defined than in aiding his choice in reading.

The boy born with a love of books is the

possessor of a little kingdom of his own,

secure and blessed. Nothing can dispossess

him ; he is never dissatisfied ; no hunger

nor thirst of spirit but can be appeased. To

wander in this realm of his, hand-in-hand

with her son, is a privilege his mother

should recognize and use to its utmost

limit. If it be her ill-fortune to find in her

child a lack of interest in reading for him

self, a great deal may be done to inoculate

the youngster with interest, which is the

harbinger of pursuit, by reading aloud to

him. I have seen a heedless boy hushed,

then captivated, by the heroic passages

from Shakespeare and Scott (authors he

had persistently avoided for himself) thus

administered, and afterward rather shame

facedly go back to pore over their pages at

every opportunity of leisure.

To sum up in fewer words than should be

given to a subject of this vital importance,

I thoroughly believe that it is the mother

who is answerable for her son's relation to

his home. Her bias directs his ; her rela

tion to the household colors his ; in after

life he will inevitably order his own belong

ings in accordance with the simple teachings

she has bestowed on him. She is and

should be the potent influence that holds

him in healthy and happy occupation under

the paternal roof during the evenings of his

youth to be remembered with reverent

blessing in the evening of his age !

AN EVENING OF PARLOR PSYCHISMS

By Mrs. A. G. Lewis

ET us try parlor psychisms," some one

suggested at a recent company of

young people.

"What are they and how

done ? " echoed a chorus of inter

ested voices.

"Oh, they're in the line of

thought transference, clairvoy

ance, mind reading, hypnotism and that

mysterious crowd of interesting yet elusive

researches about which everybody is read

ing, writing and talking nowadays."

" But do they lead on to fortune-telling?"

some one inquired.

"Not unless we should find among our

number some ' psychic ' with sibylline

powers, or belter still a full-fledged oracle.

But let us first try some of the simple ex

periments—first studies in will power or

thought transference, whatever you may

choose to name it."

One of the party proposed that the sug-

gester of the game describe some of the

experiments that had in his own experience

proved successful, thereby giving an idea

of their method.

This suggestion was approved by all and

he proceeded :

"One summer—perhaps it was six years

ago—I was spending several weeks at a

sort of farm hotel away back among the

Allegheny foothills. A belated member

of our party brought along with her a

young friend, Miss Z , an intelligent

Boston schoolgirl. One stormy day the

subject of psychical phenomena came up

and. the majority were emphatic in declar

ing that all sort of psychisms were either

humbuggery or chance happenings.

"'But I am quite a 'psychic' myself,'

argued Miss Z , 'and if you like, we'll

have a trial this evening in the parlors,

provided, of course, that everybody will

be sympathetic and helpful. I could not

work against your wills.'

"This all promised to be, and after the

lamps were lighted Miss Z ■ was securely-

blindfolded and led out of the room. We

were requested by her to place some article

—such as a paper-weight or knife or other

similar object—not out of sight, but where

every one in the room could see it. And

in order to help the ' psychic ' everybody

must will earnestly that Miss Z should

find it. All kept perfectly quiet with minds

concentrated upon the object, and Miss

Z , after being led back into the room

and turned about several times so that she

couldn't know in which direction she was

facing, remained motionless for several

minutes, with mind in passive mood, 'wait

ing,' as she afterward explained, 'for an

impression.' Then she started toward the

piano, and, among a dozen other articles

of bric-a-brac which lay beside it, she

selected the matchsafe we had placed

there. She took it up saying, ' It must be

this.'

"Some of the doubters insisted that

Miss Z be again blindfolded with a

thick black handkerchief, and that the

spaces underneath the eyes be filled with

cotton batting. Thus equipped she made

several similar trials, sometimes waiting

longer than at others to be led.

"I myself was the chief doubter, so

the party chose me to be blindfolded.

I declared that I would stand in my place

until midnight before I'd budge an inch,

unless I was pulled. But I agreed to be

willing.

" But surely enough the pull came, and

I was led as by an invisible cord to one

corner of the room. My hand was actually

lifted above my head to a bracket, upon

which lay a small woolen mat. I picked

it up and said, ' It is this.' I was sure of it.

"The following winter at a banquet

where seventy-eight adults were gathered,

after the tables were removed a young

lady was blindfolded. A key was chosen

for her to find and it was placed upon the

top of an elberly gentleman's head. He

was seated in a remote corner of the room.

A lady who was trusted by all as being

perfectly honest and truthful, was chosen

to take the young lady by both hands.

The young lady leading the way, they

found the gentleman, and the young lady

picked the key from the top of his head.

"On another occasion a young man

whom we will call A was blindfolded, and

the company willed that he should find his

brother-in-law, who changed his place in

the room several times.

"One other trial was made thus: We

formed a circle joining hands. A was

blinded. A card, the four of hearts, was

placed in the centre of the circle where all

could see it. All willed that A should see

the card and tell what kind of and how

many spots there were upon it. He said,

after waiting perhaps ten minutes, ' I see

the shape of a card about the size of a

playing card. It is blank.' After a few

minutes he said, 'There are spots upon it.

They are heart-shaped.' Then a little later

he said, ' I think it must be the four of

hearts.' "

"Are all experiments successful?" in

quired one of the party.

' ' By no means. If they were there'd be

no fun at all. It is the uncertainty which

makes these experiments interesting."
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T^t^ following is a list of the musical compositions written exclusively for The Ladies' Home Journal, awi a'A/VA to been

published in the issues of the magazine as indicated :

"Magnolia Blossoms" Waltzes . . By Reginald de Koven

A Dream of Love—Waltz Song . . .By Willard Spenser

My Star—Prize Ballad By Kate Lewellyn Fitch

The Dancing Waves Waltzes . . .By Eduard Strauss . .

Manhattan Beach March By John Philip Sousa .

. April,

. June,

. August,

. October,

. December,

1893, Number The Journal's Prize Hymns January, 1894, Number

The Aberdeen Waltzes—Prize Waltz . By Frances J. Moore . . . February, "

Tell Me—Ballad Bv George D. Woodill . . April,

Spanish Serenade—Prize Song ... By Fred C. Hahr June, "

Love That is Nearest—Song .... By Frederick Solomon . . August,

Any one of these issues of the Journal luill be sent, postage paid, to any address in the United States or Canada, on receipt of ten cents.

contain, in addition to the remaining prize compositions, other original musical contributions.

Future numbers of the JOURNAL will
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"OME one wrote to me from

the West not long since

and asked this question :

' ' What is a successful life ? ' '

It seemed, at first reading,

that the question was rather

a trite one, often asked and as

often attempted of answer.

And yet, the more I thought

of it the more I felt that it

was not exactly this question which had so

frequently been asked. But if it were not

altogether a new question, it was certainly

not an excessively ordinary one. If we

will look over all that has been or is being

written on the question of success in life,

we will find that it tends, perhaps, more

toward the conditions necessary to suc

cess, or to the essentials which command

success, than to success itself. I can

remember, at this moment, not a single

article of recent date which has gone

beyond these points, or has really answered

the question propounded by my corre

spondent. In other words, the writer of

this letter seeks for a definition of success

in life—not in business or as it affects man,

but as it affects the quieter life of woman

as well—a broad conception of successful

living, in fact

O

THAT thousands of us have wrong notions

of real success, there can be no doubt.

In this age of big things particularly, we

are inclined to regard success as synony

mous only with the higher walks of life,

of great achievements. Success, in the

minds of some, is something which is only

given for the fortunate to achieve. Or, we

think that if we cannot do something

which sets people talking or wondering

about us, if our heads do not tower above

those of our other fellow-beings, our lives,

if not altogether negative, are still not

successful. In other words, we feel that

a successful life is the doing of something

momentous ; of becoming known of all

men and women ; of being exceptional to

the rest of the human race. Ask ten peo

ple their idea of success, and I warrant

that eight will give a definition of it along

these lines. And yet, when we look at

the matter closely, and study it carefully,

scarcely a more incorrect interpretation of

a successful life can be imagined. Along

this line of thought, not one person in ten

thousand lives a successful life, since sta

tistics have informed us that it is only this

percentage of the human race which is ever

heard of outside of their immediate circle

of relatives and friends. It is given to"

very few of us to say something or perform

some action which will be heard of by the

world. The greater part of the human

race dies as it is born : unknown ami

unheard of by the world-at-large. Where

you find one leader among men or women

you find a thousand people who prefer to

follow. The instinct of leadership is rare

—rare even in these developing days.

Hence, if success depended upon aggres

sive instincts, its votaries would be few.

Success is as ofttimes quietly won, I think.

TAKE the case of an ordinary young girl

as an example. She is born of hum

ble parents who cannot afford to give her

the advantages of a collegiate training. An

average education at our public schools

is the outside possibility, since really she

ought to be at work adding something to

the family income. But the heart of the

mother goes out to the daughter, and with

that love which only a mother knows and

feels, she works the harder so that her

girl may enjoy the limited mental training

within her grasp. The girl learns what

she can, and at eighteen, having graduated,

^oes out into the world and becomes a

financial help to the family. At twenty-

five, perhaps, she marries. Her husband

is of the kind of men which she would

naturally meet within the circle of her ac

quaintances—one of those simple-minded

but honest-hearted men of which the world

has all too few. It is that type of man

whose sense of learning is not astute, but

whose heart is full of love for the little

woman he has promised to protect. Such

a man does not shine in society ; an evening

coat would ill become him. His life is the

same day in and day out, but so, too, is

his character—as strong and rugged as the

work he does. The young wife becomes

the young mother, and the little home

rings with the healthy laughter of child

hood. The children love their mother and

obey her. She knows nothing of that side

of life where people are not always what

they seem, where moral acrobats mas

querade as gentlemen and are accepted as

such. Her view of life is simple, some

might call it narrow, but it is sweet and

pure, and she brings up her children in the

fear of God and the respect of man. She

teaches them wholesome truths, and that

the golden rule of their lives should be to

believe in a happy world, and to point

others to the same truth. They grow up

as they are taught, and add to the great

number of good men and true women in

the world. She works for her children until

long after they are married, and then she

toils for their children. As a girl she was

good and pure ; as a wife she was loving

and true ; as a mother, a blessing to her

children ; as a grandmother, a benediction

in the home. She dies, and everybody

who knew her feels that the little world

in which they live does not seem just

the same. There is a feeling that just a

bit of this great big world was better be

cause she lived in it. The world-at-large

never heard her name, never knew that

she existed. Only on two occasions could

the outer world ever have seen her name :

when she was married and when she died.

But was her life unsuccessful? In every

sense, I say, was her life a success. She

fulfilled the highest and best mission of

womanhood.

O

THE modern idea of a woman's success

ful life, however, differs from this.

We are told that we have developed "a

new woman." I have not been able to

find out exactly in what respect this woman

is "new," unless it be that her newness

lies in her being unwomanly, or differ

ent from what God intended a woman

should be. To the mind of thisfin de sitcle

woman, such a life as I have sketched in

the foregoing paragraph is not a life at all ;

it is simply an existence, vapid, meaning

less and decidedly negative. Measured

by the standards set by these advocates of

the new type of woman, a woman's life is

successful just in proportion as she robs it

of its privacy and lays it bare to the public.

In short, she must do something, and do

it in a public way so that people will know

about it. A life simply spent within the

confines of four walls, given over to some

tyrant of a man—that is what the husband

is usually called, I believe—is a life simply

wasted. If such a woman has children—

although the latest edict tells us that

motherhood is the great stumbling-block

in the path of woman's progress—she must

not train or educate her offspring. She

must go out into the world and tell other

women how to train their children. She

must do one of two things : she must either

write for the public or speak to it. She

must write, even though she fairly annihi

lates the Queen's English with every stroke

of her pen. She must speak, although

with every sentence she utters she defies

all the laws of rhetorical grammar. She

must get herself into a dissatisfied state of

mind. She must school herself, for in

stance, into the belief that she is defrauded

of "her rights "—just what rights it doesn't

matter so much. She hasn't all her rights :

that's enough. And she wants them. This

fact she must shriek forth to a patient and

long-suffering public. And when she does

this, the women who listen to her will clap

their gloved—pardon me, I believe the

new woman is not to wear gloves—well,

then, they will just clap their bare, every

day, strong hands at her sallies of wit.

One or two "cause" papers will report

what she says. Then, when she dies, some

woman, whom she didn't like when she was

alive and who didn't like her, will pro

nounce a eulogy' upon her, while another

woman, whom she never met and who

never saw her, will "write a nice notice"

about her. And she will have lived a suc

cessful life !

1MUST not be misunderstood as belittling

the value of public services rendered

by woman. Some women are born to be

heard of just as some men are destined

to lead. History is thickly dotted with

achievements by women who have bene

fited the world just in proportion as they

have been heard or read. But these are

the few. To the average woman it is

given to lead a secluded home life, removed

from the glare of the public. It is given

to her to mould one or two lives. But if

she does this effectually, her life is equally

as successful as that of the woman who

sways the thoughts of a whole nation of

lives. The woman who gives one true

man to the world has lived in every re

spect a successful life. If from the moment

of the beginning of that life until its final

development into manhood she influences

its destiny for good, she has attained the

highest success possible. It must not be

forgotten that if every woman fulfilled

her highest duties to the lives given into

her keeping, the world would be a very

different sort of a place. The women who

lead the many must exist as a counter

acting influence to the women who are

negligent of their opportunities. It is this

endeavor to belittle the influence of the

woman in her home which is becoming so

general nowadays among a certain set that

I would cry out against. It is in the home,

and principally in the home, that woman's

influence is most potent, and where her

greatest success is possible. It is there

that she moulds the inner life ; it is there

where men are made or unmade. It is

from the portals of the home that woman's

greatest achievements can come in the

fashioning of the lives within it. It is

there where woman's greatest arena of

success has always lain ; it is there where

it will always be. As the homes of a

nation are, so are the morals of its people,

and as its women are, so will its homes be.

It is woman's influence that has made the

best of American institutions what they

are to-day, and it is woman's success as

woman which will make our American life

even greater than it is. And each indi

vidual woman, no matter how humble her

lot, is a distinct factor in that successful

achievement.

©

I EAVING successful living so far as woman

*-> is concerned for a moment, and turn

ing to young men, I think that they are

oftener misled by wrong notions of what

constitutes success than by how to achieve

success as they understand it. The average

young man's idea of success is that it

means the accomplishment of something

great. He cannot understand that a suc

cessful life is just as possible in an obscure

position as it is in a conspicuous one. It

does not seem plain to him that a clerk

earning one thousand dollars per year can

make just as pronounced a success of his

life as can his employer whose income is

ten thousand dollars, or even one hundred

thousand dollars per year. He is apt to

measure success by dollars, and here is the

rock upon which so many young men

split. To be a successful subject is as great

an achievement for the subject as being a

successful ruler is creditable to the ruler.

Every man born into this world has his

limitations, and beyond that line it is im

possible for him to go. All of us know men

capable of splendid work so long as they

are under direction, but who have either

made or would make absolute failures as

directors. Other men chafe under direc

tion ; they must be leaders. But success

is as possible with the one as with the

other. The correct definition of success

is the favorable termination of anything

attempted, a termination, in other words,

which answers the purpose intended. The

writing of a business letter can be made

just as great a success as can be the draft

ing of a presidential proclamation. Young

men, I think—and older men, too, for that

matter—are inclined to associate success

only with the higher places of the earth,

never with the lesser ones. Now, success

never depends on conspicuity and it never

will. If we only accepted as the success

ful men of the time those who are in

conspicuous places and of whom we know,

we would narrow success down to a very

few. Great successes have been made as

often in quiet ways as with the blare of

trumpets. A commercial success, won on

conservative lines, and maintained by cau

tious and prudent methods, is the success

most highly regarded in the business

world of to-day. The meteoric commer

cial flash, so admired by the average young

man, seldom has a firm foundation, and

rarely commands the confidence of ex

perienced business men. The truest suc

cess is that which is earned slowly, but

which surely strengthens itself. Ostenta

tion is never typical of a true success. It

is always a good thing to remember that

the vast majority of successful men are

never heard of. When young men will dis

associate success from the more prominent

walks in life, and get rid of that false

theory, successful living will have a deeper,

fuller and truer meaning for them. It will

have for them then its correct meaning :

that success is possible in every position,

and can be made the possession of the

humblest as well as of the most powerful.

LET a man in business be thoroughly

fitted for the position he occupies,

alert to every opportunity and embracing

it to its fullest possibility, with his methods

fixed on honorable principles, and he is

a successful man. It doesn't matter

whether he makes one thousand dollars or

a hundred thousand dollars. He makes a

success of his position. He carries to a

successful termination that which it has

been given him to do, be that great or

small. If the work he does, and does

well, is up to his limitations, he is a suc

cess. If he does not work up to his

capacity, then he fails, just as he fails, too,

if he attempts to go beyond his mental or

physical limit. There is just as much dan

ger on one side of man's limit line as there

is on the other. The very realization of

one's capacity is a sign of success. It is

an old saying that it is a wise man who

knows when he has enough, and it is a

successful man who never goes beyond his

depth in business. This is a truth which

it requires experience to see, perhaps, but

it is a lesson which success demands that

her votaries shall learn, and learn well.

Success is simply doing anything to the

utmost of one's ability—to make as much

of one's position as it is possible to make.

0

J HEAR wives sometimes deplore the fact

* that other men are more successful

than are their husbands. This is a great

mistake, and yet it is an easy one for

women to be led into if they allow them

selves. I can imagine nothing more fatal

to a man's best energies or efforts than the

knowledge that his wife constantly com

pares their results to those of some other

man. Comparisons are never so unjust nor

so unfair as when they are applied to men.

Some husbands unquestionably deserve all

the unfavorable comparisons made by

their wives. But it is just a nice question

whether a wife is wise to indulge in such

comparisons, at least in a public way. If

girls would place more importance upon

the business qualifications of young men

whom they think of marrying, we would

have fewer disappointed wives. Even par

ents, for that matter, neglect this side of a

young man's character. If he is morally

acceptable they think their daughter is safe.

But all too many wives to-day are ashamed

of their husbands' business shortcomings

for us to continue overlooking the com

mercial side of young men, as is now the

case. For a parent to ask a young man,

seeking the hand of a daughter, what his

prospects are, is simple idiocy. What are

our prospects save as we make them ?

O

AN incompetent business man is only a

shade better than a morally deficient

man, but only a shade. I care not what a

young man earns when he asks a girl to

marry him—if it is only five dollars a week

—so long as he has a sincere love for his

work and an honorable determination to

succeed in it. The five dollars per week

will soon grow into fifty dollars. But what

makes me simply boil with anger is when

1 see good girls throwing themselves away

on young fellows utterly incapable of mak

ing the smallest business success. If a

young man is afraid of work a girl has

every ground to be afraid of him. lie will

never amount to anything, nor will she if

she marries him. I will grant to such a

young fellow all the virtues in the moral

catalogue ; I will concede to him every

grace and social equipment possible with

man, but I will still choose to believe that

the time is bound to come w hen the girl

who becomes his w ife will be ashamed of

him when she compares him, as inevitably

she will, with other men who love their

work, and because of their love of it carry

it to a successful termination. I ask not

that a girl in love with a young fellow shall

weigh every point. Women were not

created that way, and love is not conducive

to that sort of all-around, open-eyed care

and prudence. But one thing I do ask of

her : If she marries a worthless fellow who

has no business ability with her eyes open,

she must not complain afterward if she

finds that all the other graces of manhood

are as naught, in the long run, before that

one great incompetency in a man.

0

A SUCCESSFUL life is nothing more nor

less for man or for woman than liv

ing as well as we know how and doing the

very best that we can. Success cannot be

measured by fame, wealth or station. The

life of the humblest woman in the land,

if well lived, is as successful as is that of

the woman who, with greater opportuni

ties, is enabled to make the results of her

works reach farther. Some of us must live

for the few, as others again must live for

the many. But both lives are successful.

Each of us in this world influences some

other being, and it is the quality of our in

fluence, and not the number we influence,

which makes our lives successful in the

eyes of God. We may believe that we go

to our graves unknown and unsung, but

not one of us goes out from this world

without leaving an impression, either for

the good or the bad. And the kind of im

pression we make while we live, and leave

when we die, is the difference between

successful and unsuccessful living.
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"^HAT winter passed very

quickly and happily for

me, and at the end of

the legislative session,

I had acquitted myself

so much to the satisfac

tion of one of the

newspapers which I

wrote for that I was

offered a place on it.

1 was asked to be city

editor, as it was called in that day, and 1

was to have charge of the local reporting.

It was a great temptation, and for a while

I thought it the greatest piece of good

fortune. I went down to Cincinnati to ac

quaint myself with the details of the work,

and to fit myself for it by beginning as re

porter myself. One night's round of the

police stations with the other reporters sat

isfied me that I was not meant for that

work, and I attempted it no farther. I

have often been sorry since, for it would

have made known to me many phases of

life that I have always remained ignorant

of, but I did not know then that life was

supremely interesting and important. I

fancied that literature, that poetry was so ;

and it was humiliation and anguish inde

scribable to think of myself torn from my

high ideals by labors like those of the re

porters. I would not consent even to do

the office work of the department, so much

had I a soul above buttons, and the pro

prietor and editor who was more especially

my friend, tried to make some other place

for me. All the departments were full

but the one I would have nothing to do

with, and after a few weeks of sufferance

and suffering, I turned my back on a

thousand dollars a year, and for the second

time returned to the printing office.

1WAS glad to get home, for I had been

all the time tormented by my old malady

of homesickness. But otherwise the situ

ation was not cheerful for me, and I now

began trying to write something for publi

cation that I could sell. I sent off poems

and they came back ; I offered little trans

lations from the Spanish that nobody

wanted. At the same time I took up in

earnest the study of German which I must

have already played with, at such odd

times as I could find. My father knew

something of it, and that friend of mine

among the printers was already reading it,

and trying to speak it. I had their help

with the first steps so far as the recitations

from Ollendorff were concerned, but I was

impatient to read German, or rather to

read one German poet, who had seized my

fancy from the first line of his I had seen.

This poet was Heinrich Heine, who domi

nated me longer than any one author that

I have known. Where or when I first ac

quainted myself with his most fascinating

genius, I cannot be sure, but I think it was

in some article of the Westminster Review,

where several poems of his were given in

English and German ; and their singular

beauty and grace at once possessed my

soul. I was in a fever to know more of

him, and it was my great good luck to fall

in with a German in the village who had

his books. He was a bookbinder, one of

those educated artisans whom the revolu

tions of 1848 sent to us in great numbers.

He was a Hanoverian, and his accent was

then, I believe, the standard, though the

Berlinese is now the accepted pronuncia

tion. But 1 cared very little for accent ; my

wish was to get at Heine, with as little delay

as possible ; and I began to cultivate the

friendship of that bookbinder in every

way. I dare say he was glad of mine, for

he was otherwise quite alone in the village,

or had no companionship outside of his

own family. I clothed him in all the ro

mantic interest I began to feel for his race

and language, which now took the place of

the Spaniards and Spanish in my affec

tions. His was a very quick and gay intelli

gence, with more sympathy for my love of

our author's humor than for my love of his

sentiment, and I can remember very well

the twinkle of his little sharp black eyes,

with their Tartar slant, and the twitching

of his keenly-pointed, sensitive nose, when

we came to some passage of biting satire,

or some phrase in which the bitter Jew had

unpacked all the insult of his soul.

We began to read Heine together when

my vocabulary had to be dug almost word

by word out of the dictionary, for the

bookbinder's English was rather scanty

at the best, and was not literary. As for

the grammar, I was getting that up as fast

as I could from Ollendorff, and from other

sources, but I was enjoying Heine before

I well knew a declension or a conjugation.

As soon as my task was done at the office,

I went home to the books, and worked

away at them until supper. Then my book

binder and I met in my father's editorial

room, and with a couple of candles on the

table between us, and our Heine and the

dictionary before us, we read till we were

both tired out.

T^HE candles were tallow and they lopped

* at different angles in the flat candle

sticks, heavily loaded with lead, which

compositors once used. It seems to have

been summer when our readings began,

and they are associated in my memory

with the smell of the neighboring gar

dens, which came in at the open doors and

windows, and with the fluttering of the

moths, and bumbling of the dorbugs, that

stole in along with the odors. I can see

the perspiration on the shining forehead of

the bookbinder as he looks up from some

brilliant passage, to exchange a smile of

triumph with me at having made out the

meaning with the meagre facilities we had

for the purpose ; he had beautiful red pout

ing lips, and a stiff little branching mus

tache above them, that went to the making

of his smile. Sometimes, in the truce we

made with the text, he told a little story of

his life at home, or some anecdote relevant

to our reading, or quoted a passage from

some other author. It seemed to me the

make of a high intellectual orgy, and I

should be glad if I could enjoy anything

as much now. We walked home as far as

his house, or rather his apartment over

one of the village stores ; and as he

mounted to it by the outside staircase, we

exchanged a joyous "Guten Nacht," and

I kept on homeward through the dark and

silent village street, which was really not

that street, but some other, where Heine

had been, some street out of the Reise-

bilder, of his knowledge or of his dream.

When I reached home it was useless to go

to bed. I shut myself into my little study,

and went over what we had read, till my

brain was so full of it that when I crept up

to my room at last, it was to lie down to

slumbers which were often a mere phan-

tasmagory of those witching Pictures of

Travel. I was awake at my father's call in

the morning, and before my mother had

breakfast ready I had recited my lesson in

Ollendorff to him. To tell the truth I

hated those grammatical studies, and noth

ing but the love of literature, and the hope

of getting at it, could ever have made me

go through them. Naturally, I never got

any scholarly use of the languages I was

worrying at, and though I could once write

a passable literary German, it has all gone

from me now, except for the purposes of

reading. It cost me so much trouble, how

ever, to dig the sense out of the grammar

and lexicon, as I went on with the authors

I was impatient to read, that I remember

the words very well in all their forms

and inflections, and I have still what I

think I may call a very fair German vo

cabulary.

THE German of Heine when once you are

in the joke of his capricious genius is

very simple, and in his poetry it is simple

from the first, so that he was, perhaps, the

best author I could have fallen in with if 'I

wanted to go fast rather than far. I found

this out later, when I attempted other

German authors without the glitter of his

wit or the lambent glow of his fancy to

light me on my hard way. I should find

it hard to say just why his peculiar genius

had such an absolute fascination for me

from the very first, and perhaps I had

better content myself with saying simply

that my literary liberation began with al

most the earliest word from him ; for if he

chained me to himself he freed me from

all other bondage. I had been at infinite

pains from time to time, now upon one

model and now upon another, to literarify

myself, if I may make a word which does

not quite say the thing for me. What I

mean is that I had supposed, with the

sense at times that I was all wrong, that

the expression of literature must be differ

ent from the expression of life ; that it

must be an attitude, a pose, with some

thing of state or at least of formality in it ;

that it must be this style, and not that ; that

it must be like that sort of acting which you

know is acting when you see it and never

mistake for reality. There are a great

many children supposed to be grown-up,

and largely accepted as critical authorities,

who are still of this youthful opinion of

mine. But Heine at once showed me that

this ideal of literature was false ; that the

life of literature was from the springs of

the best common speech, and that the

nearer it could be made to conform in

voice, look and gait, to graceful, easy, pic

turesque and humorous or impassioned

talk, the better it was.

He did not impart these truths without

imparting certain tricks with them, which

I was careful to imitate as soon as I began

to write in his manner, that is to say in

stantly. His tricks he had mostly at second

hand, and mainly from Sterne, whom I did

not know well enough then to know their

origin. But in all essentials he was himself,

and my final lesson from him, or the final

effect of all my lessons from him was to

find myself, and to be for good or evil

whatsoever I really was.

1KEPT on writing as much like Heine as

I could for several years, though, and

for a much longer time than I should have

done if I had ever become equally im

passioned of any other author. Some

traces of his method lingered so long in

my work that nearly ten years afterward

Mr. Lowell wrote me about something of

mine that he had been reading: "You

must sweat the Heine out of your bones

as men do mercury," and his kindness for

me would not be content with less than

the entire expulsion of the poison that had

in its good time saved my life. I dare say

it was all well enough not to have it in my

bones after it had done its office, but it did

do its office. It was some prose sketch of

mine that his keen analysis had found the

Heine in, but the foreign property had

been so prevalent in my earlier work in

verse that he kept the first contribution

he accepted from me for the Atlantic

Monthly a long time, or long enough to

make sure that it was not a translation of

Heine. Then he printed it, and I am

bound to say that the poem now justifies

his doubt to me, insomuch that I do not

see why Heine should not have the name

of writing it if he wanted it ; probably he

would not, though that question cannot

now be very easily settled. It is certain

that his potent spirit became immediately

so wholly my "control," as the mediums

say, that my poems might as well have

been communications from him so far as

any authority of my own was concerned ;

and they were quite like other inspirations

from the other world in being so inferior

to the work of the spirit before it had the

misfortune to be disembodied and obliged

to use a medium. But I do not think that

either Heine or I had much lasting harm

from it, and I am sure that the good, in

my case at least, was one that can only

end with me. He undid my hands, which

I had taken so much trouble to tie behind

my back, and he forever persuaded me

that though it may be ingenious and sur

prising to dance in chains it is neither

pretty nor useful.

ANOTHER author who was a prime favor

ite with me at this time was De

Quincey, whose books I took out of the

State Library, one after another until I had

read them all. We who were young

people of that day thought his style some

thing wonderful, and so indeed it was, es

pecially in those passages, abundant every

where in his work, relating to his own

life with an intimacy which was always

more rather than less. His rhetoric there,

and in certain of his historical studies, had

a sort of luminous richness, without losing

its colloquial ease. I keenly enjoyed this

subtle spirit, and the play of that brilliant

intelligence which lighted up so many

ways of literature with its lambent glow or

its tricksy glimmer, and 1 had a deep

sympathy with certain morbid moods and

experiences so like my own, as I was

pleased to fancy. I have not looked at

his Twelve Cassars for twice as many

years, but I should be greatly surprised to

find it other than one of the greatest his

torical monographs ever written. His lit

erary criticisms seemed to me not only

exquisitely humorous, but perfectly sane

and just ; and it delighted me to have him

personally present, with the warmth of his

own temperament in regions of cold ab

straction ; I am not sure that I should like

that so much now. De Quincey was hardly

less autobiographical when he wrote of

Kant or of the flight Crim-Tartars, than

when he wrote of his own boyhood or the

miseries of the opium habit. ' He had the

hospitable gift of making you at home with

him, and appealing to your sense of com-

radery with something of the flattering

confidentiality of Thackeray, but with a

wholly different effect.

In fact, although De Quincey was from

time to time perfunctorily Tory, and

always a good and faithful subject, he was

so eliminated from his time and place by

his single love for books, that one could be

in his company through the whole vast

range of his writings, and come away

without a touch of snobbishness ; and that

is saying a great deal for an English writer.

He was a great little creature, and through

his intense personality he achieved a sort

of impersonality, so that you loved the

man, who was forever talking of himself,

for his modesty and reticence. He left

you feeling intimate with him but by no

means familiar ; with all his frailties, and

with all those freedoms he permitted him

self with the life of his contemporaries, he

is to me a figure of delicate dignity, and

winning kindness. I think it a misfortune

for the present generation that his books

have fallen into the kind of abeyance,

which awaits every author more or less,

and I believe that they will emerge from if

again to the advantage of literature.

In spite of Heine and Tennyson, De

Quincey had a large place in my affections,

though this was perhaps because he was

not a poet ; for more than those two great

poets there then was not much room. I

read him the first winter I was at Colum

bus, and when I went down from the village

the next winter, to take up my legislative

correspondence again, I read' him more

than ever. But that was destined to be

for me a very disheartening time.

I HAD just passed through a rheumatic

» fever, which left my health more broken

than before, and one morning shortly after

I was settled in the capital, 1 woke to find

the room going round me like a wheel. It

was the beginning of a vertigo which lasted

for six months, and which 1 began to fight

with various devices and must yield to at

last. I tried medicine and exercise, but it

was useless, and my father came to take

my letters off my hands while I gave my

self some ineffectual respites. I made a

little journey to my old home in southern

Ohio, but there and everywhere, the sine

and firm-set earth waved and billowed

under my feet, and I came back to Colum

bus and tried to forget in my work the fad

that I was no better. 1 did not give up

trying to read as usual, and part of my en

deavor that winter was with Schiller, and

Uhland, and even Goethe, whose Wahlver-

wandschaften hardly yielded up its mystery

to me. To tell the truth, 1 do not think

that I found my account in that novel. It

must needs be a disappointment after \Yil-

helm Meister, which I had read in English ;

but I dare say my disappointment was

largely my own fault ; I had certainly no

right to expect such constant proofs and

instances of wisdom in Goethe as the un

wisdom of his critics had led me to hope

for. I remember little or nothing of the

story, which I tried to find very memo

rable, as I held my sick way through it.

Longfellow's Miles Standish came out that

winter, and 1 suspect that 1 got vastly

more real pleasure from that one poem of

his than I found in all my German authors

put together, the adored Heine always

excepted ; though certainly I felt the ro

mantic beauty of Uhland, and was aware of

something of Schiller's generous grandeur.

OF the American writers Longfellow has

been most a passion with me, as the

English, and German, and Spanish, and

Russian writers have been. I am sure that

this was largely by mere chance. It was

because I happened, in such a frame and

at such a time, to come upon his books

that I loved them above those of other men

as great. I am perfectly sensible that

Lowell and Emerson outvalue many of the

poets and prophets I have given my heart

to ; I have read them with delight and with

a deep sense of their greatness, and yet

they have not been my life like those other,

those lesser, men. But none of the passions

are reasoned, and I do not try to account

"or my literary preferences or to justify

hem.

I dragged along through several months

of that winter, and did my best to cany

out that notable scheme of not minding my

vertigo. I tried doing half work, and help

ing my father with the correspondence, but

when it appeared that nothing would avail,

he remained in charge of it, till the close

of the session, and I went home to try what

a complete and prolonged rest would do

for me. I was not fit for work in the print

ing office, but that was a simpler matter

than the literary work that was always

tempting me. I could get away from it

only by taking my gun and tramping day

after day through the deep, primeval woods.

The fatigue was wholesome, and 1 was so

bad a shot that no other creature suffered

loss from my gain, except one hapless wild

pigeon. The thawing snow left the fallen

beechnuts of the autumn before uncovered

among the dead leaves, and the forest was

full of the beautiful birds. In most parts

of the middle west they are no longer seen,

except in twos or threes, but once they

were like the sands of the sea for multi

tude. It was not now the season when

they hid half the heavens with their flight

day after day ; but they were in myriads

all through the woods, where their irides

cent breasts shone like a sudden untimely

growth of flowers when you come upon

them from the front. When they rose in

fright, it was like the upward leap of fire,

and with the roar of flame. I use images,

which after all, are false to the thing I wish

to express ; but they must serve. I tried

honestly enough to kill the pigeons, but I

had no luck, or too much, till I happened

to bring down one of a pair that I found

apart from the rest in a lofty tree top. The

poor creature that I had w idowed followed

me to the verge of the woods, as I started

home with my prey, and I do not care to

know more personally the feelings of a mur

derer than I did then. I tried to shoot the

bird, but my aim was so bad that I could

do her this mercy, and at last she flew

away, and I saw her no more.

The spring was now opening, and I was

able to keep more and more with Nature,

who was kinder to me than to her other

children, or wished to be, and I got the

better of my malady, which gradually left

me for no more reason apparently than it

came upon me. But I was still far from

well, and I was in despair of my future. I

began to read again— I suppose I had really

never altogether stopped.

Editor's Note—Mr. Howells1 literary autobiog
raphy, under the title of "My Literary Passions,"
began in the Journal of December, 1893. Copies of
the issues containing the installments already pub
lished will be sent to any address, postpaid, on re

ceipt of $1.00.
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BUYING A HOUSE WITH RENT MONEY

By Addison B. Burk

EEP1NG in mind the nature and

character of building societies,

such as I described in the last

issue of the Journal, it is easy

to understand how they help

*~r<bc: people to buy homes for them-

^ selves. They simply furnish

the money (or part of it) with which the

home is bought, and the borrower, being

a stockholder in the society, participates

in its gains until his investment suffices

to cancel his loan. Thus if he borrows

$1000 he must have five shares of stock,

which are pledged as collateral security for

the repayment of the loan. He continues

to pay hve dollars per month dues on the

shares and five dollars per month interest

(one-twelfth of sixty dollars, the yearly in

terest at six per cent, on $1000). When

his five shares have reached par value

($200 each) the society should pay him

$1000 ; but he owes the society Jiooo, and

instead of going through the form of a

double payment the two accounts are

"squared " by entering "satisfaction" on

the mortgage.

IT has often been said by enthusiasts that

the rent which one pays will buy his

house. This is seldom true, but cases are

known in which the rent of a house for a

series of years has paid for it, principal,

interest, taxes, water rent and ordinary re

pairs. A house must be bought at a great

bargain, however, to produce such a re

sult. The exact truth about the matter,

proved every week by real estate transac

tions in Philadelphia, is that by investing,

say $1000 in the purchase of a $3000 to

§4000 house, the rent will suffice to pay

all expenses and at the end of ten or twelve

years leave it free of all incumbrance.

MENTION has been made of the invest

ment of say $1000 in the purchase of

a house worth three or four times that sum.

Such investment is almost always neces

sary because lenders of money will not

assume all the risk. They require that a

"margin" shall be put up by the borrower.

On a $4000 house they will not lend more

than $3000, on a $3000 house say $2200 and

so on. The difference between the cost

of the house and the loan for which a

mortgage is given must be paid by the

buyer o? the house who borrows the money.

The only exception to this rule is where

the borrower can offer some other security.

If he already owns another house, clear of

incumbrance, he may borrow the whole

cost of the second venture, giving as se

curity a mortgage on both, or he may find

some relative or friend who will lend him

security so as to enable him to start his

home buying without capital. But it is not

desirable that he should do so. The strain

becomes too heavy where one undertakes

to buy a property wholly with borrowed

money. The safe assumption, therefore,

is that the would-be home buyer must first

accumulate a sum of money that will serve

as a margin when he shall buy a house.

He uses the building society for this pur

pose, because it is not only a good savings

bank, paying a high rate of interest, but

because it compels nim te save. After he

has started to put in, say ten dollars a

month, he must either keep up these pay

ments or withdraw ; he cannot become

irregular in his payments and finally stop

altogether, as he is tempted to do when he

deposits in an ordinary savings fund.

TO begin with, then, the first thing for

the would-be home buyer to do, if he

is entirely without resources, is to enter a

building society as an investor. We will

assume that after some years of sacrifice

and thrift he has accumulated from $500 to

giooo. He is now prepared to buy a home,

and he can do this without further sacrifice

if he shall be content to buy a house no

more costly than that in which he has

heretofore lived. If ambition tempts him

to extravagance he may get into serious

trouble and lose his savings, but it is to be

assumed that years of training in a build

ing society have made him sensible.

To illustrate what he may do in the mat

ter of home buying so that there may be

no mistake or room for dispute, proper

ties will be considered that have been sold

at public auction in Philadelphia within the

last three months. In each case the price

they brought at public sale, the rental

value, the cost of taxes and water rent are

known factors. The cost of repairs is

necessarily estimated. We have to add to

the known factors the cost of building so

ciety loans so that the financial results can

be determined to a nicety.

Editor's Note—Mr. Burk's article. " What Are
Building Societies?" appeared in the last (Septem
ber) issue of the Journal, a copy of which wilt be
sent to any address, postage free, on receipt of ten

cents.

LET us suppose that John Doe resided at

No. 2216 Ristine Street, paying ten

dollars a month rent, and that during the

last five years he has succeeded in saving

$300. A month ago Nos. 2216-2224 Ristine

Street were offered for sale. They brought

$1100 each. John Doe purchased No. 2216

and continued to reside there. He paid

$300 on account of the purchase, and bor

rowed from a building society $800 with

which to pay the balance due the original

owner. He thus obligated himself to pay

four dollars per month dues and four dol

lars per month interest to the society, a

total of eight dollars per month. Now, in

stead of paying ten dollars a month rent to

his landlord, he pays eight dollars a month

to the society and sets aside two dollars a

month with which to pay taxes and water

rent. At the end of ten or twelve years the

house will be his, free of all incumbrance.

He will not have paid a cent more (except

for repairs) than his neighbor Richard Roe,

who occupied No. 2218 Ristine Street and

continued to be a simple tenant. But at

the end of the period John Doe will own

his home absolutely and Richard Roe will

own nothing. But John Doe started with

$300. Well, suppose that Richard Roe,

also started with $300 and succeeded in

getting six per cent, interest per annum on

it during the ten years. Then John Doe

will have as a result of his investment of

$300 in the house a property worth not less

than the $1100 he paid for it, and Richard

Roe will have (allowing ten years for the

term of the society) the sum of $480.

HERE is another almost similar case : A

short time ago two brick houses, Nos.

46 and 48 Catharine Street, were sold for

$3000. Each was rented for twelve dollars

a month. We may suppose that John

Brown, who occupied No. 46, had saved

$1000, and that Peter Smith, his neighbor,

had been improvident. John Brown buys

both houses, paying, on account, his $1000

and borrowing £2000 from a building so

ciety. His expenses now are :

Dues and interest . . . $20 per month

Taxes and water rent . 3 " "

Repairs 3 " "

$26 "

He gets twelve dollars per month from Peter

Smith, and has to pay two dollars per month

in addition to his former rent out of his

own pocket Suppose that his society mns

the unusually long term of twelve years.

He has then paid for two houses worth

{3000, the sum of I2008, represented by

the $1000 originally paid, {720 for interest

thereon, and two dollars per month extra

payment, or I288. This is an extreme case,

yet John Brown comes out at the end with

£1000 more than his original savings, plus

interest, and Peter Smith, who, as. tenant,

has helped him to reach this result, conies

out with nothing.

Another interesting case is that of a brick

store and dwelling at the northeast corner

of Eighth and Parrish Streets. It was

rented for thirty-eight dollars per month

and sold for $3900. Any one who had

chosen to invest fqoo in this property could

have made it "buy itself." The thirty-

eight dollars per month rent would have

paid dues and interest (on $3000), thirty

dollars per month ; taxes and water rent,

five dollars per month ; repairs, say three

dollars per month ; total thirty-eight dollars.

If it should require twelve years to run it

out—the extreme limit—the cost would

only be $1548 for a $3900 house, allowing

six per cent, interest on the original invest

ment.

THESE figures suggest a word of caution

to would-be investors. Real estate is

tolerably constant in its values, but, in such

a long term as twelve years, great changes

may take place. Investments must there

fore be made with some caution, even

where theoretical profits appear. More

over no account is here taken of lost rent

als, or costs of collection, factors which

need not trouble the home buyer who is

his own tenant—but which cannot and

should not be neglected by the investor.

Properties of small value usually pay a

higher per cent, of interest in rent than

larger properties, hence they yield larger

returns to the home buyer or the landlord.

Two frame dwellings on an avenue in the

outskirts of the city were sold recently.

One with a frontage of twenty-five feet

brought Jiooo, the other with a frontage of

fifty feet brought £2000. They were, ac

cording to the auctioneer's description,

exactly similar except as to the size of the

lots, yet the first rented for twelve dollars

and fifty cents per month, the second for

twelve dollars. Evidently the buyers took

little account of the rental value or the

value of the buildings, but were speculat

ing on the value of the lots.

THE property which was sold for $1000

would (theoretically) buy itself. The

buyer, if he had other security to offer,

could borrow the whole price ($1000) from

a building society and pay the dues and

interest, ten dollars per month ; taxes, one

dollar per month, and repairs, one dollar

and fifty cents per month, out of the rent of

twelve dollars and fifty cents per month.

By merely acting the part of landlord he

would have the property bought for him

by the tenant, or the tenant could do pre

cisely the same thing for himself. This is

an exceptional case. Moreover, the ad

joining property would utterly fail to buy

itself unless the spare lot could be sold off

to advantage. One-half of the latter prop

erty is evidently unproductive in rental

value or interest.

One other small house may be consid

ered. The dwelling No. 908 Cross Street

sold for $1400. It is rented for ten dollars

a month. There would be no difficulty in

negotiating a loan of $1000 on this property,

and the result would be that the property

would "buy itself," less an investment of

$400. The dues and interest would be ten

dollars per month and the taxes and water

rent two dollars per month—exactly the

amount of the rent.

The larger houses are less profitable as a

rule and in every' way more uncertain. A

few months ago three houses, each of them

rented for forty dollars per month, were

sold, one for $4850, one for 15050 and one

for $5400. The first was the most desirable

for an investor, the last the most desirable

for a home getter. Putting a mortgage of

$4000 on any one of these houses the buyer

would have to pay the difference between

this and the price of the house, and the rent

would pay his dues and interest.

The tenant of a Corinthian Avenue house

who was paying twenty-seven dollars per

month rent might have won a home with

out further expense if he had been ready

to invest $1140. It sold for $3140. His

dues and interest would have amounted to

twenty dollars per month, his taxes to three

dollars per month, and he would have had.

four dollars per month left out of his rent

money with which to make repairs or

beautify his home. Even though he had

only $640 to invest he would have had to

pay only one dollar per month more than

his rent to become his own landlord and

ultimately the owner of his home.

A dwelling on North Fifteenth Street

presents an interesting case. When it was

sold for J6000, a short time ago, it was

leased for five years at $600 per annum.

The buyer by investing $1000 could borrow

$5000, and the tenant would pay his dues

and interest on that amount, leaving him to

add to the $1000 investment, only the taxes,

water rent and repairs in order to become

the absolute owner of a $6000 house.

'HURD'S NAME ON THE BOX"

CNOUGH has been shown to demonstrate

that very little expenditure beyond or

dinary payments for rent is required from

those who avail themselves of the cooper

ative principle which lies at the root of

building societies, in order to enable them

to become owners of their homes.

There are two stumbling-blocks to be

overcome. The first is the need of a ready

sum of money to serve as a margin. This

must be accumulated in some way, and for

those without present means there is no

better way of accumulating it than through

the use of building societies as a compul

sory savings fund. The second stumbling-

block is the tendency of nearly all home

buyers to seek a home superior in cost to

that which they occupy as tenants. The

long period required for the purchase of a

home by small savings exposes the buyer

to many risks—among the most common

being sickness or loss of employment. If,

however, a man keep his obligations within

the limits which experience as a tenant

suggest to him, he can, very likely, succeed

in his undertaking, but if, misled by ambi

tion, he should buy a house costing so

much as to cripple him financially, the

danger of failure becomes intensified by

the strain thus put upon his nerves.

THE local building society, as heretofore

particularly described, is capable of

doing great good in any community ; it

presents the best form of cooperation, but

it must be used intelligently and with

patient persistence if it is to achieve its

purpose. The home seeker must not be

discouraged by the long term of years re

quired for the fruition of his plans. The

term seems long to those about to enter

upon it ; very short to those who have

attained the goal. Those who rent houses

do so for twenty, thirty or forty years, and

have at the end nothing to show for it.

The home getter may have to labor fifteen

or twenty years before he succeeds in his

desire, but, that accomplished, he may

profit by the want of wisdom of the im

provident and buy other houses in a shorter

period. Of the future we know nothintr ;

the guide to action is the present, and the

prudent man will begin now to save what

ever his income may afford in the way of

surplus, and presently he will find that he

has the margin with which to buy a home,

and some years hence, if he shall make

wise use of building societies, he will be-

not only the owner of the house in which

he lives but a landlord.

 

A Girl's Social Position

depends largely upon the correct

observance of her social obli

gations. One of the surest in

dications of refinement is the

stationery she uses. HURD'S

PRINCE OF WALES NOTE

PAPER AND ENVELOPES,

in rich cream, fashionable French

gray or dainty beryl shades, is the

correct paper for all social cor

respondence. This paper, which

is put up in dainty boxes, has the

famous kid finish writing surface.

"HIRD'S NAME IN THE PAPER"

BEST&, CO

 

$

6.75

 

For this double
breasted Suit made of
high-grade cft«*simeres
in diagonal effects with »
fine silk thread mixture
that were manufactured
expressly for us by an
American mill, aiid are
exact copies of English
goods that we sold for
$1 2.00 a suit. They are
fully equal to the foreign
goods in general ap
pearance and wearing
qualities—handsome
and dressy enough for
any occasion except full
dress, and at the same
time, for school and or
dinary wear iheir dura-
bility makes them ihe
most economical. Sizes
5 to 15 years.

This Suit is a good example of the advantage
of buying children's clothing where their outfit
ting is made a special business. Send for sam

ples and measure blanks.

We furnish a general catalogue of children's
wear. Postage A cents.

60-62 West 23d St., N. Y.

Three World'* Fair Medals fnr Bett ClotMna

WIT F*11 and winter Weight

n COMBINATION

Knee Pants Suits

For Boys, ages 4 to
15 years, are Ready

The price is only

Our Name is
Our Guarantee
It's on
Every Suit

Combination Means

COAT

Two Pair PANTS

And CAP

to Match

 

Our Fall Cata
logue is ready.
Sent FREE on
request.

STRICTLY

ALL-WOOL,

STYLISHLY

CUT and

WELL MADE

Suit sent C. O. D., subject to Inspection, or send 16.00
and we will promptly express suit : If ordered by mail,
send S5.50. Money refunded if suit is not satisfactory.
In ordering send Blze of hat. Address Department 11

JAMES WILDE, Jr., & CO.

State and Madison Streets, CHICAGO

Red Fox, Wolf, Wild or

Tiger Cat

Rug

Mounted Head
Moth Proof
Handsomely Lined
and Pinked

w. w. hart & CO.

5 West Thh-d Street, NEW YORK

 

 

Crepe

Tissue

Paper

gamples of 36 Colors

on receipt of 10 cts.

C. T. BA1NBRI06E'S SONS

Sole Manufacturers

Brooklyn, N. Y.

SAVED on Your WinterCloak
I Our Cloak Rulk-tlii tell* how you cau do iU
£cot free on request. Wc pay the exprvM.

HARRIS-EMERY CLOAK CO., Des Moines, low.

$3 to $5;
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! HEN I was a child I spake

as a child, I understood

as a child, I thought as

a child ; but when I be

came a man 1 put away

childish things." But

I didn't put ail of them

so far away that I

couldn't get hold of

some of them when I wanted them. As

sometimes, on long, rainy days, idly

groping and foraging in nooks and cran

nies about the house, in chests seldom

opened and boxes long forgotten, we find

old letters, and books, and "treasures" of

general worthlessness, invaluable because

no one else cares for them, so old they

are new, bearing a certain novelty of

familiarity, so do I sometimes find myself

rummaging in "the countless chambers

of the brain," and finding here and there

some childish trick of thought or habit, a

fragment of play, a feature of some game

that pleased my passing fancy forty years

ago, which I now turn to practical use.

THE very plays of childhood seem to me

to foreshadow, in a measure, much of

the wisdom—I believe it is called "wis

dom"—of maturity. It is no reproach to

the child that he is " pleased with a rattle."

I have known great men, orators, preach

ers, teachers, actors, aye, and actresses,

young women only twenty-two years old,

who had been on the stage thirty-eight

years—who turned their faces to the wall

and refused food, and would not be com

forted, and said, "It is better forme to die

than to live," because their gourd was

withered, and fickle audiences yawned in

bored and eloquent silence where erstwhile

they had rattled with delighted hands and

applauding lips. "And tickled with a

straw "—oh, Pope most fallible, if you can

find me anything better with which to tickle

child or woman or man than a good wheat

straw with the beard on, then have you

dwelt in other worlds than ours.

When I was a boy—"in the sweet,

childish days that were as long as twenty

days are now," so young that I look back

upon myself as my own grandson—which

gives me license to say, with all modesty

and humility, that no grandsire ever had

better grandchildren than I ; that boy is a

stay and a comfort to my old age, only

second to his uncle Robert ; he was a good

boy ; sorrow to me it is that he died so

young—a friend one day gave me a "spy

glass," for the time of binoculars was not

yet to my grandson. Through this power

ful hand telescope, which was about six

inches long, I could see a distance of

several million miles. By looking straight

through it I could distinguish persons on

the opposite side of the street, greatly

magnified, and not very much distorted.

I discovered a number of things with this

wonderful glass. I discovered that I could

lend it every day to a new boy, who would

keep it over night, and return it to me a

subject for an optical hospital.

I DISCOVERED, also, that when a boy was

» caught playing with it during school

hours he promptly told the teacher that I

gave it him, whereupon I was summ irily

"whacked" for playing in school, while the

fellow with the spy-glass got off scot free.

Until school was "out" he did. Then he

made a discovery, without the aid of a

telescope, which brought tears to his eyes.

Sometimes. Upon other occasions, like

more eminent scientists, I miscalculated,

and discovered that the battle is not always

to the strong, but sometimes to the swift.

The swifter the safer. All these things

were stored away in the treasure-house of

experience, to be brought out and utilized

when I became my own grandfather. And

one day I made my great discovery—

Columbian in its magnitude—Galilean in

originality—-it burst upon me as the glitter

ing splendor of Uranus shone into the

searching, exulting eyes of Herschel. I

was pursuing my investigations in school,

screened by the broad segis of Mitchell's

atlas, which I have always considered the

best textbook of geography ever used in

the public schools, the expansion of its

far-reaching backs being equal to screening

the largest boy that ever bowed himself

behind its friendly barrier. I was intently

studying, through the magnifying power of

the lenses, the biggest teacher whose awful

frown had ever petrified a living boy with

its Gorgon horror. My nerves were be

ginning to give way, with the mere con

templation of his unconscious features,

when he slowly lifted his eyes and gazed

steadily in the direction of my observatory.

IN my fright I dropped the spy-glass,

caught it before it reached the desk,

and scarcely knowing what 1 was doing

lifted it again, but in reversed position—the

big end at my eyes, the little one aimed at

the teacher. Once more I nearly dropped

it, for, lo, Anteus was a pygmy ! The tyrant

had drifted so far away from me that he

couldn't have reached me with a lariat,

and had shrunk up until I might have put

him in my pocket.

I had not lived more than a century after

that before I began to realize the import

ance of my discovery, and to feel the need

of that spy-glass. After I got out of

the little school that had seemed bigger

than the universe when I was in it, and

found myself in a world as big as eternity,

and which I was somewhat surprised to

learn had existed several—as much as fifty

or sixty—years before either my school or

myself, I soon began to be oppressed with

a feeling of littleness, and weakness, and

loneliness. I found out, in some way—

some man, with nothing better or worse to

do, went out and counted them one idle

day, and told me, when he came back—

that there were 800,000,000 people in the

world without counting myself. The crowd

was altogether too immense for a man of

my stature and weight. It pressed upon

me ; it shoved me into corners where the

air \\as bad and the light poor. It pushed

me off the sidewalk. It got in front of me

at all the processions, so that I could see

nothing but the gilded eagles on the flag-

staffs as the soldiers marched past. And

then when the battle began the same crowd

ran over me, got behind me, and left me

standing in front to get shot by the people

who were only shooting at them. If in the

assemblies of the wise I stood up with my

little petition or resolution, and feebly

squeaked :

"Mr. Speaker,"

the crowd sprang to its feet, and with a

roar like the loud-sounding waves dashing

on a rock-bound coast, yelled :

"Mr. Speaker!"

And the speaker, in a tone of final rec

ognition, said :

" Everybody except the gentleman from

Lilliput."

I N the madding crowd, rough-moving peo-

' pie, large-featured of feet, trod upon

my many achers and jammed my hat with

their obstructive elbows. At the passing

show female persons, broad of shoulder

and lofty as to the helmet with its nodding

plumes, loomed up before my straining

eyes like a hearse at an undertaker's

tournament, in gala attire. When the

swift-flying train paused at the junction for

the mockery of "Ten minutes for refresh

ments," hungry harpies reached past me

on both sides, over my head and under my

arms, with their greedy, all-grasping

talons, and my part of the banquet board

was a desert. I went back to the train,

comfortless as a pelican in the dry and

thirsty wilderness, emptier than a church

on a weekday, and said my prayers to the

good Saint Tantalus, under whose ab

stemious patronage 1 had dined. Nothing

seemed to come my way that wasn't too

big for me. And as though it were one of

the stings of the fate of the oppressed ever

to magnify their fate and their oppressors,

I got to looking at all these things through

my spy-glass. My troubles were magni

fied and they increased ; that troubled me.

I made up my mind that, since everything

in the world was so much bigger than

myself, the best thing I could do would

be to lie down and amalgamate my being

with the macadam of the pavement, and

do my best to fulfill an humble but useful

destiny by keeping bigger people out of

the mud. 1 got out the spy-glass of my

childhood, and began to look around for a

comparatively clean and comfortable place

to lie down in. I said :

"Farewell, vain world, I'm going to a

spot where I won't have my eyeballs

lifted out of their sockets by womanly

umbrellas, or punched back into my skull

by manly elbows ; farewell to all my

dreams of greatness ; farewell to the

plumed troop, of which the gaudy plumes

were all the giddy throng ever permitted

me to see ; farewell the pride and circum

stance which I never had to lose."

And just then, in the very soul and

ecstasy of this glorious abnegation, the

thought of my boyhood's pastime came

drifting back to me across the shadowy

years. I reversed the spy-glass and through

the little end thereof turned one farewell

look upon the seething multitude of earth's

manv-millioned children.

BELOVED, the world was only a kinder

garten, after all. Such little people as

mine astonished eyes beheld ; such swarms

of little people. They buzzed about me

like so many flies. Restless as ever ; fussy

and self-important as ever ; heedless as

ever of me and my comfort, but only flies

after all, not the dragons and griffins and

eagles they had been. Right in front of

me stood, as usual, a great, rough-coated

man, over whose broad shoulders I had

been timidly and vainly striving to peer.

You know the type : the man who is born

big, and grows bigger ; occupies more

space than two ordinary people, and doesn't

seem to know what to do with it ; wears

a box coat, rough, shaggy cloth, padded

out at the shoulders until they take up

nearly as much room as a little woman in

a street car ; always stands with his hands

in his pockets, to hold out the skirts of his

coat like screens ; straddles his legs like

the Colossus at Rhodes. Fixing my spy

glass steadily upon him until I had him

focused down where I could see him and

my feet at the same time, I kicked him and

snarled, "Goutthway ! " He turned round,

begged pardon, pulled his big, flat feet

together, took his hands out of his pockets,

held his arms at his side like a recruit,

shrunk up and sidled out of the way.

Straightway I put a sign up on the pave

ment where I had intended to enter the

Belgian block brotherhood, "This space

to let." I decided to remain in the world

and saw wood. Bigness has never since

annoyed me. Gnats irritate me about as

much as ever—no, they don't ; you can

even look them into molecular littleness.

The ant of Solomon is still disagreeably

familiar at picnics ; rats I hate, and I am

a little bit afraid of snakes. But I have

lost my fear of lions. I know a drum-

major whom I call by his first name. Only

a week ago I stopped a United States

Senator just as he was on the point of sit

ting down on my hat. I didn't know his

other name, so I called him "Boss." I

most graciously accepted his promptly-

tendered apology, and watched him through

the little end of the spy-glass as he went to

another seat. He had a snow-white beard,

bald head, silk hat, broad watch-chain with

a big bunch of seals, diamond scarfpin,

Prince Albert coat and lavender panta

loons ; talked bass, carried himself with a

Websterian manner, and was just about

the size of my boy the day we took him

out of kilts and put him in knickerbockers.

DEARLY beloved, you have no need to

look at all people in this way, only

some people. When the size and weight

of the superior person presses heavily upon

you, when you are bowed down under the

awful grandeur of the epaulettes and ai

grettes and decorations,,when you bow your

self to the ground and bare your head in

the presence of the "Envoy Extraordinary,

Minister Plenipotentiary, Ambassador Su

pernumerary and Paramount," just wait a

minute ; I'll run around the corner and

bring you a man in a hickory shirt and

one suspender, with a wood saw in one

hand and a piece of ham rind in the other,

who will say to all this grandeur, "Hello,

Bill ! " He went to school with him, and

saw him through the little end of the spy-

Look at your troubles the same way. I

have a foolish tendency to magnify my

troubles ; you may not be so afflicted. But

I have looked at a mountain of trouble

until it made Ossa like a wart, and when

it was ready to topple over on and crush

me, I have reversed the spy-glass just in

time, and looked down at a mole hill which

I flattened out with my foot until I could

not see, on the smooth lawn, the place

where erst a mountain, rock-ribbed and

ancient as the earth, has raised its rugged

head to the clouds and marred the land

scape with its seamed and storm-rent sides.

Look at 'em through the little end, oh,

timid mortal, "careful and troubled about

many things." They will appear like toy

troubles. And they will seem so far away,

like the landscape in a magic mirror. If

you want to look at something through

the big end, magnify the reward of your

patience, your courage, your faith, your

trust ; look at your hope. But the trial,

the care, the fear, the struggle, the afflic

tion—the mountains that overwhelm you

with their steepness, the numberless anxie

ties that swarm about your life—look at all

these things through the little end.

"But," say Faint-Heart and Much-

Afraid, "won't other people be apt to

look at us through the little end of the spy

glass also? "

Indeed they will, my brother ; yes, in

deed, daughter ; they not only will, but

now and then they do. You will want to

remember that. That is good for us.

That keeps us humble. That makes us

walk softly. Yes, indeedy, you want to

bear that in mind. There is no patent on

this spy-glass. Anybody may manufacture

and use it who will. It's good for all of us.

But don't you worry about what the other

fellow is likely to do. You do your own

do. "Arise la fin."

CASHMERE

is a fine, twisted worsted

yarn.

 

When woven into a cloth

 

 

 

it makes the finest gauge

worsted fabric known.

When made into a glove

 

it makes the warmest

glove known.

When made with the

"Kayser Patent Finger-Tips"

it makes the best wearing

glove known ;

And, with the Guarantee

Ticket in each pair,

makes it the cheapest

glove known—

Because the ticket entitles you to a

new pair free if the "Tips" wear

out before the gloves.

If your dealer hasn't this glove,

write to JULIUS KAYSER, New York
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Remarkable

was the number of orders received
In answer to our advertisement In
September. These special drives In
Capes are advertised as a means
for further developing our
mall order department. The
following are all thirty Inches
long and average one hundred
inches wide at bottom :

 

Henl—Extra Choice qual
ity, >\»00.

Seal—Alaskan. The new-
substitute for the genuine seal,
looks and wears as well—Sep
tember price, 875, dow 860.

Seal—Electric. A popu
lar and lower-priced substl-
tute for the genuine seal, Stf5.

Marten — Enalista. The
best possible value obtainable
in a heavy, long-haired fur, 855.

Astrakhan—Choice quality,from selected sklns,830

If other furs wanted, apply for catalogue. All gooda
sent subject to examination and approval.

THE WOLF & PERIOLAT FUR CO.

State St., bet. Adams and Jackson, Chicago

 

 

The Latest Style

ThU exauMlc cape, 30 In. long Mid full
■wwp, suitable for any figure, mode of
tine Mack vi lour, or seal plush, satin-
llued, and edged with black niaru-u fur,

actual value SIS.OO, we let) lor 90.08;
asnie style In all-wool bearer cloth,

;i' Id- faced, 9&.B8. The name out,
nle and length Id genuine furs al the
following low price*: Electric Seal,
?li;.:.0; Astrakhan Fur. |ll.0t*|
French Coney. SO.OHt French
Coney. 17 In. long. fS.UH. Sent
by express oo receipt of prloe;
money refunded If not satlsfao-
tory. Send buil measure. Addreaa

THE LATEST HTVLK Hid. CO.
One*), m E. mii i, Si., |n York

KHEE: Competent lady buyers
nploy who will do your shopping In any line ; no charge.

This 24=inch

Cape Seal

Cape

FOR $2400

Cataloicup, "Itti riciRns •nil
prlrc of N*w«.t Btfla Kur
lYrmu* anil nlh.r Kur I !-,

FREE

WALTER BUHL & CO.

Detroit, Mich.

 

 
Guitar, Banjo

or Mandolin

Learned in ,

One Day

You can without previous
knowledge of music or Id-
mruntent , learn to play in a

Ingle day. New system. Noth-
ug like it. New (uncs played
tight hy beginners. No expense

except for ntuilc. Sample tune,
tilth full Instructions. 35 cents. Clr-
culitr Tree* State what iimirnmcnt

Ton wlxh to learn. Agent* wnntvtl. 'CXEHEJM
MUSIC CO.. 82 Turner llultdlnf, 8T. LOUS, HO.
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THE MANTLE OF CHARITY

By Ruth Ashmore

 

 

f r is the one garment

the fashion of which

never changes. The

years may go and

come, and yet she

who cloaks herself in

this mantle is at once

happy herself and

the giver of happi

ness. In cut it never

changes. It is always large and full, so

that it can envelop those who are unhappy

and give them warmth and comfort. Like

the cloak worn by the prince in the fairy

tale, it is invisible to all but those whose

eyes are made clear by faith. It is the

garment that I would like my girls to wear.

It is true that much patience and much

self-denial are required before this cloak is

put on, as it should be, for all time ; but

once assumed the amount of joy to be

gotten from it, and the happy heartbeats

to the wearers of it, cannot possibly be

overestimated.

UNDER THE GOOD CLOAK

IT is almost impossible for you to listen

to unkind words, yet I want to tell you

of the different methods of repelling gos

sip should it come to you. This kind of

chatter, which isn't always evil, is, un

fortunately, the beginning of that gossip

which in time drifts into being malicious,

and induces the speakers to think that a

clever thing, even if it is bitter and sar

castic, is right and proper to say. Now,

you who are bright and merry can stop

this sort of talk very quickly, and the best

way is by showing not only an absolute

indifference to it, but by being so quiet

that your stillness attracts attention ; then

it will soon dawn upon the talkers that

your silence means scorn.

"But," says my bright girl, "suppose

they are saying disagreeable things of my

friend?" Then, of course, you must de

fend her, but be careful in your defense.

Make it a quiet and a reasonable one, and

not an excited defense that is without

argument, and which only tells how much

you care for the friend against whom the

disagreeable words are being said. Some

times, more is the pity, the truth is told,

but told in a hard, unkind way. Then if

I were you I should say, " That is true,

but this girl is my friend, and I, for one,

would rather not hear it. Suppose we all

think of the worst about ourselves and

how an account of it would sound if it

were told." In the presence of scandal

mongers take under your mantle of charity

all those people whom you can defend, and

show your contempt for evil speakers by

defending the right if you can, or by keep

ing perfectly quiet.

FOR EVERY-DAY USE

MOT just for festive occasions. For your

1 ' cloak must be worn all the time, and

your charity must be not only of words

and deeds, but of looks. A pleasant smile

will sometimes make a great many people

feel happy when before they were all, as

the children say, "as cross as sticks."

Charity really means consideration. When

you go into the breakfast-room you may

wonder that your mother is quiet and seems

a little troubled and not very much inter

ested in the idle talk of the children. Be

sure that to mother's brain come many

worries and frets ; she has to think out the

arrangement of the household ; she has to

consider how best the limited sum of

money can be disposed of, and so you

must bring to her presence all the consid

eration you can, and try and lift at least

some of the burdens from her shoulders.

You are employed in an office ; you may

find your superior a little irritable, inclined

to be fault-finding and showing himself

anything but pleased at the morning events.

Go along and do your work properly and

exactly : when spoken to answer pleasantly;

do what is absolutely right, and if fault is

found with you you can afford to forgive

it because you know that time will prove

all things. While you have a minute to

think, remember that you sit at your desk

or your typewriter and when the end of

the week comes draw your salary, and the

only responsibility on your shoulders is to

do good work, whereas your employer

has to study the needs of the market, has

to submit to being a loser when the days

are dull, and bears on his shoulders the

burden of many of you who simply do your

work and draw your salaries. Charity

toward employers is, according to the

newspapers, out of fashion, but I like to

think that my girls know how valuable it

is in its use toward every one with whom

they may come in contact.

THE ONE WHO NEEDS

TO most people charity represents giving.

It represents the giving of kindly

words, of material help, or whatever may

at times be needed. Many young women

think that the giving of a little money here

and there constitutes all the acts of charity

they need to perform. Now, giving frfci

a charitable standpoint is utterly worthless

unless it is accompanied by self-denial.

Therefore, make the purse of good gifts

one well-filled with acts of renunciation.

It is not difficult to deny one's self a little

pleasure that somebody else may be made

happy, and I wish very much that some of

my girls could know how, in the working

world, there are girls to-day who are busy

and happy all the time, and yet whose

earnings go to help some one who is close

to them, or to make a home for one of

their own who needs it. How easy ought

it to be then for you to deny yourself the

box of sweets, the gay trip, or even an

other bright ribbon, that some one else

may be made happy. You ask to whom

shall you give. First of all to those of

your own family who need. If this were

done as it should be there would be very

few poor in the world. Then you can ex

tend your charity and you will not have to

go far to seek objects for it, as you will

certainly find them, if you inquire, close

at hand.

GIVE WHAT YOU CAN

IF you do not have the luxuries of life, if

you do not handle much money, you

can still give and give lavishly, because you

can give of your kind. The half day spent

helping your pretty cousin to make her

gown, the hour devoted to reading to some

one whose eyes are not quite as strong as

they used to be, and the cheerful visit paid

to some one who is ill—all these are acts of

charity that will stand out like golden stars

opposite your name on the judgment book.

The girl who wonders listlessly what in

the world she can do to help anybody need

only open her eyes very wide and she will

quickly discover. In every family, in every

neighborhood there is work of this kind to

do, and while it would not be called charity

work, still it is that, for charity pitieth

much. A few cheerful visits, a few kindly

actions and a few cheerful words are worth

more than all the pennies that were ever

collected for the heathen. For we have

so many heathen at home that the best

way to reform them is by example.

ANOTHER FORM OF CHARITY

THAT is consideration for the young and

the awkward. The young girl or boy

may not know just the fork that it is

proper for him to use to eat some special

dish with, and you are doing a kindly act

when you quickly pick up yours and so

end his embarrassment. That other boy

who in the parlor dance or the game al

ways seems to knock things over and to

make everybody conscious of his arms

and feet, can, by a little care on the part

of the considerate girl, be guided in such

a way that he will become a pleasure

rather than a horror, and remembering,

after his departure, how easy it was to be

graceful, he will think over and take to

heart the lesson so gently given to him.

I tell you, my dear girl, there can be no

happy life without charity, and you not

only want to pray for it day and night,

but you should practice it so persistently

that it becomes part of yourself. When

you hear somebody say, "I like that girl,

you never hear her say anything disagree

able, and she always makes people feel

comfortable," conclude that that girl has

simply learned the beauty of chanty, and

assuming its mantle, has taken under its

shelter those who were shy, who were

troubled or in pain. I do not think a

charitable girl reminds people of the follies

that have brought about certain results,

but while she tries to cure the pain, and

eventually succeeds, she lets the sufferer

think out for herself how it all came about,

and how a pleasant folly was succeeded by

much sorrow.

Nobody who makes a mistake likes to

be told that they were warned about it

before. The " I-told-you-so " habit is one

that is more uncharitable than almost any

other, because it is unprovoked. Your

friend undoubtedly thought that she was

doing right, and when she makes a mistake

it becomes your place not to remind her

of what led up to it. She has learned

her lesson sadly and sorrowfully. The

harsh method of treating her suffering, of

tearing her wound apart and pouring acid

upon it, is not that which Christ would

have commended.

THE WAYS OF CHARITY

MANY hundred years ago the God-Man

said that only those who were with

out sin should dare throw a stone at a sin

ner. So you who are going to walk in the

ways of charity must learn, first of all, to

control your tongue. You have no right

to judge any human being. You know

nothing of the temptation, you know noth

ing of the temperament that made it so

easy to yield, and you do not know what

the motive was when the poor sinner first

started to do what afterward turned out to

be all wrong. You know that she told a lie.

You don't know what she told that lie for.

That it was wrong nobody can doubt.

Maybe that it was told to hide poverty ;

maybe it was told to protect some one

else ; maybe it was told without thought.

Nothing can make it right. But be a little

charitable in your judgment. Try and put

yourself in that girl's place, and if you

succeed in doing that you will be surprised

to discover that under the same circum

stances you would probably have done

much worse.

Sometimes people are branded with sins

that they do not commit ; but the world

accuses them and the uncharitable stand

afar off and condemn, and the noise of that

sin is heard far and wide, and there is no

one to speak. Immediately under my own

eye something happened not long ago that

proved how utterly foolish it was to judge'

people without proof, and, indeed, how

sinful it was to judge them at all. A young

woman at a watering-place lost a brooch ;

she declared it was stolen, and insisted that

she believed it to have been taken, not by-

some of the servants, but by some of the

young girls in the house who had frequently

visited her room and admired her jewels.

She did not openly accuse these girls, but

whispered her accusation until three of

them found themselves almost ostracized.

She went away, and after her departure

one of these girls appeared wearing, as it

was said, the stolen pin. This was house

gossip for a week, and at the end of that

time a woman declared her intention to

speak to the girl. She asked her where

she got the pin. The girl told her it had

been sent to her by her father for a birth

day gift. She was then told that it was

believed that she was a thief. Her father

was telegraphed for and when he dis

covered the state of affairs he had a de

tective brought. While a close search was

being made a letter arrived from the woman

who had lost the pin. In it she said : " I

forgot to tell you, but three weeks ago I

found my brooch hidden away among

some lace just where I had put it myself.

Of course, it wasn't stolen, and I am sorry

anything was said about it." It was a lit

tle late to be sorry, for the girl who had

been accused of being a thief was lying

ill with a fever brought on by excitement,

and the other two girls were both ill with

nervous attacks. Surely no one in that

house wore the mantle of charity, for there

hadn't been a woman to defend those girls,

and almost every one had, without a

thought, condemned them. The ways of

charity are broad, making one think well

before speaking, and always giving to the

one accused the benefit of the doubt.

ANOTHER WAY OF CHARITY

YOU think the way to Heaven requires

the walking over a certain path of

belief. Your neighbor believes that it is

approached by another, and her neighbor

by still another. You all have faith in the

same great truths and only differ in a few

forms. Yet, if a discussion should arise,

one would think from the way you speak

that your neighbor worshiped graven

idols, and that into her religion there came

nothing that was beautiful, or good, or

lovely. You bitterly condemn her ideas

in regard to music, or whether she should

kneel or stand when praying to the good

God, and you wonder how in the world

she can expect a happy hereafter when she

doesn't elect to follow certain ceremonies

here. Now, judge yourself. What must

God think of you? He said that in His

Father's house there were many mansions.

May there not be many paths leading to

them ? And you who claim to be upon

the right one, so far forget the very first

of the virtues of pure religion, charity,

that you condemn your neighbor. She

goes along her way pouring oil upon the

wounds of the sick, giving drink to those

who thirst and a helping hand to whoever

may need it, while you do not hesitate to

say that her way is wrong. I don't like to

think that any one of my girls is like this,

and yet youth is inclined to be severe.

Charity should pervade the whole of

life just as the fresh odor of the trees

fills the air with a thousand sweet scents.

It should make the words that you say

better, the deeds that you do worthier,

and so permeate every act of your life,

that to the world-at-large you yourself

seem an outward sign of goodness and

kindness. Truly it is a beautiful thing,

the possession of this virtue. Faith and

hope stand beside it, but lo, it is the

greatest of all. You and I will prav for it

so that life may become more beautiful.

Editor's Note—Miss Ashmore's answers to her
correspondents, under the title of " Side-Talks with
Girls,'' will be found on page 29 of this issue of the
Journal.
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The English Military Brace

is designed to meet a want which is

not filled by any shoulder brace here
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It is in Effect a bod>' brace> supp°rt-

ing and strengthening

the shoulders, back, sides, chest and

stomach, thereby creating a decidedly

"braced-up" sensation. At the same

time it assists in giving an elegant form

and easy carriage by correcting pro

truding sharp shoulder blades and

round shoulders, and adds to the

general bearing by imparting to the

wearer an appearance of ease and

grace, all of which is accomplished

without the discomfort which so often

attends the wearing of such articles.
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UNION SUIT

For Ladies, Misses and Men

In Staple Colors and All Qualities

1. More easily and quick
ly put on und on than
any other make.

2. Entirely elastic in
every way and per
fectly self-adjustable.

3. No buttons under cor
set which hurt and
injure.

4. No inelastic stay
down the front, al
ways parting be
tween the buttons
when stretched lat
erally, and eventual
ly causing tightness
between neck and
crotch.

&. Allows corset one size
smaller.

PERFECT FIT GUARANTEED

  

LADIES'

Size 3 will fit fig
ures under 115
lbs. In weight.

Size 4, from 115
to 130 lbs.

Size 5. from 130
to 150 lbs.

Size 6. from 150
to 160 lbs.

Extrn Sizert ?
and M, for over
1G0 lbs.

 
MISSES'

/ I in Sizes ] . 2, :i,
4. 5-fluing fig-
ares of ages
from 3 to 15
years.

Manufactured under
United Slaicn Letters
Patent. No. «t,?38,
February 11. 1S90. Im
provement protect^ by
United States Letter*
Patent, No. IM
April 25. 1KO.
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I About Underwear :

 

♦ Your address on a postal

♦ will bring you our water-

colored booklet on under

wear for everybody.

♦ Jaros Hygienic Underwear [

♦ fits—absorbs moisture—pre-

♦ vents colds—can't irritate— '

♦ can't shrink—economical

♦ comfortable—wears.

A Jaros Hygienic Underwear Co., 831 Broadway,
a New York.

C/£ ff Makes handsome

(£%%M£€//aO house e°wns and

evening dresses.

Only genuine

when stamped FAYETTA on the selvedge.
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HE vagaries of fashion are un

accountable and no one can

tell in what direction they will

lead next. Of late months

everything which could be

recognized as old-fashioned is

the new fashion, and this is

as truly the case in needlework as in

sleeves or furniture. The decree has gone

forth that a revival of

patchwork quilts is at

hand, and dainty lingers

whose owners have

known only patches and

patchwork from fa mis

description are busy plac

ing the blocks together in

new and artistic patterns,

as well as in the real old-

time order.

In past days the artistic

instinct that knew of no

other outlet pleased itself

often over intricate mo

saics of calico, and we

cannot despise the love of

beauty that tried to ex

press itself by form and

color in simple materials, though some

times the time and labor bestowed seem

to us to be altogether disproportionate to

their object.

SOME OLD DESIGNS

THE subjoined patterns are chosen with

an effort to avoid the rock of ugliness

and the whirlpool of intricacy. The de-

IE™

 

ODD FELLOWS' MARCH

Phi No. 1)

 

RED AND WHITE QUILT (IlIuS. No. 3)

sign in Illustration No. I is taken from a

quilt made nearly fifty years ago ; it was

called the Odd Fellows' March for some

unknown reason, such as has prompted the

naming of classic patterns, like the Irish

Chain or Fox and Geese. The completed

square measures sixteen inches ; it was

made of a finely flowered red print and

white cotton. The squares were put to

gether with

strips of

white about

three inches

wide.

For this

pattern and

others take

a square of

stiff paper

the size of

the square

desired; rule

it according

to the dia

gram given ;

cut the sev

eral squares

or angles required out of this diagram ;

add small seams when cutting the cotton,

and the result will be an accurate and alto

gether satisfactory copy.

■ av

 

COMPLETED SQUARE

(Ulua. No. 2)

QUILT OF RED and white

NO. 2 is a modification of the first. The

square should be smaller and three

shades of print could be used. The patch

in Illustration No. 3 comes from a manse

whose mistress says she has made four like

this, finding the work convenient while

chatting with the frequent visitors incident

to her position. The materials are Turkey

red and white cotton. The centre square

is ten and one-half inches, the surrounding

strip is two inches wide. It is, perhaps,

the most easily made and effective pattern

that can be given. The quilt is made ob

long by adding a strip at top and bottom,

and can be made larger or smaller by

altering the size of the centre square.

Great care must, of course, be taken that

all the patches are cut evenly and well.

A CRADLE QUILT

THE design in Illustration No. 4 is a cradle

quilt, made by a grandmother a good

many years ago ; the baby is now a stalwart

m?!i, but the little quilt is gay and pretty

enough still to begin a second career of

usefulness. The inner square measures

seven and one-half inches, the stripe

is four inches wide. It is made of two

shades in plain colored

print, or of two con

trasting colors. The

triangles on the side are

from squares of about

an inch. The corner

stars, like the centre of

No. 5, are formed of

eight diamonds. The

pattern is obtained by

folding a four-inch

square of paper diag

onally twice ; from the

long points cut a square,

and a triangle from be

tween the other two

points of the star. One

diamond, the square and

triangle will give the

needed patterns. Even the deft Cana

dian who gave this pattern owned that

it was a great deal of work, but the fact

that it was for the baby's bed was an ample

justification in her eyes. On a larger scale

the border might be used very effectively.

From the same source Illustration No. 5

was obtained. Nine

of these stars, inclosed

in a narrow^ bor

der of diamonds,

brightened the bed.

Three shades of red

print were used. I

think this is one of

the most aesthetic

patterns of the

olden time; still

it may be new to

many of the ris

ing generation. I

would not recom

mend any one to

put nine stars on

one quilt, but one

star enlarged ac

cording to taste and

either bordered or

not as preferred,

would make a pretty

centrepiece. By employing more shades

the star can be enlarged, as well as by

increasing the size of the diamond used

in the centre. A smaller star in silk

could be used for a cushion, and making

it would form a pleasant task

for fingers unskilled in em

broidery.

FINISHING THE QUILT

AFTER having made the patchwork of the

desired dimensions tack two layers of

wadding on the inner side. Then make a

lining of soft, white cotton exactly the

same size, and baste it very carefully upon

the wadded patchwork. Be lavish with

your basting thread, running it around the

edges diagonally from comer to corner,

and across again, after the fashion of the

Union Jack ; give it some additional lines

until the patchwork and lining are smoothly

and firmly fastened together and ready for

the final process of quilting.

The old-fashioned quiking bars, into

which the work is now ready to be

fastened, insure the most perfect results.

 

 

ALBUM QUILT (IlluS. No. 7)

CRADLE QUILT (IlluS. No. 4)

The lines that are to be followed with a

light-running stitch are marked with

colored chalk in diamonds or squares of

any angle or size preferred. A quilting

bee is the merriest and quickest way of

finishing the quilt

after all these pre

liminary preparations

have been made. If

the quilting bars and

the bee are not at

tainable the work

may be spread upon

a bed, and with a

little extra care and

trouble may be quilt

ed in that way. The

worst way of all is to

use the sewing ma

chine for the purpose,

and the best is to find

some skillful, old-

fashioned sewing

woman who will take

your dainty, bright

patchwork, line it,

quilt it in delicate,

fine tracer)', and bind

it for as moderate a sum as the making of

a print dress.

A well-made quilt will last in constant

use for many years, and can be renovated

by re-covering when worn or faded.

TWO SIMPLE PATTERNS

T ^SS' 2Vr ^^Er T*fir^36* <3K "jSRZ. ZHKL

ILLUSTRATIONS No. 6 and

' No. 7 will atone by their

simplicity for the difficulty of

the last pattern. The com

pleted square of No. 6 meas

ures nine inches. The squares

are joined together, light to

dark, so that four squares ap

parently form a larger square.

The diagram is so simple that

no directions are necessary,

and the same may be said of

No. 7. This has been known

as the album quilt unfortu

nately, which may prejudice

some against the neat little

squares that look so pretty

either in blue and white or

pink and white. Both of these

last are given for the sake of

beginners, so they will not

need much instruction or help.

The circle of No. 5 before the

rays of the star begin is some

times set in a square of white,

which is bordered with colored diamonds.

This arrangement makes a very pretty

quilt.

In following any of these designs it must

not be forgotten that small pieces of any

kind of col

ored print

may be util

ized. The

general ef

fect is not

so good

without uni

formity, of

course; but

with care

one may

avoid un-

pleasing in

congruities

of color.

 

 

A SIMPLE DESIGN (IllaS. No. 6)

AN ESTHETIC QUILT (IlluS. No. 5)

The old-fashioned art ot patchwork can

never become entirely obsolete while there

are in the majority of households little fin

gers just learning to hold the needle, or

failing eyes that require some simple occu

pation or pastime.

The result of the hours pleasantly spent

over the bright-colored fragments is always

acceptable to the good house mother, for

these pieced quilts are light, warm, dura

ble and easily cleansed.

All of these patterns may be varied or

modified according to taste, but a fixed

principle should be to make white the basis

of all, and to use only solid colors or a tiny-

patterned bright print as the contrast. If

this is done the inner patchwork quilt will

always be a pretty as well as a useful part

of the bed covering. In many respects it

is preferable to the cumbrous puff which

has displaced it of late years.

B.Ji B.

GET AT THE FACTS.

There's no sentiment in the

Dry Goods

business — the best for the price wins.

YOU

send here for samples—that's the way to

get the facts before you—style, quality and

price altogether. If ours are what we

claim they are — nicest and best for the

money—your native prudence will move

you to send us your orders.

This Silk Department is a store in

itself ; everything in silks that has merit is

here, always the late things, every color,

tone and tint.

A large collection of handsome Taffeta

Dress Silks, 75c, 85c, $1.00 and $1.25.

Exclusive French Silk Suitings, $1.25

and $1.50.

Thousands of pretty, neat effects for

evening wear, $1.00 a yard.

The latest Dress Woolens are in our

Autumn collection—25c. to $6.00 a yard—

lines at 75c, $1.00, $1.25 and $1.50 that

will impress you. Better let us send you

samples.

Our Catalogue—free—tells about Cloaks,

Furs and other things.

BOGGS & BUHL

Allegheny, Pa.

i INTERESTED IN ODE NEW

Patent

Silk Thread

Holders

. INVALUABLE TO USERS OF
,FILO & FLOSS SILKS;

This Holder protects the silk from becoming
soiled or tangled until the last thread is used.
Every lady who has tried this Holder says

she shall always buy her silk in this form.
You can now obtain of enterprising store

keepers the following Wash Silks, each Skein
in the new Patent Holder:

"ASIATIC FI10 SILK FLOSS"
or "ASIATIC FUO "

" ROMAN FLOSS "

"ASIATIC BOSTOlf ART SILK"

"ASIATIC TWISTED EMBROIDERY"

"ASIATIC ROPE SILK "

" HOKITOW LACE STLK "

"MEDLSVAL EMBROIDERY"

"ASIATIC OUTLLrTE EMBROIDERY "

"ASIATIC COUCHUfG SILK "

One sample skein only, any color, sent to any
address for 6 cents in stamps.

Tbe Brainerd & Armstrong: Silk Co.

6 Union Street, New London, Conn.

OFFICES:

611 Market Street,
Philadelphia

120 Kingston Street, 5 Hanover Street,
Boston Baltimore

625 Broadway,
New York

The Fame of John Philip Sousa

and his celebrated "Marches" is world-wide. His
latest and greatest popular " hits " are

THE LIBERTY BELL MARCH

MANHATTAN BEACH MARCH

Played by the Sousa Band during its continental tour
to the California Mid-Winter Exposition, and at
Manhattan Beach during the past summer, these
marches met with instantaneous and phenomenal
success, and created a perfect furore. They are now
on the top wave of popularity. Each possesses that
indefinable "something," and striking originality
which characterize Mr. Sousa's work, and which
make the hall mark of his musical genius.

If you Play

the Piano or Banjo, you should certainly have a
copy of one or both of these marches which are
arranged most admirably for Piano as well as other
instruments.

Price of each March, 50 cts.

Complete list of arrangements for other instru>
ments furnished free on application.
These Marches are admirably adapted to the

" Two-Step."
Any arrangement mailed postpaid on receipt of

marked price. Mr, Sousa is under contract to write
exclusively for the publishers of these, his latest
and best Marches.

Published by THE JOHN CHURCH CO.

S.E.C-4th & Elm Sts. 200 Wabash Ave. 13 E. 16th St.
Cincinnati Chicago New York

Beissel's

Prize Medal

Needles

"The finest

011 the Globe."

Established 1730
Double-reamed, double-
grooved. Warranted not
to cut the thread, bend or
break, and costs less than
others.
For *alc at the storei. IT roar

dealer won't mipplr jou, we will
wtid a cat package for 2c. Id
ntampa.

IIORMANX SGHUTTB * CO.
101 Greene St., New York,

Sole Aftentfl for United Statea

KNIT NIGHT DRAWERS

A new and very healthful garment. Write for catalogue.

Novelty Knitting Co., 310 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.
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DRESSING ON A SMALL INCOME

By Emma M. Hooper

N old but always interest

ing topic is the one of

moderate incomes and

dressing to suit them.

When I hear the asser

tion made, and it is

usually made by a man,

that women ought to

dress on twenty-five dollars a year I won

der how far that amount would cover a

man's personal outlay. Not long since

one said at a public meeting that a school

girl should dress on thirty dollars a year.

I have taken sixty dollars as a basis for a

girl at boarding-school, as many are self-

educated and have a struggle to gel even

that small sum, and while a girl may live

with it she certainly cannot be more than

barely comfortable on that amount.

THE SCHOOLGIRL'S NEEDS

THESE are many and various, but if from

the home of a managing mother she

usually has a good foundation to build

upon in the shape of underwear and well-

mended and renovated clothes. At the

plainest boarding-school she needs two

every day dresses of cheviot and serge at

fifty cents a yard, but only one is to be

bought new each year, as the best or Sun

day gown of one year is taken for one of

these after the first year of its existence.

These two dresses, one for church at sixty-

five cents, an extra silk blouse, new fall

or winter wrap each alternate year, two

ginghams at eighteen cents for spring

and a light-weight albatross or crepon

for best during the warm weather will af

ford a change with a couple of cambric

waists and a white lawn. The crepon

could be worn two seasons, so we will

count only half of its cost for each year.

She will need certainly six pairs of hose,

and no one can recommend them under

twenty-five cents. Two pairs of shoes

and a pair of ties and rubbers will keep

the feet shod. Then a pair of kid gloves

and two pairs of lisle keep the nands

covered. One can hardly get along with

out a couple of black alpaca aprons to

keep the few dresses clean, nor can one

avoid a new umbrella and parasol every

alternate year. Two hats a year means

that they will be worn the next year for

every-day, and a flannel dressing-gown

will last several seasons. This very eco

nomical girl must have three sets of mus

lin underwear every year and flannel every

alternate year, getting the heavy weight

one year and the lighter the next, so the

average is about the same. When the lit

tle evening entertainments are given a

white cashmere or crepon at fifty cents is

the cheapest dress to wear, as it can be

cleaned and then dyed, answering for sev

eral winters by altering it with plastrons,

etc. Of course, all of these clothes must

be" made at home and be of inexpensive

material.

COST OF THE FOREGOING LIST

EIGHT yards of cheviot at fifty cents,

linings, etc., will cost six dollars. The

same quantity of sixty-five-cent cashmere

or serge for a better gown, with velveteen

for collar, belt, etc., and linings, will be

seven dollars. Two ginghams (twelve

yards each at eighteen cents) will be four

dollars and thirty-two cents. A lawn at

twenty cents with a little lace for trimming

amounts to three dollars, and a cr6pon for

nice summer wear at sixty-five cents a yard,

trimmed with a little silk, will, with the

linings, cost about seven dollars and a

half. Two hats for five dollars will mean

that economy must be practiced in buying

the materials, and in carefully recurling

ostrich tips, renovating velvet, etc., for re-

trimming them the second year for ordinary

wear. A surah silk blouse of five and a

half yards of silk at sixty cents, and lined

with cambric, adds three dollars and a half

to the rapidly-growing bill. One pair of

kid gloves at one dollar and a quarter and

two pairs of fabric gloves, jersey and lisle,

amount to two dollars. Six pairs of black

hose will be one dollar and a half, a pair

of ties two dollars and a half, and two

pairs of shoes two dollars and a half each.

Two sets of flannel underwear, vest and

drawers, will certainly cost three dollars,

and three sets of underwear very plain

amount to three dollars. Add a seer

sucker petticoat one year and a heavier

one of flannel, etc., the next, and the

average will be one dollar. A wrap will

certainly amount to six dollars. Now add

handkerchiefs, aprons, neckwear, toilet

requisites, etc., and we have a total of

sixty-four dollars and thirty-two cents. Of

course, it is possible to omit the crepon at

seven dollars and a half, and wear lisle

gloves at twenty-five cents in place of kid

at one dollar and a quarter, and thus save

eight dollars and a half.

HINTS FOR FALL COSTUMES

WHEN I was in Paris in July the French

modistes were preparing models for

the United States, and one of the best

known said that only Americans would

take draped skirts. Surely this is hint

enough to warn us not to accept what

Paris avoids. During my late visit to this

centre I found the 'universal and hand

somest skirts were of the godet shape,

having smooth sides and front, and the

fullness at the back confined to a width of

three inches, and lined with grass-cloth or

crinoline all the way up to give a grace

ful, sweeping appearance, while the re

mainder was faced with the same to fully

half of the depth. The skirts were cut to

touch at the back, but this does not seem

so much out of place in Paris, where the

streets are the cleanliest of all known, and

there are but few handsomely-dressed

women that do not drive. The neatest

skirts are made with every seam bound

with silk tape, and the top corded in place

of a belt. All rich materials, like silk,

moire\ ladies' cloth, etc., have the skirts

untrimmed ; thinner goods may have a

tiny cluster of three two-inch bias over

lapping ruffles, a style that never goes out

in Paris. Serge, cheviot and such goods

have from three to five rows of stitching

above the velveteen binding as a trimming.

The bias seam up the back is worn.

colors for Fall and winter

THE latest color card of sixty-six shades

is without any striking novelty, though

it is not too late for one to appear any

time before December. There are six

shades of bluish purple known as glycine,

Sans-g£ne, chais, mignon, prelat and rad-

jah, with the third and fourth likely to be

the most popular. Fuchsia, reddish pur

ple, comes to the front again, though now

considered rather passi by fashionable

people. There are three very pinkish lav

ender tones : Stamboul, Smyrne and Cor

inth of dull tints that never offend whether

they take or not. Violetta is of a rich

reddish-purple cast, but is not as new as

the Sans-g£ne bluish purple, which is an

exceeding favorite in Paris, where the right

colors correctly worn and combined seem

to be an inheritance. Gray seems to be

on the down road and appears in only three

shades known as argent, nickel and platine,

that run from a silvery to a medium tone.

This color is well liked in London, but

Paris is decidedly dull to its charms, and as

we follow Paris we, too, are evidently not

in love with it. There are so many brown

tints that the modes are rather out ; only

two appear, beige and castor, both being

old friends under familiar names. A yel

lowish brown is escurial and will prove a

lovely shade for combinations. Three

bronze or greenish-brown shades are or

tolan, gazelle and modord, but the richer

golden-brown shades are moka, nounette,

tabac and marron.

A lovely vivid yellow for evening wear

is andalouse, and other yellow tints, shad

ing from old ivory to golden yellow, are

ivoire, crfime, paille, genet, eb£nier and

Cleopatra. An opal white is very rich for

evening wear. The favorite evening shades

are rose pink, cream and pale yellow.

Sarah is a pinkish yellow that lacks style,

and bengaline is a pretty mauve. Two

reddish pinks that will never prove favor

ites are caprice and m£teore. Brown and

red promise well, also the blue known as

pervenche or cornflower. Cerise or cherry

red has been an immense favorite in Paris

since spring. The pinkish reds, aub^pine,

eglantine, reine, pivoine and Jacqueminot,

have had a long run in Paris and combine

well with any dark color ; they are as use

ful in millinery as in costumes. The ten

dency toward yellowish red is shown in

the shade known as giroflee. Two navy

shades appear each season under the long-

familiar names of marine and matelot.

Pale or baby blues are ciel and azure, and

two lovely greenish or turquoise shades

are colibri and azurine. Black will be very

fashionable whether worn alone or as a

combination.

Two clear dark greens, russe and em-

eraude, will be especially rich in velvet

and ladies' clot.i for costumes and capes.

The grayish reed or reseda shades are the

newest and most effective greens, being

known as r6seVla, reed, mignonette, roseau

and sedum. Brick reds of a rich shade

are brique and sigurd, showing that terra

cotta is returning to us in these days of

odd shades in red. Cold shades never

take well in the fall when our climate de

mands more cheer, hence the popularity

this season of brown and reds, especially

cherry' and the "reine" or improved Ma

genta tints. Green promises to be a good

trimming color, also red.

Length of dress skirts

EVENING skirts are made to lie from two

to five inches on the floor, and are

trimmed with a festooned rufHe of lace or

chiffon. Four yards and four yards and a

half are the widths for walking skirls.

Black and white striped silks are very

stylish, and these are frequently cut so that

the sides form a succession of Y's, which

uses up an immense amount of material.

French women never lift up their skirts

unless it rains, and as they have a gliding

walk the skirt simply has every chance to

look well. They all have a pocket in

serted in the centre back, where there is a

wide lap that prevents any gaping. If the

skirt was draped it was at the left side,

where it opened over a panel, but this is

not a choice style in Paris, though seme

modistes here try to convince us of this

fact.

NEW MODELS IN WAISTS

SMALL-WAISTED women and very tight-

fitting bodices are not among the

choice or popular fashions of Pans, to

which city we turn for our ideas if not for

our exact styles. Round waists and short,

slightly-pointed bodices under a low fitted

belt rival the deep coat effects formed by

a circular or nearly circular (as these basque

pieces are not as full as formerly) piece

sewed to the edge of a round or slightly

pointed bodice, that reaches to an inch

and a half below the waist-line, and turned

over on the right side. Dartless fronts

and one-piece backs over a fitted lining

are worn by slender people. Full fronts

crossed in fichu fashion in front are ex

tended below the waist-line in soft folds.

In fact, the handsomest gowns seen in

Paris have loose, easy effects.

Revers are short and of a medium size

among exclusive modistes, while those

catering to a more popular trade show

very large ones resting over the sleeves.

Combination costumes are very chic, as a

serge or Henrietta skirt, with a blouse

waist and full sleeves of checked silk or

the revived cashmere or Oriental silk.

Others will have a tiny bolero jacket, also

of the woolen goods, as this idea seems

always to go in Paris. Another style

shows skirt and sleeves of fancy woolen

goods and a waist made full and to droop

at the centre front of silk. Silk skirts are

worn with accordion-plaited waists of

chiffon ; others show a silk waist covered

smoothly with heavy lace, with only side

and shoulder seams, putting the lace on

over the wearer and drawing it to fit over

the boned lining. Checked woolens are

made with moire1 or changeable taffeta

yokes or vests. The Eton jacket has been

as popular as ever in Paris during the

summer. Some of the prettiest general-

wear costumes have an Eton of plain serge,

skirt of checked woolen goods and blouse

front of checked silk matching the skirt.

Smooth materials, like ladies' cloth, French

cashmere, covert cloth, Fayetta and Hen

rietta, will be the winter choice. Oriental,

plain, changeable and cross-striped—baya

dere—silk blouses are much worn in Paris,

Vienna and Berlin with black moir6, silk

or woolen skirts. For evening wear, light

silk, chiffon and lace waists are sufficiently

dressy for any occasion, except a full-dress

ball.

SLEEVES, COLLARS AND BELTS

FOR home and dressy calling wear, elbow

sleeves are fashionable in Paris, but

owing to our more extreme climate this

style never takes with us for street wear.

All sleeves are very full, using three widths

of silk sometimes, but soft and not stiffened

with anything more than lawn. They are

close below the elbows, or if of elbow

length are finished with a tiny band or

ruffle. Epaulette effects, yokes, revers,

full vests and tiny jacket fronts are all

worn, but it should be borne in mind that

these are only worn on forms that harmo

nize with their effect. The secret of the

perfect dressing seen in Paris seems to be

that the ladies adopt only the fashions that

are becoming to each one of them individ

ually, thus giving an infinite variety and

yet keeping within the pale of fashion.

Collars are medium high, in soft folds,

fastening with shirred ends at the back or

under a rosette or square bow of two loops.

Separate collars of velvet or chiffon are

worn in harmonizing colors with all kinds

of gowns. Those of chiffon have a large

chou or rosette at the back and one at

each side. Full ruffs or boas of chiffon

are worn over plain collars both in and

out of doors. The newest belt consists of

No. 22 ribbon, satin or moire\ folded

around the waist, with a rosette at either

side of the centre back, having one end

of ribbon from each to the bottom of the

skirt. Soft piece-silk belts of half the

width of the goods are knotted on the left

side in a loop and two fringed ends.

Other belts are four inches wide when

folded, and end with frilled ends, square

bow or rosette at the back.

If a pointed bodice is worn the skirt is

fitted to rest above it, with a smooth or

folded bias belt of the goods, or trimming

fastened permanently to the top. It fastens

at the back under a short, square bow with

out ends. One of the latest fads is to use

a jet, steel, silver or paste buckle in every

bow on a gown, be it of ribbon or the

material.

MERRITT'S

Fancy Flannel

Skirt, with Silk ShellEdging
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THE.STYLE.FIT

AND FINISH

ARE PERFECT

THE COLORS

MATERIALS

AND DESIGNS

ARE NOVEL

AND STYLISH

For ease, comfort and the proper hang, these

skirts surpass all others. They took the

FIRST PRIZE In Chicago and occupy

the first place In every customer's

estimation who has tried them.

OVER 100 STYLES FOR FALL now ready
embracing everything standard and manv novel and
fashionable effects. Prices, In patterns, $1.50 to
$3.50 ; when made up, prices are from $3.00 up.

It is worth taking a Utile trouble to get the very
best; so if you don't find the Big " M " Skirts at
your store, write to us and we will either inform you
where thev are sold near you, or send you samples
from whicfi to order from the factory.

 

Merritt's Cassimere Fulled Flannels

Our 28-inch flannels are made in all colors, stripes
and plaids, and are unexcelled for Sanitary qualities.
If you don't find them in your store, write for samples.

GEORGE MERRITT & CO.

Indianapolis, Ind.
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There is but ONE BEST

and that Is the 

OET THE FIRST QUALITY OF

Bias Velveteen Skirt Bindings

Every Label Bears the Trade-Mark

" S. H. & M." First Quality
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Never before have
shown such a

endid catalogue
Ladles' Jackets,
pes, Furs and
Tailor-Made
Suits as we
do this Sea
son. Have
you seen it ?

We cut and
make every garment to order,
thus insuring perfection in fit
and finish. We are manufac
turers, and by selling direct to
you can save you from $5 to J20
on every garment. All orders
are filled promptly, and we pay
all express charges. Our Fall
and Winter catalogue illustr'tcs

adies' Jackets
Capes from $5 up, Pi

Ladies' Jackets from $5 up
"55 up, Plush

Jackets, Plush Capes, Ulsters
Fur Capes, Tailor-Made Suits, etc.

We will be pleased to send you our catalogue
together with our perfect-fitting measurement dia
gram, a 48-inch tape measure, and more than FOR
TY SAMPLES of the cloths, plushes and furs from
which we make our garments on receipt of four cents
postage. You may select any garment and we will
make it to order for you from any of our materials.
Our garments fit perfectly, and always give the
wearer a stylish and refined appearance. We also
sell cloakings, plushes and fur edgings by the yard.

THE NATIONAL CLOAK CO.

15a and 154 West 23d Street, NEW YORK

CASH'S

CAMBRIC FRILLING

For underwear and children's dresses.

A most durable trimming.

Made of the finest cambric.

NOTE THEDRAWING-THREAD WHICH (

SAVES THE TROUBLE Or GATHERING
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They can be had either with the drawing-thread as
in cut, or already mffitd and banded for sewing on at once*

Our New Illustrated Pattern Book
contain* mnnv useful hint*, anil woven *nitiplc* of the
material, with m H*t or the »tore* when- the (rood*
enn be outiilm>«1. Free by mull from

J. & J. CASH, 92 Greene Street, N. Y.
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T has long been known

that the wealthier

and more refined a

child's parents are

the more certain is

that child to be

simply, though

comfort ably

dressed. - Silk

gowns, unless it

should be for a little bridesmaid, are un

known to the daughters of wise or wealthy

mothers, and lace trimming, unless it should

be in the form of a yoke of coarse, inex

pensive lace, is never seen. Probably the

small women never looked prettier than

they do now, and certainly they were never

more comfortably dressed. The stockings

are long and either blue or black ; the

drawers for winter wear are of a light

weight flannel ; then comes the short, light

weight flannel petticoat ; then the heavier

flannel long skirt, and these with the woven

shirt and the muslin bodice constitute the

underwear which gives warmth without

weight. The shoes of soft kid are laced

and have low, broad heels. While the

little woman is still not to be trusted with

the care of her gloves, each one of the soft

merino gloves is fastened on to a ribbon

that comes through the coat sleeve.

MATERIALS AND COLORS

THE materials liked for girls from five to

fourteen are, of course, the wool ones ;

wool sateens in golden brown, seal brown,

olive green and dark blue are liked for the

girl of fourteen, while for the younger one

there is used either in cloth of a light

weight, or cashmere of a heavy one, bright

scarlet, golden brown, and, occasionally,

on very small women who are very much

dressed, pale gray. The coats, which are

lined throughout with silk only if they are

heavy cloth, but with an interlining of

flannel if they are of light weight, almost

invariably match one of the gowns.

A tiny woman of four looks prettiest

when she is dressed in a bright red coat

with deep cape collars finished with a pip

ing of astrakhan, and to accompany this, a

big red felt hat trimmed with black wings,

black ribbons or black plumes. Some

times the very little woman has a high

Normandy cap made of the same material

as her coat and simply trimmed with ribbon.

It must be said in favor of the cap that in

extremely cold weather it protects the little

head and makes impossible the laying the

foundation for neuralgia.

Curiously enough the little gown worn

under this coat is a black cashmere one.

Black would not be put upon a girl of

eight, or of one of fourteen, but the little

tot may have a gown of the sombre hue

and it is counted in very good style.

Personally, I prefer a dark color, for, un

less the black dress is kept exclusively for

wear under the red coat, it is apt to make

the small woman look as if she were in

mourning, a something which is particularly

sad on a child. The muff carried by this

little woman is of black astrakhan and it

seems decidedly large for her size, but the

idea of the loving mamma who arranged

this get-up was to make her little maiden

look as quaint as possible, while at the

same time she was as comfortable. When

a veil is worn it is a red one of grenadine

tied well over the face.

THE GIRL OF EIGHT

THERE is very little difference in the

dresses worn by the girls whose ages

range between ten and fourteen, and a

general style seems to be given for those

between six and ten. Serges in scarlet,

brown or blue are liked for the younger

children, and some very artistic results are

obtained by the use of a little, a very lit

tle, fur or velvet upon thein. The small

woman of seven wears a gown of scarlet

serge, the skirt of which reaches below her

ankles, the fullness thereof being gathered

to the well-fitting yoke. The trimming

consists of two flaring revers of the ma

terial, outlined one inch from the edge by

an inch-wide trimming of black astrakhan.

The high collar is a narrow band of astrak

han, and the full sleeves that shape into

cuffs are strapped with astrakhan. Her

great big picture hat is of soft red felt

and has a band of astrakhan around the

crown and two or three long, full black

plumes falling forward in a careless fashion

from the back over the brim and on the

crown. In the early autumn, if her under

wear were chosen properly, a small girl

could wear this frock without an outer

wrap, but a little later the wise mother

would make, to wear with it, a long coat of

the same material trimmed with black fur,

and she would, at the same time, remove

the black fur from the gown and put black

braid in its place.

FOR THE GIRL OF FOURTEEN

THE girl of fourteen is even more simply

gowned than her younger sister. Any

little decoration there may be upon her

dress is made of the same material, and it

is usually draped in such a way that the

angularities peculiar to her age are hidden.

A typical gown is an olive green wool

sateen, and the skirt, while it is rather full,

is yet almost plain across the front and

hips, and is laid in coarse gathers in the

back. An invisible hem is its finish, and it

reaches almost to the ankles. The bodice

is a round one, arranged in full folds in

front where it is invisibly hooked, and on

each side of these folds are two revers so

that a vest effect is obtained. The ribbon

girdle, which is fastened on the skirt, is of

three-inch-wide olive ribbon, the ends of

which hang long and straight at the back.

The sleeves are very full and are drawn in

below the elbow to tucked cuffs of the ma

terial. The high collar is a folded one of

the ribbon with a little rosette on one side

under which the fastening is -concealed.

Black stockings and black shoes are worn

with this dress. The hair is drawn off the

face loosely, is then braided and tied at the

end with a narrow black ribbon. With this

for outdoor wear a heavy black cloth coat,

having no trimming upon it but the large

gutta-percha buttons, will be worn, while

the hat is a small olive green toque dec

orated with black wings. In the very cold

weather a small black muff will be carried

and black undressed kid gloves will be

worn.

THE NEW STYLE

IT is predicted that girls of fourteen will

this winter wear the close-fitting Dutch

cap made either of velvet or of material

like the gown, trimmed with fur or velvet.

For some time past girls of this age have all

worn large hats, and the back of the head

and the ears have been allowed to be cold,

and very often an illness that might have

been prevented if some thought had been

given to the unprotected parts of the head

has been the unhappy result. These caps

fit the head closely, the crown standing up

just a little above the brim piece, and they

have no trimming whatever except the

binding and the ties. Whether the young

girls here will fancy these caps as do the

English girls, or whether because they are

pushed forward rather more, they may

consider them a little babyish, only time

will prove, but it is certain that they are

most picturesque looking, and they will

keep the most sensitive parts of the head

warm and comfortable, driving away many

an attack of earache and toothache.

Our girl of fourteen is unfortunately

made a little too forward, and nobody re

grets as much as she does when she is

twenty, so that is a wise mother who still

considers the girl of these years as a mem

ber of the nursery.

A PICTURESQUE COAT

A COAT that is very much approved of

for dressy occasions for the little

women whose ages range from five to ten,

is one like that worn by Charles the Second

when he was a little boy, and which our

English cousins call a "Charles the Second

pelisse." It can be developed in any ma

terial proper for coats, though when it is

intended to be worn by a little bridesmaid

it is usual to see it made of heavy white

corded silk. A coat of pretty gray cash

mere reaches quite below the gown, and

comes, of course, to a little below the

ankles. It is laid in box-plaits at the back

and front ; these are not joined to a yoke,

but extend straight up to the neck, and so

the coat must be shaped to fit the little

figure, though that fitting is loose. The

sleeves are deep puffs that extend to cuffs

overlaid with coarse white lace and caught

on the outer side by small steel buttons.

The deep collar, which gives a pictur

esque air, is a square one of the coat ma

terial, and is edged all around with a full

frill of lace like that on the cuffs. A belt

made of the material and quite three inches

wide starts from under the arms very high

up to give a short-waisted look and fastens

just in the centre with a steel buckle. The

hair of the little girl is cut in a rather low

bang, not curled, but shaped into cavalier

locks like those seen in the day when

Prince Charlie was King of Merrie England.

The hat worn with this coat is a large soft

gray felt one with two long gray plumes

starting from under a steel buckle in front

and falling far down on the hair at the

back. Eor a wedding coat, one of white

corded silk would be trimmed with coffee-

colored lace, while the hat would be of

dead white and the plumes of coffee color.

In golden-brown cashmere this coat would

be pretty, and so would it be in an olive

green.

A FEW WORDS OF ADVICE

MANY a child has been unhappy because

she has been forced to wear a gown,

a hat or a coat that is shapeless and ugly.

In these days when good patterns are

easily obtained, or when clothes can be

bought so cheaply ready made, it seems

unnecessary for little ones to suffer in this

way. I do not mean that an extremely

young child should choose her clothes,

but I do mean that the privilege of helping

do this might be given to an older girl and

her choice could be directed in the right

manner. Most of us have known a girl to

sulk for hours because she hated her frock,

and, though this may seem like a little un-

happiness to older people, it means much

to those who are young and supersensitive.

To love color and to be forced to wear a

dingy brown when it would have been just

as easy to have gotten a red that would

have delighted the eyes and sent a glow to

the heart seems like nothing, but it is a great

deal. It means the killing in a child of the

desire to look well, or the belief that

beautiful colors do not help to make life

beautiful too. It is a very easy matter to

murder all artistic taste in a child, and

once it is dead it can never be awakened

again. Let girls have an interest in their

frocks and hats, know that they are pretty,

sensible and becoming, and you will be

surprised to find how much more love

there is in the heart than you had ever

supposed, and how much easier is the ex

pression of it.

THE DIFFERENT HATS

THE girl of fourteen, as well as that one of

twelve, wears rather a small hat, while

the little woman of four and her compan

ions wear either very large hats or the

high Normandy bonnets. The older girl

has a very simple trimming, oftenest

formed of large ribbon bows, while on the

small woman's hat may be seen drooping

plumes and flashing buckles. In selecting

a hat, especially when it is one that is to be

developed in an artistic way, it is wisest to

buy the largest felt hat untrimmed and

bend it to suit the face, cutting the brim if

it is needed. Usually the bendings and

trimmings make it unnecessary to wire the

brim, and the proper placing on the head

makes it droop where it should and look

most effective. No matter how carefully a

brim is wired it will show it, and once that

is suggested it becomes stiff rather than

picturesque.

A large red felt hat that is a picture is

crushed in the crown, has the brim caught

up on the left side, laid over in three folds,

each caught with a stiff rosette, while from

under them falls a single black plume that

rests on the hair. About the crown a

black ribbon is softly twisted. The brim

droops very low when the hat is ' held in

the hand, but when it is on the head it

stands out just far enough to be pretty and

droops enough to shade the face. For an

older girl a suitable hat is a round turban.

DRESSING A CHILD

""THERE is no- reason in the world why a

1 little girl may not be dressed com

fortably, and at the same time prettily.

The frocks of to-day are quite loose enough

to allow the little women to run and romp

and have as much exercise as seems neces

sary, and those are unwise mothers who

do not look out for the comfort of their

little people with each change of the

weather. The leather leggins, comfortably

lined with flannel, are quite as suitable for

a girl as for a boy. If mademoiselle's hat

refuses to stay in place unless the rubber

band is very' tight quickly remove that and

tie her hat on with ribbon strings. In this

way you will prevent her having a head

ache from a tight rubber, and you will also

make it impossible for a careless nurse to

put the rubber band behind her ears and

so cause them to lose their shape. Every

thing that a child wears should be firmly

fastened, for nothing will make her so un

happy as to find that she is coining undone.

Allow her shoes to be a little large, giv

ing the foot a chance to grow, and if you

take my advice you will always select laced

shoes in preference to buttoned ones, be

cause the lacings will permit the boot to be

easy in fit or not, as is most comfortable.

Personally, I think if they are properly at

tended to and sewed securely in place that

tapes are better than buttons for the under

wear of little people, but this is something

that each mother must decide for herself.

If the skirt is fastened on to the under-

bodice by buttons, then make it part of

your daily task to see that each button is

firmly secured, and your little lady will not

be afraid to run about and jump and gain

good health.

As a wise woman you are going to teach

her that, while she must have a good time,

she must give a thought to the wearing

apparel which has cost you so much

trouble, not only for her own sake, but for

yours. It isn't necessary that she should

think of her gowns all the time, but if you

wish her to be a well-bred little woman

you will teach her, quite early in life, that

a proper regard for appearances is due to

you, and that while she may have a good

time she must not be rough and naughty

and tear her frocks like the bad girls in the

story books, to whom as a punishment

there come no dolls at Christmas.

-1
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do not, however, send letters to Mrs. Bottome concerning membership in the Order, or business

communications of any nature. All such should be addressed direct to the headquarters of the

Order, 15S West Twenty-third Street, New York City, and prompt attention will be given.

 

HEART TO HEART TALKS

IE October leaf fading

is a festival, a tri

umphant pageant

rather than a funeral.

As one says, "It is

as if every drop of

the hidden sap sought

to express itself in

glowing color—to

say it is glorious to

live and to die—and to say it with most

eloquent interest in its final hour." How

well I remember the times when I gathered

autumn leaves and pressed them and

made then into wreaths, and one time I

had an autumn cross. I did not see as

deeply into the truth then as 1 do now, that

all the laying down of life that the autumn

leaves mean is only that it may be taken

up again, and that other lives are to have

the advantage of the fading, and that the

only crown of glory is character that

fadeth not away. I love the autumn time.

I do not see all it means, but 1 see a little.

And Whittier's autumn song becomes

more and more to me as I see year after

year the " trees that dream of bloom "

when this season comes round. I am

sorry for the people who dream of the

bloom of the past but not of the future.

*

BRINGING IN THE SHEAVES

I COME to greet you, my dear Circle, and

all who spend a little time with us each

month here in our little corner. I meet

you with increasing love and sympathy. I

know the years are going by ; 1 know that

it is four years since first we met, and I

well remember how shy I felt at meeting

so many strangers. And I shall always

feel deeply indebted to the editor of this

Journal for insisting on introducing me

to you. But how little did I dream of all

the wealth that was awaiting me—that I

was to come into touch with all this vast

continent of ours ; that the Pacific coast

was to become so near and dear to me.

For though I have never seen it one Daugh

ter wrote me a letter a while ago, "Will you

not come to California ? Do you know

that fifteen hundred Daughters on the

Pacific coast pray for you?" Do you

wonder I have quite lost my heart to these

dear Daughters ? And in coming to you at

this October time laden with the sheaves

ofloving thoughts and loving wishes, I feel

like mentioning every State of the Union.

I greet my Southern friends, my Western

friends, my Eastern friends, and the friends

nearest my own home. What shall I say

to you ? What shall I say to those who

have written me only this past month, "We

will tell you some time what we owe to

you"? I cannot understand it. All I have

said has been so simple, and yet there is a

lesson in it all that I want you to recognize.

I was willing to do what I could. I felt the

great contrast between me and the workers

of the world. I was unused to my pen up

to the time of twenty-five. I did not feel 1

could write a decent letter. I almost

dreaded a present at the time of my mar

riage because it involved a note of thanks.

I only tell you this to let you see what

changes may come into your life, for letter

writing is, and has been for many a year,

one of the joys of my life, and I want you

to be willing to do the little things—do

what others leave undone ; be willing to

glean—to follow the great reapers and just

pick up what they have left. I beseech

you do not refuse to speak or write or to

do anything you are asked to do, because

you cannot do as well as somebody else.

If I had done this I should not have had

the joy so many of you are giving me these

days. Be glad that others can do the great

things, ana cheer them, applaud them, but

don't say you can do nothing.

I assure you the little things are all around

you, and you may not see them, but the

doing of them means more in the future

than you can see now. I am so glad that

as we start out on this autumn of 1894 we

have still the pattern before us, and He will

take us through no darker rooms than He

went through before, and there will be no

work for us to do where we shall miss His

footsteps. You may be sure if you are still

in the furnaae "there is purpose in pain,"

and you will know it all some time.

GOD'S VIEW OF US

" Oh wad some power the giftie gie us
To sec oursel's as others see us ! "

DID you ever quote the above lines or

hear them quoted except in what

might be called a disagreeable way—that

is, wishing people could see the disagree

able in themselves that was so apparent to

others ? Now do you know that I think the

power some people need is to see the

lovely in themselves that is so apparent to

others ? Have you not some friend, if only

one, that always sees you as something

better than you feel you are? Well, what

you need is to see that in yourself that he

or she sees. But you say it is not there.

Oh, yes, it is, but you do not see it and they

do. So use the quotation with this thought :

" Oh, that some power the gift would give

us, to see ourselves as others see us." I

believe God sees us as we never see our

selves. He sees the best in us—that which

we do not see. Almost all the teaching, I

admit, has been on another line and we are

suffering from the ill-effects of it. I used

to dread more than any other prayer,

" Show her herself." Ah, the better prayer

is, "Show her Thyself." And if we truly

see Him in His infinite love and pity and

tenderness and hope for us, and certainty

that we shall one day be all He wishes us

to be, and I also believe if we could only

see deeply enough into His marvelous love,

we should see that we are lovely in His

sight now, and maybe words that we have

never appropriated to ourselves we should

hear spoken to our inmost sense : "Thou

art all fair, my love. There is not a spot

in thee." And then we should have just

what we need.

AS WE SEE OURSELVES

DID you ever mark how different you

are when in the presence of one who

thinks you are lovely and of one who does

not? Sometimes I think there is a pres

ence that we call ourselves, and in such

presence we always appear so shabby and

mean. And we never stand well before

ourselves. Now if we could only come

to see that the real Presence is like a

mother, and that we are His dear children

and so precious to Him, we would lose

sight of that miserable self we call our

selves, and then we would love ourselves

truly, for there must be a true love of our

selves or we would not be told to love our

neighbors as ourselves.

Maybe I have not made it plain to you

what I mean. I wish I could. You know

when Christ said, "I will not leave you

comfortless," it really meant, "I will not

leave you orphans." I have heard it said

that there was a something in orphans or

in adopted children that you never saw in

own children. There is a freedom and in

dependence in an own child that is lacking

in the others.

+

DAUGHTERS OF THE OCEAN

IT was a picture of two girls, both looking

at the ocean. One had thrown herself

down on the sand and gazed out afar with

such a hungry look. The other sat and

shaded her eyes, and she, too, had the

same far-away look. I do not know the

story of their lives ; they were named by

the artist "The Daughters of the Ocean."

1 hardly know why, but as I looked at

them and looked at the ocean, somehow I

felt I was the daughter of the ocean too,

but it did not seem that ocean. There is

an ocean of love, on whose shores we

throw ourselves at times and wonder when

we shall put out to sea—when the sea of

life will be crossed and that other side will

be ours. There has always been a signifi

cance to me in the shells we put to our

ears and listen to the moaning of the sea ;

and there is a moaning in our hearts at

times for the unknown, the unattained,

that tells us we are children of eternity, of

which the sea is the best figure. Why is it

that the tears come unbidden when earth

has given us her test? Ah, it must be

because, "Not perfect quite seemed any

earthly thing, because we are the daughters

of a King." Why does "Home, Sweet

Home" always touch a tender chord

whether we have a home or not ? I think

it is the moaning of the sea—the longing

for that which is perfect to come.

AN ANONYMOUS LETTER

I AM trying to keep back the happy tears

as I write this morning. I have had a

rare blessing. I received an anonymous

letter (the meanest thing any one can do is

to write an anonymous letter), but it was

made such a blessing to me. I know you

would like to see the contents, so 1 give the

letter to you just as it is :

" Mrs. Bottome, did you ever think that

you might have run in vain ? From one

who has been twenty-seven years and a half

watching you ! "

At first I was taken up with the question,

"Have you run in vain?" I know the

apostle Paul asked the Gallatian Christians

if they had suffered in vain? That has

often impressed me. My first distinct

thought on reading the anonymous letter

was that the trouble with me had been that

1 had not " run " fast enough on the right

road. And then came the serious looking

into the matter.

When I was a child I never took to the

word " watch." I never liked to hear the

ministers preach from " watch and pray,"

until 1 seemed to get hold of the word

through a simple illustration. In earlier

days people used to " sit up " and " watch

with the sick, watch to give them their

medicine at the right time. And all was

in love, and then I did not shy off so from

the word "watch." If we watch others

lovingly for body or mind why should we

not watch ourselves lovingly and say to

ourselves, " Don't do so, my precious one,

it will lead you into temptation?" Why

should not we be tender and affectionate

with ourselves? When I think how I have

whipped myself, and been downright un

kind, hard on myself, as we say, I feel as if

1 must be tenderer. I do not mean I am

any less desirous that I should do right,

but I take another way to help myself, a

kindly way. I must be sorry for myself.

I never do this but I make myself cry, and

there's a great deal of saving power in

crying. Peter went out and wept bitterly.

Judas did not. But to return to the watch

ing. Just take it in that He watches and

prays, and that is the reason He tells us to

do it. Oh, if some sore heart that has

written to me this past month will take it

in that all the years (in many cases for

more than twenty-seven and a half) the

One that loves us has been watching and

pitying and making you through all ti e

bitter of your life just what you need to be

for the glorious future awaiting you !

A STOREHOUSE OF SPICES

I HAD been to one of our steamers to bid

good-by for a few months to those

very near me, and though I had entered

into their pleasure in anticipation, and was

glad of all that awaited them, yet it is

never an easy thing to say good-by to those

you love, if only for a few months. But

the good-bys had been said, and I, with my

brother, walked a higher gangway from

the steamer than the one we had crossed

in going to the steamer, and in a moment

we found ourselves in a storehouse of

spices. The bags containing the odorous

spices were everywhere. We stopped and

inhaled the fragrance, and I said to him,

" Let us take this as a good omen. Why not

say this summer will be sweet and fragrant

like these spices?" And very naturally

the dear old Psalm that we call our Psalm

(the 45th) came to my mind, where, in the

beautiful Oriental imagery, the King is

spoken of as bringing perfume with Him—

" All Thy garments smell of rich spices."

Oh, when shall we come to see that Christ

is all ? As one has said, the secret need of

women is Christ.

Before me lies a letter just received, in

which the writer says, " I pray every morn

ing and all through the day, and at night

when I go to bed, and at midnight when I

awake, that my will may be His will in

everything, that the glory of His will and

the power of it may shine out with great

brilliancy in every thing that I may think

or feel or speak or do. I desire nothing

so much as to be a noticeable reflection of

Christ." Could we make a better prayer?

From babyhood we have said, "Thy will

be done," but I fear we have acted as a

child of mine used to pray, "Thy kingdom

come and my will be done." And yet the

only true prayer and the one that embodies

all others, is "Thy will be done." When

we are there truly we are in the garden

of spices. The victory of a life is won.

Christ is the real storehouse of all that is

sweet and enduring. Perhaps you remem

ber the Persian legend of a stone that was

perfumed, and when asked "Whence this

sweetness?" it replied, "I have lain so

long among the roses that I am permeated

with their sweetness." And, dear Daugh

ters, some of us have not been close

enough—have not been long enough with

the Rose of Sharon, or our garments (of

character) would have the rich odor of the

flower of eternity. Sweetness is a deeper

need than we are apt to think.
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ERY little washing is done at

home in the large towns of

France. Even in the small vil

lages there are public wash-

houses, and for the same reason

that there is a law which com

pels the landlord in Paris to

either scrape and wash, or paint the out

side of his house once in ten years, it is for

bidden that clothing be hung outside the

house to dry. If one has a room or passage

in which the clothing can be dried there is

nothing to prevent, but within the city

limits nothing can be hung beyond the

walls of one's house. It will be seen then

how almost impossible it is for washing to

be done in the compact apartment of the

town houses. Poor people do sometimes

wash in their rooms, stretching lines across

the windows, on which they dry the cloth

ing, but were it not for the public wash-

houses it would be very difficult for the

poor to keep clean.

FACILITIES FOR DRYING

IN some quarters in the suburbs clothing

may be hung in the back courts at

certain hours ; generally it must be re

moved before ten o'clock in the morning.

In some of these quarters, where the work

ing-people live, there are laundries that

have drying-yards connected with them ;

of course, these can be used all day, for

the land is hired for this purpose, and the

yard is not an entrance to any house and is

entirely shut off from public view. In the

country much of the washing is done at

the side of the river, when there is a river

near ; if not, the people try to save rain

water for the work at home. The laundress

in the country has valuable adjuncts in the

pure air and in the sun, and she is not

under the necessity of resorting to chem

icals to whiten and sweeten her clothing,

that her sister in the city is. The waters

of this part of France are saturated with

limestone, making them hard, and the work

of the laundress difficult. . To overcome

this, and the lack of sunshine and fresh air,

the laundress in the large towns uses many

chemicals. These, when used carelessly or

in excess, destroy the fabric, and one is

often surprised to rind a comparatively new

article of cotton or linen filled with small

holes. The method of rubbing the cloth

ing is very hard on all articles, but particu

larly on loosely-woven or delicate fabrics.

LA BLANCHISSERIE OF PARIS

IN all parts of Paris, even the most select,

one often sees a large room opening

off the street in which many women are

ironing. In the large windows are exposed

beautifully-laundered garments. Over the

door is the sign Blanckisserie. The literal

meaning of this word is whitening-house,

but in this place it stands for our word

laundry. However, as a rule it is only

white fabrics that are sent here. These

ironing-rooms are also the offices of the

laundry. Sometimes the clothing is washed

and dried in rooms in the back court and

sometimes in another part of the city or in

the suburbs. The quality of work and

prices vary in the different quarters.

Proprietors of large laundries in the sub

urbs have this kind of offices all over the

city. They go about with large wagons to

collect and deliver the work of their patrons.

In many of the small towns in the neighbor

hood of Paris there are acres of ground

devoted to the washing and drying of the

soiled linen of Paris. In fine weather the

linen is dried in the open air, but when

this is not possible there are large drying-

houses for this purpose. Besides these

large establishments there are thousands

of small laundries in the heart of Paris.

These are carried on by women, who use

hand-carts to carry the clothing. In these

small laundries only the most simple appli

ances are in use, while in the large ones

steam and machinery are employed. Some

of the convents provide work for poor

women and have a laundry in connection

with their other branches of work.

The French people rarely send silk

underwear, or lace-trimmed garments to

the common laundries. These things, as

well as colored fabrics, except of the com

monest kind, are sent to the cleaners, and

are returned in almost the same condition

as when new.

The laundress who came to the house

where I was living, every afternoon to

take away the soiled clothing, and returned

every Saturday with clean linen, was a

pleasant, well-mannered woman. I ar

ranged with her that I might visit her

laundry, which is carried on by herself,

mother and five sisters. As it is a type of

hundreds to be found in France I will de

scribe it rather than one of the larger ones.

THE INTERIOR OF THE LAUNDRY

THIS laundry was in a back court, in what

the French call a pavilion ; this is a

detached house of only two or three stories.

The wash-room was on the ground floor;

near the windows were ranged long

wooden benches, worn smooth and uneven

by frequent use, as is a rock by the con

stant action of water. In front of the

benches there were ranged portable guards,

in which the women stood when washing

the linen. These guards were like three-

sided shallow wooden boxes placed on one

end. They are to be found in every

laundry, as are also the wooden benches

and the tank for the mixture of chemicals

and water. At one end of the room was a

large washing-machine, which was worked

by hand. It was constructed on the same

plan as the American hand-machine. A

large boiler for heating water and a large

tank for the mixture of water and lye or

washing-soda stood near. Great wooden

tubs were placed under cold water faucets.

Coarse-fibred brushes, like scrubbing-

brushes, but much coarser and harder,

were on the benches for the use of the

washerwomen. At one side of the room

there was a closet in which were kept

extra brushes, bluing, chemicals, etc.

Up one short flight of stairs and directly

over the wash-room there was a large,

light room for folding and ironing the

clothing. On one side of this room was a

series of windows, with hardly any wall

space between them. These windows

opened upon a large court and flooded the

room with light. A long ironing-table was

placed in front of these windows ; five or

six persons could work at this table with

ease. In the middle of the room were two

stoves for heating the irons ; these stoves

resembled the American stove employed

for the same purpose. The irons are quite

unlike those in use in America, being very

light ; the surface is nearly as large as the

American iron, but the body and handle

are very thin. The laundress is obliged to

use a great deal of pressure to make up for

the lack of weight in the iron. There are

no appliances for airing the clothing ; each

article is folded as it is ironed, nearly

always coming to the customer damp.

This is particularly the case in winter.

There were irons for polishing and fluting.

A drying-yard and small drying-houses

which were shut off from the court com

pleted the arrangements.

THE AVERAGE COST OF WASHING

ALTHOUGH laundry work is not so ex

pensive as in America, yet taken as a

whole it is not so much cheaper as one is

led to expect. Perfectly plain white linen

costs much less, but when it is trimmed

with a little lace the price is out of all

proportion. This is the case also if the

garment is of any other material than

cotton or linen. Undergarments of soft

muslin or silk, which could be washed and

ironed or pressed with half the labor that

would be required with one made of cotton

or linen, will cost two or three times as

much to launder as the latter. If one

wears unbleached stockings, and desires

that shade retained, special instruction must

be given to that effect, and usually the cost

of laundering will be increased one-half.

If such an arrangement is not made the

stockings will be returned bleached white.

To give an idea of the cost of washing

here are the average Paris prices for the

common articles in daily use : One pair of

sheets, ten cents ; one pair of pillow-cases,

four cents ; a tablecloth (depending on the

size), from six to thirty cents ; towels, one to

two cents ; napkins, one to two cents ; hand

kerchiefs, one to two cents ; nightgown, ten

cents ; drawers, three cents ; corset covers,

three cents ; shirts, from four to eight cents ;

stockings, two cents a pair ; white skirts,

from twenty-five to fifty cents. There are

laundries where the prices are higher than

these, but the ironing is better done, and

delicate fabrics do not receive such severe

treatment.

The napkins and tablecloths in use by

people of moderate means, and in many

of the restaurants, are made from plain

linen sheeting. The napkins used here are

very large. Napkins and handkerchiefs

are always folded lengthwise in three parts

and then folded from the ends in three

parts. This mode of folding requires

greater care and longer time than when

such articles are folded in the middle, as

with us. All garments, such as nightgowns

and drawers that are at all full, are folded

in plaits. This, too, means a good deal of

work, but the French people give an artistic

finish to even the most commonplace

things, and their minute care for even the

smallest detail is proverbial.

THE PUBLIC WASH-HOUSES

IN every arrondissement (ward) in Paris,

and in every village of any size there is

a /avoir public (public wash-house) ; when

ever it is possible these are near or on a

river. These wash-houses have a steam

engine for heating the water, supplying

steam to the drying-room, etc. They are

all supplied with benches, guards, tubs and

brushes, as in the laundry already described.

Besides these things there are other appli

ances, one of the most important of which

is a large tank, capable of holding many-

barrels of water. In the little office one

can buy soap, soda, bluing (plain or per

fumed), starch, etc. One can bring one's

washing here and do it in a few hours. It

may be dried also at a little extra expense,

or if one is too poor for that it can be taken

home and hung before the open windows

in one's room. The people who take ad

vantage of these public wash-houses are

generally the women belonging to the

laboring classes, the servants of the small

shopkeepers, and other people in poor

circumstances often do the family washing

here. Then there are women who take

family washings, who do the washing at

these establishments and the ironing at

home ; sometimes the clothes are delivered

without ironing, for many people have but

few pieces of their clothing ironed. Some

of the poor women who cannot afford the

fuel to heat irons fold the clothes while

damp and place weights upon the pile.

All day long women are coming and going

with bundles of clothing, which are gen

erally tied up in a square of black cambric.

It costs one cent an hour for the privilege

of washing in one of these houses. A large

pail of hot water (about twenty quarts)

costs one cent. A pail of hot water in

which is mixed a chemical costs three cents.

The women are free to use as much cold

water as they please.

The large tank which has been mentioned

is filled with bundles of soiled clothes ; each

bundle is done up in a piece of burlap and

a tag attached to it. A duplicate tag is

given to the owner of the bundle. In the

evening hot water mixed with a chemical

is turned over this collection of soiled

clothes. The tank is covered and the

clothing remains all night. In the morning

the packages of clothing are withdrawn

from the chemical bath, the owners receive

their bundles on the presentation of the

duplicate ticket, and they then wash and

rinse the clothing. The cost of putting a

bundle of clothing in this bath is from three

cents upward, depending, of course, upon

the size of the bundle.

METHODS OF DOING THE WORK

THE white clothes are nearly always

soaked over night in a bath of hot

water, which has been saturated with some

form of alkali, either lye from wood ashes,

washingsoda or javel water. These clothes

are then spread, a piece at a time, on the

wooden bench and scrubbed with the fibre

brush. If there are any spots that soap

and brush will not remove javel water is

applied to them and then they are rubbed

until the spots disappear. After this the

article is rinsed in clear and then in bluing

water.

It will be seen that the constant use of al

kalies and the scrubbing with a hard brush

are very destructive to delicate fabrics.

The lace trimming on clothing and loosely-

woven undergarments of silk or wool

often come home in a frayed condition,

the coarse fibres of the brush catching in

the meshes and tearing the fabric. The

greatest care is required in using the alka

lies. It often happens that this care is not

exercised and the result is disastrous.

There are high-priced laundries in Paris

where you can send delicate linen with the

assurance that it will not receive hard

treatment, and that it will be returned to

you laundered to perfection. In the laun

dries and at the river side the wet clothing

is sometimes pounded with a wooden

mallet. The poor woman who does her

washing in her one room in the city, or in

her back yard in the country, places a

piece of plain board in the washtub and

uses the brush as is done in the laundry.

I have seen poor women using the rough

stones of the Seine embankment for a

washboard. The use of the brush saves

the hands, which is a great consideration

when it is remembered how much alkali is

used. The women of France have some

excuse for this excessive use of chemicals,

for with the hard water and lack of expos

ure to the air and sun, the clothing must

soon become very dingy. As it is, the

clothes are always of good color and sweet.

The French laundress makes a great point

of folding her clothing smoothly and

evenly, both before and after ironing. In

deed, many of the plain pieces, like sheets

and towels, are never ironed, simply folded

and put under pressure. I know of one

Crivate house where sixteen servants are

ept, where this is the practice. As I said

before, many poor women cannot afford

the fuel to heat the irons, and the careful

folding and pressure must answer.

The cost of having silk, trimmed and

colored garments cleaned at a regular

cleaner's is so reasonable, and the result

so satisfactory, that after having tried it

once one is never again tempted te send

such things to the common laundry.

THE WONDERFUL
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,; , AUTUMN'S FOLIAGE IN DECORATION

%

By Eben E. Rexford 

 

I HE home decorator has

an almost unlimited

supply of material from

which to draw for au

tumn use. She will find

it everywhere if she

lives in the country or

can readily gain access

to it. Every field and

forest becomes a storehouse of a wealth of

color, and when autumnal effects are at

their prime there is a veritable embarrass

ment of riches from which to choose.

The amateur decorator will find it a much

easier matter to make a room artistically

attractive with autumn foliage than with

summer flowers, for flowers necessitate

the use of foliage in combination with

themselves, while the use of foliage alone

does away with much perplexity as to the

proper combinations to make when both

are used. Then, too, branches lend them

selves more to the development of stronger

effects than the ordinary flowers do, because

of their size, habit of growth and luxuri

ance of color throughout. Flowers con

centrate the color effect, therefore great

care must be taken to avoid a "spotty"

result in their use, but branches distribute

it evenly, and in the use of them we have

a prevailing harmony of color throughout

the room, which one can hardly fail to

make pleasing with but little study, while

the use of flowers makes it necessary for

one to study them singly, in combination

with other flowers, also in combination

with many kinds of foliage, and unless

one has true artistic sense or a good deal

of experience, the result is sadly lacking

in that general harmony which is to be

desired.

TOUCHES OF VIVID COLOR

A VERITABLE "symphony in yellow"

can be produced by using branches

of the Sugar Maple. This tree almost

always takes on a pale gold color which is

pure and even throughout. There is no

blending of russet and maroon and scarlet,

as in the case of the Water Maple. Large

branches disposed about the windows,

doors and mantel, and clustered in the

centre of the ceiling, light up a room like

sunshine. The effect is charming by lamp

light. If a touch of vivid color is desired

here and there it can be secured by the

use of Sumach leaves, or branches of the

Virginia Creeper. More gorgeous effects

can be brought out by using branches of

the Water Maple, whose leaves are won

derfully rich in tints of brown, scarlet,

yellow and maroon, with here and there a

dash of green, as if a memory of the van

ished summer lingered among the glories

of the autumn. These branches can be

cut long and bent to fit arches, doorways

and corners. They are of slenderer growth

than those of the Sugar Maple, and can be

made to take on graceful shapes- very

easily. If they are used nothing else is

needed, as they furnish quite all the color

a room will bear.

For church use the Sumach will be found

extremely effective if cut with long stalks,

so that its natural habit of growth can

be imitated.

DECORATIONS FOR A WEDDING

IN late autumn the Oak furnishes us with

beautiful russet-brown foliage, which

can be made extremely effective in church

decoration. Its prevailing tone is rich,

quiet and full of that dignity which char

acterizes the house of worship. It is much

more beautiful than Evergreen, though,

unfortunately, not as lasting. If pale yel

low foliage is used in combination with it

the somewhat sombre effect of its color is

lightened, and the harmony of tints will be

found very pleasing. One of the most

beautiful of the autumn plants is the Am-

pelopsis, or Virginia Creeper, with its scar

let-crimson foliage ; no flower is richer

in color. Last season I was asked to help

decorate a parlor for a wedding. The

walls were papered with a paper of white,

gray and gold, very light and delicate in

tone. In thinking out a scheme of decora

tion, it occurred to me that the Virginia

Creeper might be made use of here very

effectively, and half a dozen boys were

sent to the woods along the river banks

with instructions to bring home a generous

supply of the vine, in as long lengths as

possible. They came back well laden,

some of them having secured vines ten

and twelve feet long, thickly set with

leaves that shone with a silken lustre. We

fastened the vines along the ceiling, not at

all primly, but allowing them to droop here

and there, very much as one sees them

drooping from the branches of the tree

over which they clamber in their native

woods.

MANTEL AND CHANDELIER

WE ran them up the mantel and across

its top, and trained them over the

doors and about the windows, letting long

sprays fall against the lace curtains in an

irregular but natural way. An old-fash

ioned chandelier hung from the middle of

the ceiling, and this we made a centre

for the ceiling decoration, running long

branches toward the corners and sides of

the room. Branches drooping from the

centre were wound about the arms of the

chandelier in such a manner as to half hide

it. When we had the vines in place the

effect was very rich, but we decided that

something was required to brighten it

somewhat. The tone of color was too low

to exactly suit us. There were a few stalks

of the Helianthus multiflorus plenus in

bloom in the garden, and these were

brought in, and the effect of their rich,

golden-yellow flowers tried in combination

with the Ampelopsis. The effect was

charming, all declared, the bright flowers

seeming to heighten and intensify the scar

let of the vines, and the contrast between

them, though strong, was in perfect har

mony, reminding one of a full, rich chord

of music. We sent the children out again,

this time among the neighbors, to search

for all the Helianthus their gardens af

forded, and they succeeded in finding all

we needed. We clustered them here and

there at prominent points along the walls,

disposed large branches of them among

the vines over doors and windows, half

smothered the chandelier with them, and

had a vase of them at one side of the

mantel. Their rich and intense color

made the room as brilliant as if flooded

with strong sunshine. Our "scarlet and

gold " wedding was a success, so far as its

scheme of decoration was concerned.

AN EFFECTIVE DECORATION

HE Helianthus mentioned above is one

T of our best autumn flowers, and can

be made very useful in decorative work.

It is a member of the Sunflower family,

but is lacking in that coarseness which

characterizes the floral protege of "dear
Oscar Wrilde." It is quite double, and its

twisted petals hide the brown disc which

would be prominent if it were single. The

flowers are about the size of the ordinary

Rose, and look like little rosettes of golden -

yellow satin. They are borne on small,

but wiry stems, springing from a stout

stalk, and can be used singly or in natural

clusters, therefore are useful for large or

small work. They last well. Blackberry

branches, with red and maroon foliage,

combine well with them, and the velvety

seed-spikes of the Sumach are effective

among their rich color. Coreopsis lance

olate is another good yellow fall flower

for decorative use in a small way. It con

tinues in bloom until cold weather comes.

Hydrangea paniculata grandijiora comes

into bloom in early fall, and continues in

flower during the remainder of the season.

Toward the last the flowers take on a

brown tinge, but they are still pretty, and

very good use can be made of them.

They last for a long time after being cut,

therefore they are well adapted for church

use where the decorations are not to be

immediately removed. The Clematis of

our pastures and lowlands, with its feathery

seed clusters, is charming to give a light

and airy effect.

BITTERSWEET AND ALDER

ONE of the most effective autumn decora

tions is found in the Bittersweet, a

native vine that grows in most parts of

the north, and through the central belt of

States. Its berries are borne in small,

pendulous clusters, in great profusion.

The fruit itself is a bright red. Each berry

is inclosed in a capsule of orange, which

divides into three parts as the fruit ripens.

These become reflexed, and show the

berry within, and thus we have a pleasing

combination of red and orange. The vines

along which the clusters grow are slender

and generally much twisted from efforts

they have made to take hold of some sup

port, and the effect of them, thickly set

with fruit and curiously curved and knotted,

is very ornamental. They are easily ar

ranged in any place where a vine is appro

priate. The berries retain their freshness

for weeks, and are quite pretty after they

become considerably dried, as they do not

lose their color.

The Alder is very showy when in fruit,

its berries being a rich, shining scarlet,

thickly set along its spiked branches.

These combine well with the Snow or Wax

berry. In "Harvest Home" decorations

native fruits of this kind can be made to

give brilliant effects of color among the

quieter tints of Wheat, Oats and Rye.

FOR Early Fall decoration

IN woodland nooks one can find Ferns

*■ that grow waist-high, whose green has

given place to palest yellow. These are

very useful if not allowed to remain in a

warm or dry place after gathering. Such

an atmosphere soon causes the fronds to

curl. If you are not ready for them when

they are brought in, store them in the

cellar till you want to use them. The

once popular Cat-tail will be found very

useful for the decoration of corners. But

do not make the mistake of using it in

combination with flowers. It harmonizes

very well with branches of the Alder or

seed-spikes of the Sumach. It is, however,

most effective when used with Pampas

Grass. For early fall decoration nothing

is prettier or more in harmony with the

season than Goldenrod and Aster. These

two flowers are sturdy old comrades that

do not like to be separated, and to those

of us who have seen them growing to

gether in fence-corner and pasture-land

year after year, happy under all conditions,

it seems an unkind thing to use one with

out the other. Those who have seen them

growing side by side know that the Golden-

rod's beauty is never so fully appreciated

when seen alone. The pale lavenders and

purple blues of the Aster are just what is

needed to bring out the glowing yellows of

the Goldenrod most effectively. A large

vase filled with these flowers is a most

pleasing ornament for the corner of a

room. They should be cut with long

stalks, and not enough of them should be

used to crowd individuality out of sight.

In preceding papers on the use of flowers

I have repeatedly spoken of the great mis

take of using too much material. I wish

to call the reader's attention to this again.

The amateur decorator generally uses

twice as much material as is necessary.

In this way half his material is not only

wasted, but it spoils the effect of the other

half, or rather the effect which might have

been produced with the other half had it

been used alone. It is not the quantity used

so much as the way in which it is used,

that tells. The woman of perfect taste

uses a limited amount of material in such

a manner that she seems extremely well

dressed, while the woman whose taste is

defective depends on an excessive use of

ornament to produce the effect she aims

at, and she always fails in her attempt.

It is the same in the use of flowers, or that

which takes the place of flowers, in schemes

of decoration. Do not depend on quantity,

but rather on tasteful arrangement and

harmonious combinations.

SOME FINAL SUGGESTIONS

AVERY dainty effect can be wrought out

by the use of Asters and branches of

the Sugar Maple, which have taken on

their soft yellow colors. The two colors

harmonize beautifully. Among the Asters

—which snould be used in vases, but never

among the branches—have a few spikes of

Goldenrod to give a tone of deeper yellow

to the lower part of the room.

In places where the Aster or Goldenrod

cannot be obtained, but where there is no

lack of the foliage of the Maple, this deeper

tone for the lower portions of the room

can be obtained by using the russet branches

of Oak or Beech. They will harmonize

well with the soft yellows of the Maple,

and a much more satisfactory effect is se

cured by the combination of the two than

by the use of one alone.

I note what a writer in one of our floral

magazines has to say about decorating a

room with autumn leaves. She advises

making them into "chains" by pinning

them together, and hanging these ' ' chains ' '

over the windows and festooning them

about the room. This sounds pretty, but it

is something that is more pleasing in theory

than in practice. Such an arrangement of

foliage is not only unnatural, therefore in

artistic, but it spoils everything by its

formality. Try the effect of it side by side

with some of the branches as cut from the

tree, and satisfy yourself by comparison of

its feeble decorative merits.

Oats, Wheat and Rye are useful later in

the season when leaves are not to be ob

tained. They can be used very effectively

in wreathings about the mirror frame or

mantel. Care should be taken to not have

them give a heavy effect, as they will if too

large a quantity is used. They can be

fastened to a stout string by fine wire or

thread. If thought desirable clusters of

bright berries can be worked in at inter

vals. If to be used at night charming re

sults can be secured by sprinkling mucilage

over them, and then sifting on powdered

mica.

The Mountain Ash, with its great clus

ters of scarlet fruit, is extremely useful for

decorative work either alone or in com

bination with other material.

If you have but few flowers, and still do

not care to have the entire decoration of

the room consist of leaves, give the few

flowers you have a conspicuous place

on the centre-table, or the mantel, or on

a low support before the mirror. But do

not scatter them about. Concentrate them

if you want them to be effective. If you

have an unlimited quantity at your disposal

this may not be necessary, but the carry

ing out of the principle is advisable in the

majority of cases.
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ANY women seem

in doubt as to

what is right

and proper to

wear at home

the afternoon. I

> not mean at the

time of a regular

day set for a recep-

tion, but when,

without any form tl announcement, one is

prepared to set' visitors. Overdressing is

in quite as bad form as untidiness, and the

wearing of a soiled evening dress in the

afternoon is as much to be deprecated as

would be the assumption of the frock that

the good housewife keeps for wear in

the kitchen when she is either paying per

sonal attention to its affairs or supervising

them. In a large city one is seldom at

home more than a day in the week, while

in a smaller town one may be at home and

prepared to receive one's friends much

oftener.

A pretty cashmere daintily made, with

perhaps a slight train, is suited to afternoon

house wear, or, if one likes, a fitted tea-

gown is in good taste. However, the tea-

gown should not be worn unless there is

an intention of serving tea at five o'clock.

There is no occasion so great as to permit

the display of the neck and arms before six

o'clock ; it is always in bad taste. Greater

elaboration is noted upon the house dress

than upon that intended for the street, and

ribbons, laces and spangles of gold, jet or

tinsel of any kind may be harmoniously

arranged upon the frock in which one is

to receive one's visitors.

OF LIGHTER MATERIALS

MANY of the summer materials are liked

for house dresses inasmuch as our

houses have, even in winter, a summer

atmosphere. The pretty printed silks and

challies, the nets, muslins and laces are all

used, and some extremely good combina

tions result both in material and color. A

pretty costume is one of which the skirt is

of cream white challie having a cluster of

blue forget-me-nots on it. As the material

is so light it is made somewhat fuller than

usual, but it quite escapes the ground. The

bodice is made of accordion-plaited chiffon

held firm over its foundation of cream-

colored silk. The sleeves have huge puffs

of the plaited chiffon and cuffs of plain

white silk strapped with forget-me-not blue

velvet. The high collar is a band of blue

velvet with just an edge of folded chiffon

showing above it. The belt is a folded one

of blue velvet with a clover bow fastening

it at one side near the front. In the hair

is fastened a high bow made of velvet like

that which trims the bodice. This gown

is, of course, for a yoilng woman, and

would very properly be worn the first after

noon she received with her mother. It is

really most elaborate in effect, and yet if

one takes the trouble to get the fabrics

late in the season, the dress itself will be

very inexpensive. If it were fancied, the

chiffon bodice could be trimmed entirely

with cream-colored ribbon, and then it

might be worn with many different skirts.

THE PROPER THING

A WELL-BRED woman always wishes to

look well at home. Irrespective of

visitors it is a duty that she owes to her

husband and children. One's gown need

not be elaborate or expensive, but it can

always be suited not only to one's position

in life, but to the hour of the day. Many

a gown can be freshened up and made to

look pretty that would seem to have been

in the last stages of decay. I wish I could

make every woman understand how de

sirable it is, when a gown seems past all

wear, to rip it apart, throw away that

which is absolutely worn or soiled and

retain the good pieces, for to the woman

who understands the art of utilizing every

thing becomes useful in time.

The piece of jet carefully wiped off,

brushed with a soft brush and then having

its missing beads replaced, will be just

what is wanted some day as certainly as

will be the bit of black lace which a few

sketchy stitches has mended, and which a

bath of weak coffee has darkened. Rib

bons carefully pressed out will do duty as

belts or folded collars, and when one starts

in to make a house gown the box in which

all these treasures are kept will be found

the one which will furnish what is really

the needed decoration. It is not necessary

for the jet trimming to exactly match, nor

for the lace to be exactly the same pattern,

provided that when it is gathered up it

looks the same.

In such arrangements one must remem

ber that it is the effect upon the looker

that is to be considered, and not the means

used to obtain it.

SILK AND WOOL COMBINATION

THE material used for an extremely effect

ive house dress is a deep garnet silk.

The skirt, which has a slight train, has for

its finish a bias band of garnet velvet.

The bodice, a round one fitting closely, is

made with a yoke of velvet decorated in

the front by three bands of passementerie,

having a gold background with imitation

rubies set in it, while tasseled pendants of

gold beads fall from the ends and are the

finish of each strip. The belt is of passe

menterie like that on the yoke, and fastens

in front, the two long ends tipped with

heavy tassels of the gold beads reaching

almost to the edge of the skirt. The

sleeves are very full, are of the silk, and

shape in to the arms below the elbows,

where they are apparently buttoned on

each outer side by seven small gold but

tons. The hair is drawn up high on the

head and a gold dagger is stuck through it.

With such a toilette it would be in good

taste to wear the prettiest of one's rings

and a fancy brooch, but bracelets, neck

laces and elaborate hair ornaments must

be reserved for the evening. If one wished

to develop this in simpler fabrics one could

use cashmere and moire\ the combina

tion of golden brown and black or green

and black with jet trimmings on the yoke

being specially commended.

ALWAYS IN GOOD TASTE

FOR an elderly lady it may be said that a

black gown prettily made is always a

suitable at-home dress, for whether it be

black silk or black cashmere it can be

arranged so that it will be becoming to the

figure, and by the disposition of a little

lace or some jet it can be made to have

quite an elaborate air. As the close scru

tiny is not given to a house dress that is to

that one which is worn on the street, it is

often possible to remodel a black gown,

and by combining it with some other ma

terials make it even more effective than

it was originally. A very dainty gown

is an illustration of this. The back and

sides are of black silk, which at one

time formed a part of a dinner dress ; the

front, which is just full enough to be grace

ful, is of soft, white China silk, its outline

at each side being defined by a broad band

of black passementerie, which, resting as

it does against the white, has its design

brought out most effectively. The high

collar, close to the throat, is of white

ribbon, folded and fastened under a tiny

rosette, but a flaring collar and revers of

white lace are around the neck, and extend

ing far over on the sleeves, then curve in

to be made in soft jabots to the waist-line.

The sleeves are of black silk, are ex

tremely full, and stand out so that they

form the foundations for that part of the

lace collar that comes over them. At the

wrist where they shape in a tiny jabot of

narrow white lace is arranged well on each

outer edge. In effect a tea-gown is pro

duced by this development of materials ;

indeed, it may be said that it is one in

reality, but as it fits the figure both in the

back and front the gown has not that

wrapper look which is too often caused

when the tea-gown is made. The fullness

of the soft front being confined at the neck

and waist by smocking does not make

necessary a belt of any kind. In velvet

and silk, cashmere and velvet, or in two

shades of cashmere, such a gown would

be pretty, although it would be advisable

when any color but black is used to select

an 6cru lace in preference to a dead white

one.

AN ALL-BLACK GOWN

AN all-black gown that is also made of

two old ones, but which looks rich

and quaint, is suited to a matron of any

age. In almost every wardrobe there is

that reminder of the trousseau^a black

velvet princesse dress ; then there are sure

to be remnants of a black silk gown that

has been ripped and carefully laid away.

It does not matter if each breadth is not

exactly alike in quality, provided that the

colors match and the blue and brown of

black do not struggle for supremacy. If

possible, have the hack and sides of the

velvet, retaining the princesse outline and

its short train. Then let the front be of

the silk. The upper portion should be laid

in close accordion plaits and fitted exactly

to the figure, while the lower part, plaited

in the same way, may flare below the

waist-line. The belt should be of the silk,

folded, and it may fit snugly or be a bit

loose, as one's figure demands. The

sleeve should have upper puffs of the velvet

and cuffs of the silk, made bright with

bands of cut gilt or jet spangles. About

the throat should be a folded silk collar

with a " donkey ear" finish to conceal the

hook and eye.

SOME OF THE SMALL BELONGINGS

'THAT one's shoes should look pretty with

' an afternoon gown is most essential.

However, one does not wish to go to the

extravagance of continually getting fancy

shoes and satin slippers for afternoon dress.

Economy can be practiced by having dif

ferent sets of rosettes to put upon the

black satin slipper ; large round ones of

black gauze spangled thickly with gold or

steel beads will hide the fact that a slipper

has grown a little worn-looking toward the

toe, while if the black satin is really very

rusty to look upon, it can be hidden by

working out a regular pattern on the slip

per itself with steel beads and spangles,

and only permitting the good part of the

background to show. Scarlet slippers may

be freshened up by decorations of black

jet or by black gauze bows. Indeed, a

thoughtful woman can make all her small

belongings look fresh and pretty without

using those for at-home wear which she

has just added to her wardrobe. The shoe

or slipper should always be worn, the lace

or button boot being in extremely bad taste

with a home gown.

A hostess should not wear gloves for any

afternoon function, unless, indeed, she be

a very old lady who has a fancy for doing

this, and good society always permits to

old age whatever it may desire.

A dainty buckle for the waist, one of cut

steel or flashing jet, often adds much to a

toilette, and may be arranged so that it is

worn or not, as one wishes.

For the hair a ribbon bow, a small comb

or an inexpensive ornament is admissible,

but jewels of any sort in the hair are out

of place, and feathers are in equally bad

taste. As I said before, one may wear

one's rings and a pretty brooch, but any-

other jewelry is forbidden. This is always

true with one exception. It is permitted

for one to wear a string of beads, and they

may be of gold, pearl or any other ma

terial. Too elaborate an arrangement of

the hair is not liked, as it is suggestive of

great preparation, which is something that

ought not to be forced upon one making

an informal call.

ABOUT THE LOW BODICE

1 SHOULD like to make the women of

America understand that there is no

daytime occasion elaborate enough to

permit of a low bodice. Whether it be in

troducing a daughter into society, whether

it be giving an afternoon dance, an elabo

rate tea, indeed, no matter what the affair

may be, a low bodice is always bad form.

The fact that the Queen of England forces

her ladies to appear at court in low bodices

is a subject of mortification to many of

them, and of great laughter to those arbiters

of fashion, the French, who would never

think of making such a mistake as display

ing even the round of the throat before

dark. For that reason a French bride's

gown is always high. Women of good

taste understand this and would as soon

expect to wear a low bodice, or have an

afternoon gown cut low, as they would to

see their men visitors appear in dress

clothes. You may cite a number of women

who do it, but no matter who those women

may be they are making an absolute mis

take in dressing, and a mistake that is as

crude as possible.

There are innumerable ways of trimming

the bodice of an afternoon gown. Just

now the popularity of the lace fichu, the

Empire frill and all the pretty arrangements

of lace tend to make it look elaborate.

The deep epaulettes, either of lace, jet or

steel, give an artistic air to the bodice,

while all the dainty ribbon arrangements,

the flying bows, long ends and the stiff ro

settes tend to give an air of prettiness. In

arranging an Empire frill do not have your

lace too full across the front and back, but

be sure that enough is allowed for it to

hang gracefully over the shoulders. In ar

ranging a fichu, even if it is one with long

ends, I would not carry it to the back and

tie it in a bow there, as it tends to give an

awkward look ; but, instead, arrange broad

bows on the corsage, catching them to

position with fancy pins.

A QUESTION OF ECONOMY

IRRESPECTIVE of the fact that one wishes

1 to look well, there is economy in hav

ing one, or, if possible, two house gowns.

More wear is given to a frock by sitting

than by walking in it, and more bodices

lose their shape when their wearer lolls in

an easy-chair than from her walking five

miles in them. Then, too, the house gown

is a positive rest. One casts off with the

street frock all the worries of the outside

world, and starts in to enjoy the pleasures

of home. That the influence of the gown

is felt cannot be denied ; consequently the

wise woman will understand why she

elects to have a dainty, well-fitting house

gown, in preference to a loose, ill-shaped

wrapper, for certainly each has an effect,

not only upon the appearance, but upon

the mind and morals of the wearer, and,

while the wrapper has its special use, it is

certainly not to appear in the drawing-

room, or, in fact, outside of one's own

apartment. That the wrapper habit natu

rally combines with curl papers and other

untidy ways cannot be denied, and certainly

it is one which we should all make every

effort to avoid.

 

"Pretty to Walk With

Pleasant, too, to

think on,"

is the girl who de

lights the eye with

her bright and dainty

gowns of

Simpson's

Prints

Nothing is prettier

than a fresh, dainty

print dress, if

1 you get the

t-^- right fabric—

the ordinary calico gets sleazy

as soon as the newness is out

of it, and washes up coarse

and rough.

Simpson's Prints

hold their color as long as

they last, and can be put into

the wash-tub, knowing they

will come out all right.

Sold all over the world. Ask to see

WM. SIMPSON & SONS'

Printed Goods

DWIGHT ANCHOR

The Standard

Shirting

is readily washed

and consequently

will retain it

clear white

color. It

is always

soft and

pliable and

therefore

very com

fortable for

wear, and

of extraordinary

durability.

Ask your local

dealer for the goods

(which are the same

quality in 36, 40, 42,

45, 5°, 54, 63, 72, 81

and 90 inch widths),

or for Shirts made

from them.

MlNOT, HOOPER & CO.

Boston and New York

 

 

Cape Seal Capes

 

24-inch,

27 "

30 "

Satin
Lined

$18oo

$21"?

$2500

ASTRAKHAN

24-inch, $9°?

27 « " $13<>?

30 " " $17*!?

Catalogue, with designs and prices of Newest
Style Fur Wraps and other Fur Goods, TREE

We will send free to The Ladies' Home Journal
readers purchasing from our catalogue or this ad

vertisement, Fur Goods to the amount of

$15.00 or more, a Child's Angora Set
$5.00 or more, a Child's Hare Set

This offer is to induce you to send for our catalogue,
and so give us an opportunity to sell you your furs.

WALTER BUHL & CO., Detroit, Mich.

"Trying" a Piano

is the way to know it. For 25 years the

WING piano has borne a high reputation,

yet we want it tried. Where no dealer

keeps it, we send it direct for a thorough

trial in the home—to be returned if un

satisfactory. No deposit is required, and

we pay all freights to any part of the coun

try—going or coming. VVe gladly do this

in perfect good faith. It is only fair to an

intending purchaser, it is "business" for

us, and in the long run is profitable, be

cause most people who try the WING

piano keep it—particularly musicians. The

very- moderate price is an inducement. We

make the payments easy, and take old in

struments in exchange.

We would like to semi you free, if YOU will write
forit, our little book "An Honest Piano." It ex
plains some points not generally known, except to
piano makers—"piano secrets," which purchasers
ou^ht to learn.

WING & SON, 245 Broadway, Hew York
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may confidently ex

pect that the result of

the carefully-recorded

observation of chil

dren, which is now

being systematically

made in this country

and in some portions

of Europe, will be of

incalculable value to

the whole human race. Although the thor

ough study of a single human being is scien

tifically interesting, it is only by applying

certain tests to large numbers of children,

taking into consideration their peculiarities,

and patiently comparing the data, that

any final deductions can be made. Under

the auspices of the United States Bureau of

Education, Dr. Arthur McDonald, an en

thusiastic student of man, has made in

Washington a "physical, moral and men

tal" test of twenty-five thousand school

children. It was a difficult and delicate

undertaking. At first in some of his ex

periments he found that the older boys and

girls who had been examined scared the

younger ones so completely by the tales of

horror they told, that the little ones could

not be persuaded to submit to the very

simple tests. Parents took their children

from school lest some grievous harm would

be done them. Later the Doctor began

with the little ones and worked upward,

and the older ones would not for shame

refuse to do what the " infants " had done.

IT is curious that such a vast amount of

attention has been paid to the study of

ants and bees and even earth worms and

so little definite knowledge been acquired

of our own race. This study of childhood

is almost a new branch of science, and it

is as entertaining as it promises to be

valuable. Statistics already preserved and

classified only show us what we may hope

for when the work has been more thor

oughly done. It will be known what re

lation physical symmetry bears to mental

powers and development ; whether we

may expect a long-bodied child to be less

clever than a short-bodied one, and how

much may be inferred from the strength of

a girl's "grip" and the curves described

by her movements.

What a blessing it will be when by a

few hours' physical examination it can be

determined whether a boy shall have a

business or a literary training ! No longer

shall we be spoiling a good man of affairs

by trying to make a poet of him or forcing

an artist into a banking house to the de

struction of both boy and bank. Parents

will, if they take advantage of this research,

understand how to train a shrinking, sen

sitive child to meet real or imaginery

dangers with courage, and will not over

strain excitable nerves by roughly forcing

a timid child into perils that terrify him.

One visit to almost any bathing beach will

discover instances of misguided persons

thrusting a screaming child into the sea—a

pathetic example of cruelty. There will

surely be a better time, too, for the adven

turous, enterprising lad who is now so often

dangerously repressed. Grown people will

be less rigorous and uncompromising with

him, restraining him with so much sym

pathy that he will not rebel against the

caution of his guardians. Many a bright

boy has been so hampered and suppressed

by his parents that his ebullient nature has

found vent in evil ways, sought out or fol

lowed because every virtuous outlet for

his adventurous spirit was closed to him.

HOW do you think little boys should spend Sunday
afternoons? 1 have trouble to keep mine in

doors when thev see other boys playing outside.
F. R. C.

Sunday afternoon should be made a very

happy time to little children. The ordinary

sports and plays of the week should be laid

aside, but not without giving place to some

thing especially enjoyable. A walk with

father or mother was a treat which was

always looked forward to in my own home,

and birds, plants and flowers were especial

objects of examination then. We must

not forget that little children need some

exercise on Sunday as well as on other

days, and if we keep them unusually quiet

in the morning we must make up for it in

the afternoon. This requires effort on the

part of the parents or older friends. The

Sunday afternoon nap is to many a luxury

not easily given up, but if giving it up for

a time will help to make parents and child

truer friends and closer companions it will

be a small sacrifice to make.

MONEY has been scarce with us this summer and
we have had many a merry' time " cutting

down." Marjorie said she "cut down" till there
was nothing else to cut hut her lingers, and she
wished she could do that and then wear her gloves
with the worn-out finger ends cut off to match.
John said he had "cut down " till his clothes for
scantiness were just suited to the hot weather. But
the one thing we were determined not to " cut down "
was our "good times." We appointed Alice and
Jack a committee to see that the family was supplied
with a daily frolic of some kind. Ethel and Joe got
up a weekly outing (not always very far out), and
once a month John and I surprised the family by
some astounding enterprise. We have found more
odd corners in our house than the builder ever put
in it, and our back yard has shown more resources
than most parks are supposed to possess. Five-mile
walks have not been too long for the committees
when they had some rural scheme in mind, and we
have had more varieties of tree and bush and flower
in our garden than I thought could be found within
a score of miles. Our neighbors have had their
share of the fun in wonder, and people who met our
boys and girls returning from a raid on the fields
stopped to marvel at the sight of their load of
greenery'. We have had shadow pictures, charades,
games of wit and games of luck till we are prepared
to edit a book of entertainments. Our meals have
been served in odder ways than you would find in
a dozen different countries. Perhaps you do not
know that bread can be cut in scores of ways and
become a new dish each time.
So far this is the pleasantest summer we have had

since we can remember anything as a family. John
has not been left alone in a dismally-dusty house, and
we have not visited, as we sometimes do, each one
in a different place, but have kept together. We
have found ourselves much more gifted and ingenious
than we imagined, and perhaps some of our friends
will think we have grown conceited. Before the
winter sets fairly in John will have to make a short
business trip ; I must make my annual visit to my
dear old mother ; Jack goes to college—he is going
to make his own way there in large measure ; Mar
jorie is going away to teach, so we shall not suffer
for a change of scene. If it would help any one I
could tell how small our expenses have been com
pared with other years, but very little is gained when
one individual or family tries to copy the expense
book of another. The main reason I have for writ
ing this is to testify to the happiness which can come
to a really united family determined to make life
pleasant for all together. E. A. E.

MAY I tell you how we are making the best of it
this season of hard times ? A few months ago

we had a happy little home, and we were as cozy as
three people could be. But bad luck came, as it did
to so many, and the little amount saved " for the
rainy day was the first to sink with one of the
breaking banks ; next, the number of employees was
to be lessened, and the bread-winner at our house
was compelled to be idle ; and vain were all efforts
to enter into employment of any kind. It alt came
about in such a seemingly sudden manner that the
first thoughts were those of repining and rebellion at
the sad decree. But after a season of such wageless
work it was thought better to view the situation from
a more sensible point, and see what could be done.
The good old mother came to offer something, but
her only income beingj the rent from one or two
houses, we had not the ill-feeling to take one of them
from those who could pay the usual amount for it.
At last we bethought ourselves of an unfinished
third story at our mother's home, which had been
inhabited by spiders and covered with the " dust of
ages"—a veritable garret. We overruled all ob
jections to our occupancy, both with the home folks
and the aforementioned spiders. Many times did
our hearts almost fail while the " pecks of dirt " and
rubbish were being removed, but at last, when the
two large front windows shone clearly, and the walls
were covered neatly with brown packing paper,
bordered with inaroon, a large art rug spread upon
the floor, the furniture ana fancy articles nut in
place and the curtains hung, what airs the old place
did take on. The long, narrow back room was
covered with matting and papered with newspapers,
and several studies from the art journal tackea about.
A closet was formed in one corner of this room by
two old canopies from beds of long ago. And as the
necessary kitchen and dining-room affairs settled
themselves into their places we began to feel quite
at home. There is not space here to tell of the
whole arrangement of our establishment, but when
we found time to rest and allow ourselves to think,
we had no reason for the old repining( in feeling
happy and thankful for this home, which is so much
better than so many can enjoy, and which can be so
comfortable and cost no one a sacrifice, and where
we can wait till "the good time coming" comes.
And really we do not feel as if we had " come down
in the world," for are we not looking from a lofty
height upon the busy throng which goes surging by
all the day? And each night, before we go to rest,
we do not forget to thank God, " who doeth all
things well," and who careth for us. F. A. R.

A friend of mine who, because of busi

ness reverses, is spending her first summer

in the city, has made it a joy to herself and

every one she can reach. She has made

her home a chamber of peace to the

afflicted, and has found her way to hearts

in deeper trouble than her own, with a

ministry of consolation for which she will

be gratefully remembered when all the

perplexities of her summer in town are for

gotten. Her children have shared her

blessed work and are the richer for it. "I

knew nothing of all this joy before," she

said. "The city looks to me now more

attractive in summer than in winter." She

has not only put on "rose-colored spec

tacles" herself, but has found a pair to

give to every one else who will take them.

And my friend would, I know, gladlv add

her testimony to " E. A. E.'s" ancf " F.

A. R.'s"—that a trusting, loving spirit will

triumph over every mere material trouble.

The song from these three voices is one of

thanksgiving, and doubtless it will call

forth a response of grateful assent from

widelv-scattered homes where love is

abundant, although money and luxuries

are scarce.

PLEASE give me the address of the best training
school Tor nurses. Tirkd Waiting.

This inquiry in variations, with more or

less of personal history and detail of ques

tioning, comes to me from many different

places. I fancy a large proportion of the

inquirers are "tired waiting" for some

thing to "turn up," and now they are

resolved to try' to turn something up. I

am sorry not to send a sympathizing, per

sonal answer to each, especially to those

who "send a stamp for reply," but that is

not possible.

Every large and well-regulated hospital

should have a nurses' training school con

nected with it. No one person could know

the relative merits of these schools. Your

family physician could tell you of several

hospitals in your locality. Write to each,

asking for a descriptive catalogue and such

other information regarding their methods

as they can give you. An examination of

the replies, although they may suggest

further inquiries, will help you to decide

between them. The work of a nurse is

not easy. She will be a failure if she takes

it up simply to make a living. She must

have a large share of unselfish desire to

make everybody more comfortable, and,

above all, be ready to be misunderstood

and to be hardly treated.

Apropos to this inquiry is a newspaper

slip, giving a pathetic story of a young

business man who could not afford to pay

thirty-five dollars a week, the price asked

by a trained nurse to care for his child

sick with a contagious disease. I have

twice had the services of a trained nurse

in that most dreaded disease diphtheria,

and in neither case was any such price

asked. I could not have had more skilled

and untiring attendance. Five dollars a

day—a day really twenty-four hours long—

would certainly not be considered exor

bitant as compared with other skilled

labor, and had that sum been asked I

should have thought it was well earned.

I know, alas, that one cannot always have

the advantage of skilled service. There

have been times when I might, with as

much expectation of success, reach my

hand up toward Heaven for the moon as

to think of having a trained nurse. At

such times how grateful one can be for

kind, though untrained, help. In the item

referred to it is said: "There should be

a less expensive and less onerous course

open to women who would be willing to

accept moderate compensation and whose

services would be all that would be re

quired for ordinary cases."

Just such a course of teaching and oppor

tunity for practice are offered by some

Young Women's Christian Associations to

women who want to become "invalid

nurses." They could not be trusted to

take charge of a severe, acute case of ill

ness, but would be a great aid to a weary

mother in attendance upon a sick child,

and would be invaluable in the case of a

chronic invalid not too unreasonable in her

demands.

LET me, in advance, assure you that I am not sup
posing you can he an umpire to settle all dis

putes, or to decide questions between husband and
wife. * * * In presenting our dilemma to you my
aim is to get some light which will help us both to
see our way clearer, and 1 will state our perplexity
with brevity.
Our daughter—the eldest of four children—has

come to the place where she must decide, or we
must do it for her, whether or not she shall study
Greek. One of her parents—no matter which—
thinks she ought to, the other thinks not. She is
willing to do what we wish—obviously she cannot
please us both unless we come to an agreement. In
some ways it seems to he in a measure settling the
question for the other daughters, and we want to
make no mistake. A. W. W.

What your daughter should study de

pends upon her natural aptitude, her

ability and her circumstances. A stranger

can, therefore, give no specific advice. If

she has a good foundation in the so-called

elementary studies, is eager to learn, and

expects to have the necessary time for it,

she ought to have a plan of study which

would include Greek. If she means to fit

herself to teach, and aims for a high place,

she needs Greek, unless she is to specialize

narrowly in some department of science.

It seems to me that for the cultured woman

some knowledge of Greek, or rather that

passing through the door which Greek

opens, is very important. Whatever is

done must be done well in education, as in

everything else. To spread one's mind

and time over a larger area than can be

done with thoroughness is to make one

shallow and superficial, and that is not true

education.

Let me add a word of warning. Before

you settle this question be sure that you

are not willful and selfish in your con

sideration of your (laughter's future. A

parent's whim may seriously cripple a

child's life. The studies you enjoyed may

not be the best for her, and those that

proved apparently useless to you may be

those she requires. Look at her, not as

yours—to be trained for your pride and

enjoyment—but as a distinct personality,

having a right to her own unhindered de

velopment. This I am sure you recognize,

and will try to secure for her by watchful,

penetrating care.
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' His admirers were to be found among the society girls'

 

 

AS a half dozen schoolboys were ruralizing

^ among the beautiful New Hampshire hills,

the discussion turned upon what would be the

acme of their ambitions. One had a desire to

become a minister, another a doctor, a third a

lawyer, and so on, until it came to Tom Acton's

turn to wish, when he bluntly, without any

hesitation, said, " Head of my class at Yale and

captain of the college foot-ball team." Tom was

a practical kind of a boy, therefore such a wish

was not unexpected, although at that time it

did not appear likely that Tom would ever reach

Yale, to say nothing of earning the dual dis

tinction. Business successes eventually ren

dered it possible for Matthew Acton to gratify

his ambition of sending Tom to Yale.

There was nothing peculiar or striking in

Tom's entrance into Yale. Gradually, however,

his fellow-students recognized that he was not

an ordinary addition to the college, and began

to look up to him with interest which afterward

developed into admiration. He possessed a

lively disposition,which was greatly enhanced by

his remarkably good temper and unostentation.

It was his unpretentious mien and kindness of

heart that made him the most popular fellow in

the whole college. It soon became apparent

that in Tom Acton, Yale had something to be

proud of. In a scholastic way he attracted the

admiration of the professors, and in the athletic

field he earned for himself the good will of every

fellow-collegian, and was unanimously elected

captain of the foot-ball team.

Tom now became a national figure, his por

trait appeared in every newspaper of conse

quence, and his good traits and manly deeds

were told by a thousand pens. When the day

of battle arrived he was the centre figure in the

arena and his name was upon thousands of lips,

and not the least of his admirers were to be

found among the society girls. The day was all

that could be desired—brilliant weather and

such b 'lliant playing resulting in Yale's com

plete vk tory and great distinction for the cap

tain. It was generally conceded by all the

critics, and by the fair sex in particular, that no

such captain as Tom Acton had ever appeared

in that historic contest.

The game won and over, our hero found him

self inundated with invitations to balls and

parties from the best families of New York—in

short, he had become famous in a day, and

must now bear the inconveniences and discom

fitures of a popular public man. His ambition

then turned toward winning scholastic honors in

his class. This was an easy task, for his robust

health and magnificent physique stood by him

in his difficult studies. Tom left college with all

the honors that it was possible for a student to

achieve, and immediately entered the office of

Fisk, Hubbard & Fisk, the well-known New

York law firm.

When Tom settled down to business he did

so in the same earnest manner that he had

played foot-ball and pursued his college studies.

Mr. Fisk, Senior, made him his confidential

clerk, and it was not long before he was en

gaged in the most important details of the firm,

particularly in a great marine case, which in

volved a round half million.

The profession had looked forward to this

case as one of the most important admiralty

cases in recent years, therefore, on the day of

the trial, the court was crowded with leading

legal lights. The Judge solemnly entered the

court and took his seat. After a few formalities

the case of The Ionian Steamship Company vs.

The Consolidated Navigation Company was

called. A lull of silence ensued and all eyes were

turned toward Mr. Fisk, Senior, but there was

no response. Tom, who was next to him, at

once realized that something was the matter,

and quickly catching hold of his employer car

 

ried him into the Judge's chamber,where medical

aid was immediately called. The other partners

were soon on hand. A conference was held, and

it was decided that Tom should open the case.

The court was informed of the decision, and

after expressions of regret at Mr. Fisk's indis

position (for he was respected by all who

knew him), Tom opened the case. The manner

in which he followed One intricate detail after

another soon set at rest the nervousness of the

junior members of his firm, and as the case pro

ceeded the members of the profession present

looked at each other in a manner that indicated

that a new power had been added to the

bar. When he concluded his address he re

ceived the congratulations not only of his client

but of numerous strangers, and his reward was

a partnership in the firm of Fisk, Hubbard &

Fisk, which meant a very handsome income of

S2o,ooo a year.

It was not more p ~

than six months

after this had

happened before

the society col

umns of the New

York dailies an

nounced the en-

gagement of

torn with Miss

Easton, the only

daughter of

Eugene Easton,

the well-known

millionaire.

When this an-

nouncement

caught his

sister's eye she

was sad, for the

choice was not

hers, and she

looked upon it as

the only thing

Tom had ever

done which she

did not entirely approve of.

Tom in the meantime had become the most

important figure in his firm, and the amount

of work he got through was simply enormous.

But somehow or other Tom had not the healthy

look he brought with him from Yale. Something

appeared to be worrying him greatly. His

sister thought she knew what it was—indeed,

she felt sure, and at the same time repeated

the name of an old schoolmate of hers. Tom's

health went from bad to worse, until one even

ing the physician who had been attending him

told Alice, Tom and his mother that Tom must

go abroad, and, if possible, Alice must go with

him.

The day of departure arrived and Tom took

his carriage to the steamer, where he found

quite a number of his college friends as

sembled to bid him bon vqvage. He was no

longer the man they knew at Yale. Tom was

pale, careworn, and had a decided stoop in his

carriage. They all spoke to him in endearing

terms, and as the great ocean greyhound moved

out, the old college friends gave Tom a regular

Yale send-off. When the land was out of sight

Alice and Tom examined the numerous bou

quets; the one " From a Friend," in strange

handwriting and no name, attracted Tom's

attention more than all the rest. They were

wild flowers and brought recollections most

dear to his heart. Who sent it was a mystery

to him, and he half accused his sister of being

in the plot.

Six months' residence abroad did little for

Tom. He was certainly better, but he was far

from well. The slow progress worried him

greatly, and he debated in his own mind whether

he should not return home. One beautiful Au

gust afternoon Alice and Tom were sitting at

the drawing-room window of the hotel, when

the bell-boy brought a letter and handed it to

Tom. It was opened immediately. A deep feel

ing of anger evidently took possession of that

hitherto gentle spirit. He was about to place

the letter in his pocket when Alice asked in her

own invincible, winning way to see it. Tom

hesitated, but only for a second ; it read :

" August 20, 1S92.

" Thomas Acton, Esq.
"My Dear Sir:—I wish to inform you that my

daughter's engagement with you is at an end.

Please return all letters and presents. We send

yours by express to-day.
" Yours respectfully,

" Eugene Easton."

Alice got up immediately she read it, ran over

to Tom and kissed him. "I am so glad; don't

be annoyed at my delight; it's the only thing

which you ever did that I did not approve of, Tom,

and now it is at an end." She knew that Tom

was too much of a man to ask for an explana

tion, so that night the letter was acknowledged

and the engagement was absolutely broken off.

The next day Alice got a letter from her

mother, urging that they both come home.

There was also inclosed a letter from Alice's

friend, who had been staying with her mother,

in which there was an appeal to her to bring

Tom home. She maintained that between them

she was sure Tom could be made strong and

robust again. Tom and Alice discussed the

matter of returning and decided favorably. The

ten days soon passed and the steamerwas at the

bar outside of New York harbor. It was a dull,

foggy November morning as the ship steamed

up the bay, and Tom was not without his

forebodings that he made a mistake to return

at such a time.

Directly Alice had kissed May and greeted

the servants, she and May had a long consulta

tion. It was decided that May should have her

way and prepare all Tom's food, no matter

whether the cook stayed or not. This had the

sanction of Tom's mother, for she had discussed

the matter often with May. Great care was

bestowed by May in having everything just as

she wanted, and as Tom was awfully fond of

pastry she was particular what she used for

shortening and for frying purposes. It was not

long before Tom began to improve; within three

weeks he was able to go down to the office, and

in two months he was comparatively strong

and fit to take his place as the leader of the

firm to which he had added so much prestige.

Alice and Tom's mother were perfectly de

lighted at the success of May's treatment, but

the agreement with May prohibited their telling

Tom the secret. May's work finished, she

began to prepare for home. As the day of depart

ure came around Alice felt sorry that her friend

should leave. The night previous, as Tom and

Alice and their mother sat in the drawing-room

"His college friends gave Tom a regular Yale send-off"

May came running in to see if any one had a

postage stamp. " Yes," Tom said, " I have.

Give me the letter and I will mail it on my way

to the club." May handed him the letter and

retired to her room to finish her packing. Tom

looked at the letter and mumbled to himself,

" Where have I seen that handwriting before ? "

"What's the matter, Tom?" said Alice.

"Aren't you going to the club? What are you

thinking about?"

" Nothing in particular," said Tom, and at the

same time blushing.

"Well, if you are not thinking about any

thing in particular, you have no need to blush."

He hesitated a little and the blushes deepened.

" Why, I do believe you are in perfect health

again. Those cheeks of yours look just as they

used to do. Blush a little more, for it looks like

old times," retorted Alice, at the same time tap

ping him under the chin.

"You are only a tease," replied Tom, and

taking his derby,

walked toward

the door.

"Tom," called

Alice, "you are

not going to the

club in that hat,

are you?"

He smiled and

walked right out.

Alice was alive

to the situation,

so that when her

mother came in

and iin q u i red if

Tom had gone to

the club without

saying good

night, Alice said

she believed Tom

would soon re

turn. She was

right, for no

sooner had she

said it than Tom

walked in.

" I am glad you

are back," said

his mother. "I

would not go to the club to-night, if I were you,

unless you have an important appointment."

Tom was glad of the opportunity to remain

without giving himself away, for the bravest of

us fail when Cupid's arrow strikes our hearts.

For several moments all was quiet and nobody

broke the spell. "At last," said Tom, "I believe,

Alice, I know who sent those wild flowers to

the boat."

"Do you?" queried Alice, with a gleam of

humor and wickedness in her eye.

"Yes, and she is in this house now," replied

Tom.

"You don't think I did it, do you?" said Alice.

" No, it was May."

"Well, she is here and can answer for herself,"

said Alice.

Tom turned suddenly around and they met

face to face.

"What has May done wrong now?" she in

quired in a trembling voice.

"Why Tom accuses you of sending a bouquet

of wild flowers to the steamer when he sailed

for Europe," said Alice.

May bent her head and the situation became

most interesting. It proved too much for Tom

with all his courage and tact. In a nervous

voice, that clearly indicated his condition, Tom

said, "This is a family gathering and I might

as well face the situation. I have been insensi

ble to my own conscientious impulses, which I

confess have more than once aroused suspicions

in my heart, but I never understood myself or

May Gardner until this moment. That envelope

was a revelation—'the handwriting on the wall'

—and I cannot allow you, May" (clasping her

hands), "to depart from this house without my

proposal for your hand, and with your con

sent, before this family court, to seal it with

a kiss."

For a brief moment no word was spoken.

Mrs. Acton was the first to recover her self-

possession, and, arising from her seat, she

walked over to the two lovers, who were still em

bracing, and in a tone of voice almost angelic,

placing her hand on Tom's shoulder she said:

" My dear boy, the wish of my life has been

consummated and in a manner that must win

Heaven's best blessing."

• « » » • •

One evening after dinner, in the drawing-

room of a well-appointed house on Madison

Avenue, sat Mr. and Mrs. Tom Acton, and Dr.

Barclay, the family physician. After a long con

versation upon events of the day, the Doctor

addressed Mrs. Acton thus: " I have had the

curiosity to ask you many a time why and how

you prepared all the food for Mr. Acton when

he returned. There must have been something

different in it than usual, for 1 gave him the same

medicine as before."

Mrs. Acton blushed, and her eyes glanced

downward ; at length the secret was out.

For the first time Tom knew that May had

done all the cooking.

" Now, May, this is news to me, but you had

better tell the Doctor all," said Tom.

" Well, if I must, I must," replied Mrs. Acton.

"You see, when at home, I studied medicine,

and took great interest in matters of hygiene.

One day, in reading the 'Medical Times,' I

came across the following :

"'Dyspepsia and Beef Fat.'—Dr. Park Holland
writes ('Medical Record'): 'I have found that in
any gastric trouble accompanied by the eructation
of gas—sour or otherwise—a liberal use of beef fat
to the exclusion of all pork fat (lard) is an excellent
remedy. Beef fat is rendered the same as lard, salt
added after skimming. This will keep it sweet and
wholesome in the warmest weather. Use this in the
kitchen in place of lard. A person who is inordi
nately fond of 'grease 1 can saturate his food in this,
with no resultant belching.' 'Cottolene,' a com-
pound of beef-suet and cotton-seed oil, which is sold
as a substitute for lard, will no doubt answer the
above purpose admirably.'

" I made up my mind that Tom was suffering

as much from indigestion as anything else, so

on his return I suggested preparing all the food

for Tom. Knowing that he was passionately

fond of pastry, I used Cottolene for shortening,

also for frying, and banished lard from the

kitchen. Thus it was that Tom's indigestion

was cured, and your medicine, which previously

had not a fair show, built him up. That's all

there was to it."

"No, May," said Tom, " it's not all. Cotto

lene, as you call it, not only cured my indiges

tion, making me fit for work, but it gave me the

dearest little wife in the world."

"And gave me the best of husbands."

 

"In a tone of voice almost angelic, she said, ' The wish of my life has been consummated,

and in a manner that must win Heaven's best blessing
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WHY BURN YOUR HANDS?
 

Why fill the house with the
unwivory odors and smoke of
cooking by using old-fushioned
kitchen utensils?

The Patent Automatic

Cover Raising and

Emptying Odorless

Stew and Frying Pan

does away with all this trouble

The l'an mill tov*r raided and
the I'OOI, HANDLE auloruntl.
eallj loefced In iioOllon tu uoiir

 

 

The Pan wlillr cooking, willi rutcr
rlo»rd, with hall and the "AL
WAYS TOOL" handle In verll-
eal position, out of In* boat, and
thrOKIOS OK OTIIKIt H MKS
AMI SMOKE A8( K.\DIS(i 1 J J J
snokK OK STOVE PIPE.

Thf Pan with lid autuiuallrallt raised hj preying down on the
** always pool" hAnille. The reverse motion In -t. ml It plarr*
thr aatTW again In uovlllun mrr Ihe pan.

The Pan sent to any address in U. B. nicely packed,
express prepaid or bv mall, on receipt of 50. (iet
up a club and get 4 Pans for ?o.OO, or 12 for (12.00, all
shipped to one address.

THE WILMOT & HOBBS MFQ. CO.

West End, Bridgeport, Conn.

Write for OotalogtM. Agents Wanted Everywhere.

 

You can:

easily

have

the best;

if you

only

insist

upon it.

They are made for cooking; and 4

heating:, in every desirable style ♦

and size, for ANY kind of fuel, and

with prices from $10 to $70.

The genuine all bear this trade

mark and are sold with a WRITTEN

GUARANTEE. First-class merchants

everywhere handle them.

MADE ONLY BT

The Michigan Stove Company

LARUKMT MAKKKS OF STOVES AND
KA.NUKS I-\ THE WORLD

Detroit, Chlf*,o, Baffalo, Firw York (Itjr

 

SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO

WalUntford, Conn

STERLING SILVER INLAID

Spoons and Forks have the wearingquali-

ties of solid silver. Guaranteed 25 years.
 

Solid silver is inlaid in the back of the

bowl and handle, thus protecting these

points.

Each article is stamped on the back,

E. STERLING INLAID HE

For sale by all jewelers. Made only by

THE HOLMES & EDWARDS SILVER GO.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

BEAUTIFUL

PLATE

HANDLES

Charming effects are
produced by trimming
them with Bilk cord and
ribbon. They tit all sizes
of plates. II a nd a o m e
llulsh. A rare chance for
agents.

Write for wholesale
prices. Sample limited fur
l.~> cents In stamps.

J. B. TIMBERLAKE, Mfr., Jackson, Mich.
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■EE Barler's Ideal Oil Heater,$12°.?£S

Is not a lamp or

cheap affair, will not

upset, so it is safe

where children are

around, nothing to

break, w ill not get out

of order, will last a

lifetime and is easily

moved about. Posi

tively no smoke or oil

smell. Costs less than

one cent an hour to

heat a large room in

winter weather, more

heat for amount of oil

used than any other.

Best and cheapest in

operation, it saves 50

gallons of oil during

a season's use (that

is nearly one-half its

cost) over any other

heater of equal capac

ity that we know of,

because its peculiar

construction heats and

circulates 90 cubic

 feet of air a minute

entirely separate from

flame. Don't buy any-

other till you see the

Ideal. Getyour dealer

to show it to you in

operation, if he doesn't

keep it don't let him

sellyou any other until

you have received our

catalogue. We guar

antee it will please

you better than any.

If he won't order it for

you, send to us and we

will ship one on re

ceipt of price, $12,

and prepay freight to

your town. It is in

dorsed by hundreds of

readersofTHELADiEs'

Home Journal who

bought it last fall and

sent us many custom

ers. Ask your dealer

for it or write us.

" Booklet free."

A. C. BARLER MFQ. CO., m Lake St., Chicago

THE GIRL WHO LOVES ART

S often prevented from satisfying

her desire because of a lack of

funds to give her the proper tui

tion. This barrier to many a

girl's development has now been

removed by The Ladies' Home

Journal, which offers to every girl, that

which it has given to 112 girls during the

past two years in art and music : an educa

tion at the best conservatory in America,

free of all expense to the girl. The

Journal even pays her living expenses.

Any branch of art can be taken, oil-paint

ing, water-coloring, modeling, sculpture,

illustration, etc. A simple request, ad

dressed to The Ladies' Home Journal,

will bring to any girl who desires it, full

particulars of how she can obtain the

Journal's education ; likewise a booklet

telling how over 100 girls worked and won.

A course of elocutionary training, if pre

ferred, may be chosen, likewise free of ex

pense, or a vocal or musical education, just

as the girl may elect.

A PORTRAIT OF THE EDITOR

AS a general answer to many requests for

a portrait of the editor of The Ladies'

Home Journal, this statement is made :

Mr. Bok is averse to the publication of any

portrait of himself in the Journal, for

reasons that must be obvious. He has,

however, recently had taken what he

considers a very satisfactory portrait. It

is of cabinet size, and the work of C. M.

Gilbert, of 926 Chestnut Street, Philadel- !

phia. Special arrangements have been

made by the Journal with Mr. Gilbert

whereby copies will be supplied to any

reader of this magazine at twenty-five cents

each, postage paid. All orders should be

sent direct to Mr. Gilbert at the address

above given, and not to the office of The

Ladies' Home Journal.

THE VERY NICEST WOMEN

WELL-BRED and living in nice homes,

have made from one to fifty dollars

per month, without any loss of dignity to

themselves, through the offers of The

Ladies' Home Journal, which meet

women in their justifiable feeling to earn a

little something for themselves. Write to

the Journal, and you will be told about

the neatest and easiest way of making pin-

money ever offered by the publishers of

a magazine. A woman's expenditures

for Christmas presents can easily be met

by the Journal's offers.

AN AMBITIOUS YOUNG MAN

CAN now go to college, and receive the

best collegiate education without a

penny's outlay to himself if he so chooses.

The Journal has made this possible. It

has already given absolutely free educa

tions to over 100 young women, and now it

offers the same to young men. The method

is simple ; the end worth achieving. Sim

ply send a line to the office of the Journal,

and the fullest particulars will be gladly

sent to any applicant. A choice of colleges

is given, so that the objection to a young

man's going a great distance from the

home of his parents is obviated.

THE MOTHER OF A BABY

IS often perplexed just what to do, espe

cially in cases of sickness or other emer

gencies. It was for her benefit particularly

that Miss Elisabeth R. Scovil compiled

her valuable little book, "A Baby's Re

quirements," which The Ladies' Home

Journal published for 25 cents. The book

lias proved very popular, and in thousands

of nurseries it is regarded as a standard

little work calculated to help a mother just

when she needs help. The Journal will

send a copy of "A Baby's Requirements"

to any address, postage free, for 25 cents. 1 i,,„u w.mki.

 

Shredded Codfish

A SUPERIOR "PICKED-UP"

Fish Balls and Fish Cream are prepared by its use in 1 5 minutes.

Requires no boiling or soaking, therefore creates no odor.

Ask your grocer for Heardsley's Shredded Codfish— it is the original and

only Shredded Codfish. 10c. a package. Prepared by

J. W. BEARDSLEY'S SONS,179 w^ftwt-We can send a full-sized package
to any one for 14c. I

 

CODFISH.

Perforated Doily Patterns Free

 Painting and Home
* 50 cents for one
with Illustrated

  

No. 8. 81m, 11x13. Price. 25c. No. 4. Slz«, 9x». Trice, 25c. No. 7. Site , 8x8. Price, 25c.

Directions, "How to Do Cut Work," "Doilies and Their Uses," and "Point Lace and Ideal Honiton
Work " (full value $1.50) ; also Illustrated Catalogue of latest designs. Or for only 10 cents we will send
you three mouths' trial subscription, with either one of the three Doily Patterns, and Illustrated Catalogue.

PRISCILLA PUBLISHING COMPANY, 110 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

ittiHiainiiaiishivinishiniaviaiiwi^ ■ ■ sj

j The Snowblack Shawknit Stockings j

i PERMANENTLY BLACK g

I SOFT, GLOSSY AND DURABLE |

j HAVE BEEN 1N HIGH REPUTE FOR YEARS I

I Sold by the trade generally and obtainable direct from the manufacturers. §

g MEDIUM-FINE COTTON HALF-HOSE, STYLE 18s8, @ 25c, POSTPAID I

EXTRA-FINE " " " " 19s9, @ 25c, " «

| EXTRA-FINE " « " 1 « 3s4, @ 50c, « 1
§ From best combed vara, J ' w ' _

MEDIUM-STOUT COTTON HOSE I « Yfl, @ 40c, " »

1 and 1 rib for Boys and Girls,

tS~Send for Descriptive
Price 'Utt. SHAW STOCKING CO., Lowell, Mass. I

 

PIANOS ORGANS

Wo were awarded, at the World'« Fair
4 MEDALS AND DIPLOMAS FOR
17 POINTS OF SUPERIOR EXCELLENCE.
32 STATE AND FOREIGN BUILDINGS.

on the Fair Grounds, chose the "Crown" from
among a hundred other makes, for their seveniy-
one parlors or reception ronniB. .

371 WORLD'S FAIR OFFICIALS COMMEND
THEM most strongly. In autograph letters
which I reproduce lnnnIl!u8trated8ouvenirCatr
alojrne telling the whole 8tory; sent free;ask for it.

9ol<l on TerniNio H«lt by Dealer* or, where I* none, by
GEORGE P. BENT, Manufacturer,

323 to H:iH So. Canal si.. CHICAGO, V. S. A.

 

Artistic

Brick

Mantels

Our handsome sketch
book, showing many
other charming designs
fi>r mantels, doorways,

cornices, windows, etc.,
Is sent for ten "Jc. stamps.

PHILADELPHIA and BOSTON FACE BRICK CO.
4 Liberty "-ijiinri', liuntun. Muaa.

Delicate Cake

Kasilv removed without breaking. I
Perfection Tina m|ulr« no 1
ttn-rt-i n k ■ We aeild 'I later Mux
by mail tor 341 cents, or 3 fur 46
cents. Write for circulars to

KICHAKDHON UFO. CO., U St. Bath, N V

 

44
Put Money in thy Purse"

BY USING OUR

Extra Quality Canned Fruits and Vegetables

Pure Fruit Jams and Jellies

"Pound for Pound" Preserves

"Blue Label" Tomato Ketchup

Meat Delicacies

Quality considered they are the cheapest

goods to buy.

If your grocer cannot or
will not supply yon. write us
for I'ntalcmue and hooklet,
" From True to Table."

They tell you of us and our business.

CURTICE BROTHERS CO.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

r WHITE rosF

 
 

If you want the

finest TOILET

SOAP ask for

this brand.

Unoqnilod for all PorsoM with a Solicit, ui Train SHs.

Should your dealer not have it, send 20

cents in stamps for a sample cake to

MULHENS & KR0PFF, New York.TJ. 8. Agents.

\r ]\m HASTED TO MURK

Young Men telegraphy

SI t uat ions furn I ■ ! ■ ■ f Coit of learning low. Catalogue free

TALEKTIM?H TKLKARAPU SCHOOL, 4aae»illle, ttkeoula
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Under this heading I will cheerfully answer, to the best of my ability, each month, any ques

tion sent me by my girl readers. Ruth ASHMORE.

May—It is not customary to have finger-bowls at

a supper.

Edith—The skirls of a girl of thirteen would reach

to her ankles.

Dot—Vaseline well rubbed in is said to thicken

the eyebrows.

Marie—In entering a church you would walk just

ahead of your escort.

Dear Friend—I do not think it wise to marry a

man who is younger than one's self.

Girl—To increase the growth of your eyebrows

try rubbing vaseline on them every night.

Fisher—When a gentleman expresses his pleasure

at meeting you, simply say " Thank you."

Aurora—It is proper when a young man makes an
evening call for him to wear dress clothes.

Irma—A girl of seventeen might wear a black silk
gown provided some color were combined with it.

Miss Doubtful—No matter how quiet a wedding
may be the bride may wear a white gown and veil.

Constantia—It is not necessary when a gentle
man has escorted you home to ask him to come in.

Hazel—It is very improper for a young woman to
goout driving in the evening with a man friend alone.

Jean—The sapphire is supposed to have a special
grace attached to it, and to bring a heavenly love to

its wearer.

L. H.—If you are the only unmarried daughter
you should have " Miss Smith" engraved on your

visiting-card.

Blonde—I do think a girl of fourteen is too young
to receive men visitors or to go to places of amuse

ment with them.

S. G. H.—Black sealing-wax is only used by those
who are in mourning and who are using paper with

mourning border.

Mark—If a young man who is a stranger to you
sends you (lowers do not return them but simply

take no notice of them.

X. I. V.—It is in very bad taste, even if quite a
party of you have been invited, for young girls to
visit a man at his office.

Rose—It is quite proper to send out cards an
nouncing the wedding, when, for private reasons,
the ceremony has been very quiet.

Josephine—I think a man who is dishonest enough
to show the letters of a woman to strangers, is one
whose acquaintance is not desirable.

D. V.—It is no longer considered necessary to
send a young lady a bouquet of flowers simply be
cause a man is to bo her escort to a party.

An Oregonian Bov—It would be perfectly proper
for you to send a young girl a bouquet, and all tnat
you need to do is to attach your card to it.

A. B.—I think a woman of twenty-seven should
meditate for a long time before she permitted herself
to become engaged to a man of twenty-three.

M. and L.—It' is not proper to take a gentleman's
arm in the daytime unless one is an invalid unable
to walk without assistance, or a very old lady.

Belle—Information about visiting-cards was given
in an article entitled "The Etiquette of Visiting,"
and published in the Journal of October, 1893.

F. B. Y.—Neither a widow nor a divorced woman
should be married in white, nor does a woman who
is being married a second time have a bridesmaid.

An Orphan—I certainly would not advise you, if a
strange man should speak to you in a car, to, as you
say, carry on a pleasant conversation with him."

Ruth B.— If yon feel that you owe an apology to a
gentleman who lives at a distance from you, it would
certainly be most courteous for you to write it to him.

Nancy—It is quite proper for the gentleman who
is with you to raise his hat when you now to a friend
whether he has any acquaintance with that friend or

not.

Bell—I do not think it is necessary for you to kiss
the young man good-night no matter how well vou
may know him unless you are engaged to be married

to him.

Romola—If the gentleman offers to act as yonr
escort and you wish to accept this kindness, simply
say, " Thank you, I shall be very glad if you will ac
company me."

Mamie R.—With brown eyes and hair and a rather
pale complexion, heliotrope would be possible. (2) A
well-bred man never stares at ladies. {3) It is ex
tremely vulgar to chew gum.

J. G. C—If the young lady is engaged to be mar
ried to the young man and she is accompanied by
her mother, there would be no impropriety in her
paying him a visit when he is ill.

Van Bibber—The best formula is simply to ask the
.irl you love if she will be your wife. (2) I think it
n very bad taste for girls to go in bathing in such an
immodest costume as you describe.

A. G. L.—A hostess should not wear a tea-gown
at her evenings " at home." If they are not formal
enough for her to assume evening dress, then a
pretty visiting gown would be proper.

Ella V—Wear black undressed kid gloves with
your green costume and white ones with vour white
dresses. At the wedding, with your black silk wear
pearl-colored gloves stitched with black.

Ada—If your mother wishes to have the young
man stay at your house during his visit in the city,
she should be the one to write him a note extending
this invitation, which should not come from you.

Ethel—If you think the gentleman called vou by
your Christian name simply because he heard other
people doing it, and if he does not repeat the offense
I do not think it necessary for you to say anything to
him about it.

Annie—The engagement ring is worn on the third
finger of the left hand; it is removed at the time of
the marriage cercmonv, and then assumed again as
a guard for the wedding ring, which is worn on the
same finger.

Gray Eyes— A good way to apply cream on the
face is to rub it in well, allowing it to remain on for
a few minutes and then to wash it off with hot water
and soap ; then after these have been rinsed off, give

the face a cold bath.

K
it

Gertrude R.— Even if you are engaged to be
married to the young man, I would not advise your
accepting the Invitation he extends to you to visit
him in the city in which he lives and stay in the
house where he boards.

Sylv 1a—Long engagements are no longer in vogue.
As soon as the parents of the young girl have ex
pressed their approbation, the engagement is an
nounced, and the marriage usually takes place as
soon after as is convenient.

Louise—In introducing a mother and daughter
the mother's name should, of course, be mentioned
first, and the daughter be spoken of as "Miss
Brown " or " Miss Mary Brown," as she is either the
oldest or the second daughter.

L. M.—In receiving a visitor it is not in good taste,
especially when the caller is a young man, to have
the chairs too close together. (2) I do not advise any
girl to send to an actor for his autograph. It is not a
refined or ladylike thing to do.

September—I do not think it would be wise to
marry a man whose entire family have died with
consumption and who looks as if he had inherited it.
I think you might refuse him in a gentle way and
without telling him the reason.

E. E. L.—I should think the situation of librarian
was rather difficult to get, because, after all, there
can only be a few such positions ; but, if you know of
a vacancy, I should advise your applying for it, as
such positions are very pleasant.

Brown Eyes—I should not advise your taking
medicines about which you know nothing. If you
are getting fat so rapidly that it is uncomfortable, I
would suggest your asking your physician to map
out for you a plan of diet and exercise.

A. L.—Bread and butter plates are no longer in
vogue. (2) Chafing dishes are used to prepare such
dishes as terrapin, oysters or whatever may be cooked
absolutely on the table. (3) At an ordinary five
o'clock tea the tea-table should be in the drawing-
room.

Bramble—As your betrothed is not acquainted
with the clergyman who is to perform the ceremony,
and as he lives a distance from the city, it would be
proper for him to write a letter asking the gentleman
if he would do him the honor of officiating at his
wedding;.

M. M. N.—A lady precedes a gentleman in going
down the aisle of a place of amusement. (2) The
taking off of one's eyeglasses when using opera
glasses would depend entirely upon the condition of
one's eyes and whether both glasses were needed to
see or not.

Vivian—You are very' right in being angry with
the girl friend who gave your photograph to a man
whom vou would not wish to have it. Insist upon
your friend getting it for you, or if she will not do
that have your father or brother write to the young
man and ask him for it.

Subscriber—There would be no impropriety in
permitting a man friend to help vou with your over
shoes. (2) Vou address people by the name under
which they are introduced to you, and would call
"Professor Brown" or "Bishop Smith" by their
titles with their names added.

Kenneth—It is probable that since you went
away you have changed in your personal appear
ance, and for that reason your old friends do not
recognize you. Under the circumstances 1 would
suggest your speaking to them, and when you find
they loot surprised, stop and explain who you are.

Constant Reader—Even if your friend does
weary everybody by repeating; anecdotes that they
all have heard before, do not constitute yourself his
mentor, for be very sure that he will not be pleased
at hearing of his fault. Observe the laws of polite
ness and listen to the story exactly as if you heard it
for the first time.

Minnie—A baked potato should be eaten from the
plate after it has been pushed out of its skin by the
fork. It is not proper to eat gravy with bits of bread ;
instead, it should be regarded as a sauce and simply
eaten on the meat of which it forms a portion. After
you have finished drinking your coffee leave the
spoon in the saucer.

A. E. J.—A letter addressed to a married woman
should read " Mrs. John Smith." In signing a letter
to an intimate friend a married woman would write
" Alice Smith " ; in a business letter she would put
the same signature, but she would write in paren
thesis, so that her position might be understood,
" Mrs. John Smith."

West—I do not think it in good taste for young
men to collect around a church door waiting for the
young girls to come out that they may offer their
escort. If a man wishes to have the pleasure of a
girl's company he should ask permission to accom
pany her to church, remain through the service and
then walk home with her.

Daisy—If you had made an engagement with one
friend to go to call on another who lived at some
distance, even if some callers appeared, you should
keep your engagement, though, of course, it would
be proper to explain the situation to them. (2) When
a man friend bids you pood-night it is courteous to
express a desire to see him again.

Valentine—When you are in the parlor and your
mother is entertaining visitors, it would be proper
for you to rise as she does when she bids them good-
by. (2) At the table, when helping yourself to cheese,
you would use a knife, to sausage or cold meat, a
knife and fork. (3) The leaving of a margin at the
side when writing a letter is proper.

Law—It would be perfectly proper for a young man
to put on mourning for the girl to whom he is en
gaged, even if the engagement had only been told to
the immediate family and some intimate friends. It
would be proper, if mourning were assumed, to wear
it for three months at least, and during that time it
would be in bad taste to go into general society.

Helen—When our dear ones are called from us it
does not become necessary for us to behave in a
gloomy manner, but, instead, we should be as bright
and as happy as possihle. And when death brings,
as it often does, a relief to the one who is gone, cer
tainly it would he wrong for those who are living to
tnake all the world unhappy by a sorrow without
reason.

Lillian— It is not in good taste for a young woman
to dancemany times with thesame youngman. (2) If
a woman friend apologizes to a man for some dis
courtesy it would be more than rude for him to re
fuse to accept her apology. (3) It is in very bad taste
at a card party for one partner to tell another the play
that should be made, and good players would seriously
object to this.

Look at these fine $18?.° and

$2099 Cloaks for only $1099

For superiority of style, finish and workmanship our cloak* are known everywhere, but our reputation for sell
ing such garments at about one-half usual prices will spread at a remarkable rate this year because we bought
during the greut business depression, thousands of pieces of the finest material ut less than one-half value, and
at once worked them up In our own Inimitable way. Our customers have been taught to look for great values
from us In Cloaks, but this season we are positively prepared to agreeably surprise, their highest expectations.

No. 613 represented above is made from black Beaver. No. 61*7 from black Cheviot. No. 804 from
Seal Plush. No. 75W from dark tan Cheviot. No. 711 from dark tan Scotch Cheviot.

You may RETURN AT OUR EXPENSE any garment that is unsatisfactory

Our fine catalogue illustrating over 76 styles mailed free upon request

CHAS. A. STEVENS & BROS., Ill State Street, Chicago, 111.

Cloaks, Suits and Furs

No. 146, Coney Pur Cape . . $6.00

Imitation Sealskin Fur Cape . 13.50

Electric Sealskin Fur Cape 20.00

All Satin Lined and 23 Inches Long

By buying direct from the manufacturer you save at least 30 to
o percent. We are manufacturers and make cloth, plush and
urgarments to order for less money than they can be bought readv

We will mail you our Fall and Winter catalogue which

 

mai

illustrates

No. 146

Plush and Velvet Jackets, Capes, Wraps, etc.^etc.
plush samples to se'
on receipt of four cents postage,
guarantee fit and finish. We pay express charges.

Cloth Capes, from $3.00 up

Cloth Jackets, from $4.50 up

Fur Capes, from $6.00 up

Tailor-Made Suits, from $8.75 up

with a collection of cloth and

 

lect from; a measurement diagram, which insures a perfect fit, and a tape measure,
We sell Plush, Cloth and Fur Trimming by the yard. We

Please mention The Ladies' Home Journal.

THE HARTMAN CLOAK CO.

Branch at 310 to 318 6th Avenue 21 Wooster Street, New York

SPECIAL OFFERINGS IN

Boys' Clothing

We want to Convince the boys as well as mothers
who read The Ladies' Home Journal that we are the
Cheapest HouHe at which to buy Hoy*' Clothing-,
and we make the Following t.rnml Offers :

No. 1
 

9 1.98 82.50 93.59

No. 1—ConMfita of Our special Combination Outfit-,
double- breaHtcd coat, two paint of p&nis, aud Harvurd cap with
peak and double band, of Union Cheviot, In blue, browu aud black.
Arcs 4 10 U rear*. Kt-fulnr Price ttt.OO. d> o
OlTK SPECIAL PRICE for Entire Outfit . . $I.QO

No. 8—Oar New Combination Outfit, double-bre&Kted
coat, two pair* of pants and double-band polo cap, all made of heavy
wool Caaslmere, In blue, brown aud black, and heavy Cheviot or
Flanncllette Nhlrt wnim. Sixes, 4 to 14 years. Regular <f>
Price, #4.00. OUR SPECIAL PRICE? . . $2.50

No. S—Oar All.Wool Cajutlmerc Outfit, double-breasted
coat, two pairs of pants and cap, of All-Wool Casslmere, fancv
mixed design* and colors. Agc* + to 14 years. Keaular d>
Price, #6.00. OUR SPECIAL" PRICE* . . $3-59

We also keep a large line of Youth*' and Men'n Cloth-
In* at proportionate prires. Head for Our Handsomely
Illuatrateu Fashion Catalogue. Mulled Free.

CHAS. CASPER & CO.

52 University Place, near Union Square

Department C NEW YORK CITY

 

ABoy's Outfit for $5

The outfit consists of a " Rough and Tumble " Suit
with extra trousers and yachting cap to match, also
two pairs fast black ribbed cotton stockings aud
jaunty silk Windsor tie.
The suits are made of splendid all-wool homespuns

aud cheviots (better cloth than our famous 15.00 out
fits of last year), doubled-breasted coat, double-
seated trousers, stayed seams, and buttons put on lo
slay. A new suit for any that Hps.
And this is the best suit we know of for a growing

boy. Looks well, wears well.

Samples of cloths sent free.

Measurement blanks sent free.

Don't forget sizes of hat and stockings.

Chargefor delivering outfits to any part of Untied
States, so cents.

The style is better than last year; the cloth is
better—so much better that these outfits are worth
double in comparison. The price Is figured on a
free-wool basis.

schlesinger & mayer

Chicago

Mail Order Department.

You have heard of—BUT have you worn the

Lewis Union Suits are
always in place, and more
comfortable than the two-
piece underclothing, fitting
smoothly from neck to an
kle, adapting themselves to
the curves of the body in
every posture. Owing to
their elasticity they outlast
ordinary underclothing.
The Lewis Tension Yoke

insures strength and elas
ticity at the neck, and the
Lewis Spliced Seat gives
fullness where needed with
out stretching the goods.

 

Lewis

Union

Suits?

THEY ARE

HEALTHFUL

COMFORTABLE

DURABLE

 
Received the

Highest Awards at the

CALIFORNIA
MIDWINTER
INTERNATIONAL
EXPOSITION and

WORLD'S
COLUMBIAN
EXPOSITION

Lewis Union Suits
are made from the finest
silk, wool and lisle, in all
sizes, and in weights for all
seasons.

Send stamp for illustrated catalogue to Lewis Knitting Co., Janesville, Wis., or

ASK YOUR DEALER TO SHOW THEM TO YOU

 

SECURITY HOSE SUPPORTER

Not a stitch In the web

The hold of a vice

Not a tear—Not a cut
8o\d KTervwhere—Made by Wirner Bro»., New York tnd CMcmo £
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Economical Housewives
 ARE USING

Buttermilk

Toilet

Soap

to the extent of
millions of cakes
annually.

1 Because they like its
Healing, Cooling and Softening Quali
ties that Freshen and Beautify the Face
and Hands — not possessed by any
other Soap.

Because they get more
Soap for the money, and

Because they can buy it
everywhere.

Send 12 cents in stamps for a
full-size cake for trial, or
buy ai nearest dealer's.

COSMO BUTTERMILK

SOAP COMPANY

185-187 Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO, ILL.

Actresses

|^ Society

Leaders

and Women who

WRISLEY'S

Cucumber Complexion

Toilet Soap
We have combined the beautifying

and emollient qualities of Cucumber
Juice with a pure, sweet soap. Keeps
the skin soft, delicate and healthy.

t WRISLEY'S CUCUMBER TOILET SOAP. F

 

 

 

DR. LYON'S .

PERFECT

TOOTH POWDER

 

 

Thoroughly cleanses the teeth and purines
the breath. Used by people of refinement
for over a quarter of a century.

SOLD EVERYWHERE

J BROWN'S I

CAMPHORATED

SAPONACEOUS

DENTIFRICE
FOB THE

TEETH

The Best Toilet Luxury as a Dentifrice in the World
To Cleanse and Whiten the Teeth
To Remove Tartar from the Teeth
To Sweeten the Breath and Preserve the Teeth
To Make the Gums Hard and Healthy
Use Brown's Camphorated Saponaceous Dentifrice
Price as cents a Jar. For sale by all Druggists

Any lamp with wrong

chimney on it is unsatisfac

tory. Geo. A. Macbeth Co.,

Pittsburgh, Pa., will send

you the " Index to Chim

neys" free if you write for it.

Pearl-glass and pearl-top

chimneys last as a teacup

lasts.

LETTER

WRITING

Is dellglitflil when
Boston Linen

Boston Bond
or Bunker Hill

U'n 1 l'>

STERLING SILVER
Prtjjuid, »nv slip. Sent! una of »lj

7Ci Itdfrt with onto nnd <r» will eagran
i\e FREE Value or Thimble TAe. Illustrated

I CtUloKtie, r>0 pi|H, mulled for ICtf. for po«i«if.
\ JOS. P.WATHIKR A CO.,Whol«M.« J«»*l»n

1J1 W. UwU-att St.. CMewo, III.

(TOR ART VORKERSl

BY EMMA HAYWOOD

Under this heading I will be glad to answer
every month, questions relating to Art and
Art work. Emma Haywood.

S. K, V.—Send specimens of your work to the
editors of magazines to which they appear to be best
suited.

Jean—In order lo become a professional illustrator
you must %o through a thorough course of study,
especially in drawing.

I. B.—It Is difficult to give an opinion without see
ing the work, but it seems probable that too much
megilp has been used.

feed your pen with a
else buy liquid India ink.

M. H. J.—Use an ordinary pen or a quill for pref
erence. (2} V'uu can obtain gold in pans prepared
to use with water like water-color. This is very
handy for lettering.

F. B. K.—Any one may sent! pictures fur exhibition
to the Academy of Design. Write to the secretary
for a circular of instructions, and inclose a stamped
addressed envelope.

F. M. G.—Get Hammond's hand-book on etching.
This will give you all the information you require.
Materials for etching can be obtained from any large
arm selling artists' materials.

G. G.—In painting a head it is best directly you
have made a good sketch and blocked it in, so that
you can judge of its correctness, to put in the back
ground. Otherwise it would be impossible to prop
erly work up the face.

A. H. D.—You cannot hope to succeed in painting
unless you first leant lo draw. It is possible to trace
patients for china painting, but without artistic
knowledge you could scarcely attain pleasing results
—certainly not without personal teaching.

B.—You should slate your price or ask for employ
ment at usual rates when sending specimens on ap
proval. Why not write to the firm in question and
say that if they publish what you have sent them you
will leave it with them to fix the price? It is simply
a matter of business.

C. W.—With regard to the mountingo( yourscreen
it would be better to put the bent ironwork only at
the top, placing underneath the painting a dado of
rich material, such as plush or brocade. Certainly
the frame must be stained black to match the iron
work. Feet and ornaments at top of the ironwork
will form a good finish.

Bhlle—For working in charcoal you can obtain
a rough French paper especially prepared for the
purpose. It is quite inexpensive. The thumb is
better than a stump when drawing in charcoal. (2)
For crayon work the Conic crayons are best, num
bers e, 2 and 3. Hand-made paper with a line grain
to it is best for the purpose.

Nebraska Girl—You cannot hope to obtain work
in pen and ink for illustration as a beginner. I
should recommend study and practice until you are
proficient, then send specimens of your work on ap
proval to magazines to which they appear to be
suited. There is so much competition that none but
good work stands a chance of acceptance.

J. M. C.—I think the hand-book written by A.
La Croix, price 60 cents, would he useful to you. I
should recommend class lessons in preference to
private ones—you will be more likely to do your own
work—only be careful lo get a competent teacher.
Some excellent articles oh this subject have been
published in The Ladies'*Home Journal.

Alice G.—There is no simpler method for taking
paint off china after firing than the use of hydroflu
oric acid ; this is so dangerous that it would be betR-r
to sacrifice your china than to meddle with it. You
have the alternative of sending the piece to a pro
fessional firm firing china for amateurs who will
probably undertake the obliteration for you.

An Amateur—You cannot hope for employment
as a draughtsman in a newspaper office unless you
can do original work. The technique in the copy
submitted, is well rendered. An artist in such an
ollice is liable to be called on continually to illustrate
passing events. If you will send me your address,
inclosing stamps for postage, I will return your draw
ings.

D. B.—In order to become a porlrait-painter you
must go through a thorough course of study from the
cast and from life. I should recommend a public
school. Write for circulars to the Metropuliian
School of Art, Central Park, New York, or the Arlisl-
Artisans' School 011 Twnty-third Street, between
Sixth and Seventh Avenues, or the Cooper Union,
New York.

K.C.J.—For a pale pink convolvulus painted in
oils or a wild rose lake a little scarlet vermilion and
mix it with white for the local color; shade it where
the pink merges into white with ivory black mixed
with lemon yellow ; for the deeper shadows work in
a little raw umber and cobalt blue mixed with white ;
be careful not to get all these colors muddled with
the clear pink or all the brilliancy of the flower will
be lost.

F. S. H.—If the varnish was of best quality vou
probably did not rub it insufficiently. It should be
applied freely and briskly, passing the brush back
and forth with some pressure till the varnish begins
to he tacky, then leave it alone and lay the picture
down flat till quite dry. You might try pale copal
varnish. Glazing is not the right term to use in such
a case. (2) Your pictures were evidently properly
varnished by the artist to whom you took them.

Patsie—It is necessary to go through a thorough
iraining in order to fit yourself for a professional
career. This is best attained at an art school.
Write lo the following for circulars: Metropolitan
School of Art, Central 1'ark, New York; Artist-
Artisans' School, conducted bv Mr. Stimpson,
Twenty-third Street, between Sixth ami Seventh
Avenues. New York, or the Cooper Union, New
York. The last named is a free school, but il is
necessary lo enter your name for at h'ast a year in
advance, and good reference's are required.

D. C. L.—For wash drawinp in black anil white
for reproduction vou should use lampblack andhite. The hand-made water-color paper,

do satisfactory work with a poor brush. For line
drawing in pen and ink, Bristol-hoard and pens made
especially for the purpose are mostly used. For
coarse work many prefer the Spencerian pen. An
ink ready mixed is popular because it saves trou
ble. India ink is excellent, provided it is black
enough. Some of the poorer qualities give a brown
ish tint altogether undesirable. (2) We cannot pub
lish private addresses in this column. (3) It would
be impossible for you to secure work in illustrating
until you had filled yourself for it by a course of
study, (4, There is no arbilrary rule with regard to
remuneration.

An old-fashioned way

of getting there. Slow and safe, but hard

work. Most women, have got beyond this kind

of traveling—found something better.

Now, why can't you look at that other old-

fashioned proceeding in the same light—

washing things with soap and hard rubbing.

That's slow enough and tiresome enough,

everybody knows, and it's not as safe

as washing with Pearline. It's really

destructive, in fact, the wear of that

constant rubbing. Break away from

these antiquated ideas. Use modern

methods. Pearline saves at every

point.

J Peddlers and some unscrupulous grocers will tell you " this is as good as'*
vjCHU or " the same as Pearline." IT'S FALSE—Pearline is never peddled,

you something in place of Pearline, he
46T JAMES PYLE, New York

 

11 BaCk "honest
f your grocer sends

dit back.

Let the Children Have Dainty Things

Love for that which is pure and delicate

is a grand influence in the lives of children.

Distorted figures in toys or bric-h-brac

are a danger little understood, while forms

of beauty keep young hearts pure and

sweeten lives.

This dear little girl presses the dove to

her breast as something altogether precious.

Its white loveliness won her gentle heart

and touched her natural attraction to that

which is delicate and pure.

The girl's delight in the dove illustrates

the power won by—

Its delicacy, delicious flavor, fragrance and

purity win the youngest. The elder bend

to its delightful power and the charm it

gives them in natural w hite teeth.

It is the daintiest liquid dentilrite known; it stops decay and hardens the

gums, thereby making sure the retention of filling. Rubifoam is the most

delightful toilet accessory, and adds a rare charm to every one.

 

Suitable far any Lady's Toilet.
Elegantly put up.

Sample vialfre
E. W. Noyt & Co.

Lowell, Atass.
All Druggists have il.

Price, 25c.

 

SKELETON

BANGL SHAW'S

Ideal Wigs *nd Waves

■^.^fVt^ Natural-curled, leather-light, llfe-
likt;' beanttlul ; from 83.00 up.

WAVY HAIR SWITCHES
All long convent hair, 93.00 up. Pamphlet, " How

to be Beautiful," sent free.
L. SHAW. 54 W. 14th ST.. NEW YOKK

WEDDING Announcements and Visiting Cards
iwvlTATinvc Fine Correspondence Paper
I IN V I 1 A I lUfNa ELITE ENGRAVING CO.

iSiinipIv* Free) Palmer llouac, Chicago

Ideal Teeth

Cleaning

for the tufts of the Prophylactic
Tooth Brush go in between the teeth
and remove every particle. Other
brushes don't do this. In use. follow
directions. Universally approved by
dentists. Sold everywhere, or 35 cents
by mail, postpaid.

1 Instructive bonk about the teeth, free.

1 Florence Mfg. Co., Florence, Mass. 1

 

An Aromatic Fragrance

is imparted to the mouth by the use of Sozodont.
It is beyond doubt the cleanest, purest and best
tooth wash ever offered to the public. No lady ever
used Sozodont without approving of its cleansing and
purifving properties, and the flattering testimonials
that have been bestowed upon it by eminent Dentists,
speak volumes of praise for its merits.

SOZODONT

though efficient and powerful, is absolutely harm
less, for it contains neither mineral nor acid; it is
wholly vegetable in its origin.

The Stay That Stays m

Is The Coraline Stay mh

, Waken, Haw York 3

♦

What a Postage t

Stamp will do :

Mail it with your address J

and you'll receive the pret- J

tiest booklet of the year ;

—full of pictures of eye- J

delighting lamp shades of <

dreamy silk. j

Boston Art Lamp Shade Co. '
1 West St., near Washington St., Boston

AA.AA...tA*A...AAAA4i.4aaa.44iA.AA44AAtAr;«4tt*44.
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'Popular,;

1 colony

STAYED WITH

UNBREAKABLE „

FLEXIBONE.

Qronet Corset Company^

JACK&OM, MlCHICiAN.

E/CLUilv'E /"lANVFACTVRERi.

?rr — — — — — — — — — — — -7Z

THE

SHIELD

ITHAT

SHIELD;

Water Proof,

Damp ,,

Cold

Odor ,,

All there Is in all

shields — much there

isn't in any other

shield, is in the

AMOLIN DRESS SHIELD

At all retail stores—sample pair sent prepaid
on receipt of price. Size 2, 20C: size 3.22c.;
size 4, 25c.; size 5, 29c.; size 6. 35c. Amollu
Co., 125 and 127 Worth St., New York.

 

Questions of interest to mothers will be cheerfully answered in this column whenever

possible. Elisabeth Robinson Scovil.

•I! II'

<l!ll>

#

1

"MODEL FORM"

CORSET

Has Never Been Equaled

The " MODEL FOHM" Btjl
comprise all our High Bust or dr- -
rorm corals, long and short waists. The;
are made with shoulder straps, but
mar be worn with or without them.
Style H&O UthodeHiht ofHlen-

der Ladles It will supply defi
ciencies in form, produce the desired
fashionable contour and :i- dsi imiun
in her work «f development.
I'rlcelena In Value to Fleshy

Ladle*, reduces the size, support*
the bust and corrects the figure to
the most perfect symmetry.
White or I>rnb . . . *1.25
Black *l.f»0

Nailed prepaid on rereipl m
Crli »■ If your dealer >l»<- not
rep tin-in. Hnthfartlon guar
utnd or noney refunded.

Our Illustrated Bookl<*t,"IIEAl.TII
lM) BEAUTY" (mailed free upon

 

STYLE 850
application), shown 40 styles of cor- wadEIj FOK\I

220 Abbott HU, Detroit, Rich.
sets and explains their uses.
mum,mm. CORNET CO.

44
ARMORSIDE" CORSET

 
THE OREATEST

INVENTION OF

THE CENTURY

Never Breaks Down

on the Sides

If not In stock atyour re
tailer's »™ri SH.OOforu
Cornet, free by mntl, to

FITZPATRICK &

SOMERS

85 Leonard St., N. Y.

BREAST SUPPORT FORM

By its use the weight of the
breasts is removed from the
dress waist to the shoulders,
giving ventilation and a per
fect shape bust, free and
easv movement of the
body. ALL DEFICIENCY
OF DEVELOPMENT SUP
PLIED. When ordering
send bust measure,
i'rice, free by mail, Sl.no

Agents Wanted

Mrs. C. D. NEWELL

223 Dtckey Ave.
CHICAOO

 

"HIZPAH" VALVE NIPPLES

WILL NOT COLLAPSE.

Make nursing easy, ami prevent much
colic, because they admit air Into the
bottle as the milk is drawn out, and
prevents a vacuum heing formed. Sam
ple free by mall upon request, with
valuable Information for cleansing and
keeping nipples sweet and healthy.
WALTEIl F.WAItE, 612 Areh St., I'M la.. Fa.

 

Mrs. P. B. P.—Cover a handful of prunes with a
pint of water and boil them until the water is re
duced one-half. Give the baby a teaspoonful of this
water every morning. This is a simple and excel
lent laxative. The dose can he doubled if necessary.

Grace W. N.—The hair is much 'unproved by per
sistent brushing; half an hour morning and evening
is not too much. The friction stimulates the secre
tion of the natural oil which renders the hair soft and
glossy. A little vaseline may be rubbed into the
scalp twice a week. The hair should he cut short
for a time.

Tidy Nurse—Spots can sometimes be removed
from clothing by rubbing them hard with a scrap of
the material. This method can always be tried first,
as it does no harm if it is ineffectual. Benzine will
remove grease spots but has been known to leave a
mark on fabrics of a delicate color, showing the limit
to which the liquid spreads.

L. M. S.—" The Wife and Mother," by Dr. Albert
Westland, price $2.00; "Hygiene of the Nursery,"
by Dr. Louis Starr, price $1.00, and " A Baby's Re
quirements," price twenty-five cents, are all useful
books to the prospective mother. The latter was
written especially to give information as to the prep
arations necessary for the newcomer.

A DwKLLBR in a Pi.at—A hammock makes an
excellent bed for a baby when space is a considera
tion. It is very inexpensive and only requires a
folded blanket placed in it. If there is any fear of
the child falling out it can be lied in so as to be per
fectly secure. The hammock can be suspended
from two stout hooks screwed into the wall, and
folded up when not in use.

L. M. C.—If you want a rather unusual name for
your little girl why not choose a pretty surname? If
there is none in your own family connection call her
Sidtiey or Leslie, Alison or Carey. Remember that
she has to carry the name through life, and may not
thank you for selecting one that differs loo widely
from the accepted usage. Girls are often particu
larly sensitive on this point.

L. P. L.—A wide hem, either hemstitched or plain,
with a cluster of tiny tucks above it, is the prettiest
trimming for the bottom of a baby's skirt, whether
dress or petticoat. The Mother Hubbard shape
is suitable for both white and colored dresses.
Another pretty pattern has the fullness shirred round
the neck and at the waist-line in back and front. (3)
A baby may be fed and nursed alternately, provided
the food agrees with him.

ALICE R. C.—You may find some useful hints in
the answer to R. A. E. In sterilizing milk to use on
a journey, when it has to be kept for several days,
the process should be repeated three times, allowing
the milk to cool between each. It is said that milk
with an acid reaction is unfit to be used for children.
It can be tested with blue litmus paper, which can be
procured from a druggist. If acid is present the blue
turns red when it is dipped in the milk.

Economist—You can procure from any firm that
deals in paper patterns a model for cutting over stock
ings. Partially-worn ones can be utilized for the
children to great advantage. A new foot is cut from
the leg and a separate sole sewed in. It is a good
■plan to line the heels of boys' stockings with a piece

of stout cotton neatly shaped to fit the heel. It saves
much darning. New heels can sometimes be sewed
in with less trouble than mending the old ones.

H. R. B.—Stockinet napkins for babies can be pro
cured at any large drv goods store and dealers will
send prices upon application. The material is sold
by the yard but is rather difficult to obtain ; perhaps
you could get it through some firm in your own town.
A fair quality costs thirty-five or forty cents a yard,
and it is more than a yard wide. As it is used ex
tensively in making undershirts, etc., there seems
no reason why it should not be kept for sale at retail.

Young Mothkr—The best " regular diet " for a
baby one year and a half old is bread and butter, the
cereals, as oatmeal, cracked wheat, farina, hominy,
etc., made into porridge, bread soaked in beef juice,
lightly-boiled eggs, and milk to drink. This affords
a sufficient variety and one or two articles can be
given at each meal. It is a mistake to allow a child
of that age to eat the food provided for older persons
as many things suitable for them would be injurious
to him.

Inexperience—Do not keep the baby in your
arms all the lime she is awake. Put her on the bed,
barricaded with pillows so she cannot roll off, or on
a blanket on the floor, and let her kick and roll
about to exercise her limbs. The muscles cannot
grow strong and firm without exercise, and this she
cannot get if she is held in the arms constantly.
Put an attractive toy, or a bright-colored ball within
easy reach to tempt her to try to get it. Let her
learn to amuse herself and she will not be so depend
ent upon others as she grows a little older.

An Interested Mother—"The Sweet Story of
Old," price fifty cents, is a book of Bible stories that
could be read to a child of four years old. It would
be difficult to find historical stories written in a suffi
ciently simple style to be intelligible to so young a
child. Some incidents, as the story of Robert Bruce
and the spider, or King Alfred and the cakes, might
be told in simple language in such a way as to make
them interesting. It is true that very little children
often seem to grasp the meaning of a narrative one
would imagine was far beyond their comprehension.

Mrs. L. M.—The tips of the fingers and thumbs
may be covered with a paste of gum-arabic with
ginger stirred in it, or sprinkled with pepper after it
is put on. Sucking the fingers is a difficult habit to
cure but the attempt should be made, as tt pushes the
teeth out of place, spoils the shape of the under lip
and disfigures the fingers. The tips are broadened
and often callous spots appear on them where the
teeth rest. When the inclination is first observed in
a young baby the sleeve may be pinned to the pillow
to prevent the hand from being raised to the mouth.

A Kindergartnkr—Some of the colored paper
supplied for kindergarten work is said to have been
proved by analysis to contain a small quantity of
arsenic. The only safeguard is to purchase it from
a reliable dealer. The large firms importing or
manufacturing supplies for use in kindergartens nave
an interest in furnishing the best. One of these has
written me, in answer to my inquiries on the subject,
that it has long avoided the use of paper containing
poison, preferring that which is absolutely safe,
although in some instances the colors are not as
good.

Mrs. C. W. VV.—The church does not require that
all the Godparents shall be members of the Episcopal
Church, nor need they all be present. The place of
the absent ones may be filled by proxies who answer
for them. A boy should have two Godfathers and
one Godmother; a girl one Godfather and two God
mothers. Parents may serve as sponsors if it is
desired. Theoretically Godparents are supposed
to supplement the teaching of the parents, and in
the event of the child being deprived of his natural
protectors to assume the oversight of his religious
instruction. In any case it is their duty to see that
the child is presented to the Bishop for Confirmation
at the proper age.

Caroline R.—Possibly your baby would sleep
belter if the afternoon nap were omitted and she had
a warm bath just before sne is put to bed in the even
ing. When she wakens give her a drink of warm
milk instead of water. If her feel are cold put them
on a hot water bag and bathe face and head with
cool water. Sleeplessness is sometimes caused by
the presence of too much blood in the brain, which
stimulates the nerve centres and renders sleep diffi
cult. Applying heat to the extremities, or setting
the digestive organs in motion by supplying them
with food, draws away a certain amount of blood
and helps to produce the condition of quiescence
which is essential to normal sleep.

R. A. E.—Patent sterilizers can be purchased
which render the process of sterilizing mHk easy, hut
it can be accomplished with home utensils very sat
isfactorily with a little more trouble. Invert a per
forated tin pie-plate in the bottom of a saucepan
filled with cold water. On this place the bottles, each
containing enough milk for one feeding, and stopped
with a plug of cotton baiting. When the water boils
draw the saucepan to the side of the stove and let
the bottles remain in the hot water one hour. Re
move them and place them on ice or in a very cool
place.

Nettie V.—There are many punishments that can
be tried before whipping, which should not be re
sorted to until the others have failed, and should be
reserved as the penalty for cruelty to others, or some
equally serious misdemeanor. Be sure that your
commands are reasonable, such as a child of two
may be expected to understand and be able to obey.
Tell him if hedisobeysyou will punish him, and keep
your word. Put him to bed or make him sit still for
a certain length of time, or do not let him go out for
a morning, nor play with a favorite toy, and he will
soon learn that disobedience is not profitable. Be
consistent, do not let him do at one time what you
forbid at another, and govern vour own temper so as
not to lose it in dealing with hi in. Never give him a
thing he cries for, and let him understand that is the
reason he cannot have it.

Kate L.—A mother may give her children much
pleasure in the future by preserving some record of
their baby days, and the best of allis a journal kept
by her own hand, just a simple little record of the
most important things in baby's life. His first sign
of interest in the strange world in which he finds
himself, his first recognition of his hands, of him
self, of his mother, his first tooth and first efforts at
talking and walking—all the little happenings con
necte<T with the progress and development of the
little stranger and his acquaintance with the things
around him should be duly recorded. The journal
should be continued through early childhood, when
the little one's own cunning, prattling words re
peated in the book will largely tell the storv, and
through the first school years until he can pick up
the work and carry it on for himself. The mother's
beginning will be an incentive for the young scholar
just learning to write and to express* his thoughts
on paper, to form that most excellent and helpful
habit of keeping a journal. Such a record would be
of interest to the child in after years, as well as a
pleasant reminder to the mother of the time when to
listen to the first sweet words and watch the cunning
ways of her darling was her greatest joy. Who
knows but it may be your boy whose biography the
world will some time demand, the early part of which
your own written words may form the material? It
will not be necessary to have one of the expensive
books fancifully decorated for the purpose. Any plain
blank book will do. It takes hut a few minutes at a
time to make the little entries, and by watching for
the opportunity any mother may find time for this.
One of the busiest mothers of my acquaintance
kept just such a little journal, often writing with her
bahy on her knee.

Jennie C. L.—The following suggestion may help
you to cultivate a love for sewing in vour little girl :
Needle, thread, bright pieces of cloth, and dull-
^obited scissors should be provided for baby upon
er first inclination to sew. Before she is sufficiently

familiar with the use of a needle to make regular
stitches she may make a rug. Bits of flannel and
other woolen goods may be cut into squares less than
an inch in size, and then with a large darning needle
and a strong cord the little girl may string them until
she fills her cord and must nave a new one. When
a sufficient amount has been strung, mamma can sew
them round and round on a piece of canvas, and the
little lady will have a rug of her very own. A little
girl of three years made a rug of this character and
enjoyed every bit of the work. Very soon the little
seamstress will handle her needle with sufficient
ease to try some real sewing. Why not revive the
good old-fashioned patchwork ? In no way can a
little girl more easily learn to take nice little stitches,
and what can be more pleasant sewing than join
ing the bright pieces with the thought of the pretty
quilt they will make? At first the edges of the
patches should be turned down and basted for her
to join with an overhand stitch. After she has
learned to do this neatly she may try "running."
Making little articles for presents will arid a new
charm to the task of learning to sew. A little four-
year-old maiden made in one season twenty Christ
mas presents. They consisted of holders, pen
wipers, sachet-bags, dusting-cloths, etc. Of course,
some one else helped plan and arrange the work, but
every article showed many of her own imperfect
stitches. So pleasant was t he work to the little girl
that in speaking of the presents afterward, and try
ing to quote mamma's text, " It is more blessed to
give than to receivet" she said, " It is more blessed
to make 'em than it is to buy "em." It is by making
the work attractive, so that the child delights to do
it, that the advantage is gained, not only for present
amusement, but in depriving sewing of its irksome-
nesa in future years, when it may become a duty,
for a woman who cannot repair her own wardrobe
and take the needful stitches neatly, or a mother
who cannot make and mend her children's clothes
is a dependent being to be pitied by the more for
tunate ones to whom such work presents no terrors,
but is rather a pleasure.

Niw York Infant Asylum:
"Tried at the Any him and recommended most wnrmh ."

Niw York Lyiho-im Ahyum :
" Kind ' The Best ' superior to any ; heartily roconimend it."

Nbw York Meoical Ooumi and Homttal for Womu :
"'The Beat ' Nurser does all you claim for It."

THE BEST"

 

is

the

GENUINE

and Only PRACTICAL

AIR-INLET

NURSER

See the

"Air-Inlet!"

Easily adjusted—cannot leak
-nor be pulled out by baby.
Lets In air uncle of loud

as fast .1- food is sucked out ;
renders Suction Knmy ;
makes ft I m uofudble lor
Nipple to < uIIii|»hi>, and

PREVENTS

WIND-COLIC

At DBnooiftTfl, 33 cin.: If yours
declines to get It, send us 50 pin.
for one by mail, poNtpntd.
Our "( liimlnHt " Nipple, pure

K'ini, .10 ct*. doz., postpaid.

THE dOTHAM CO., Warren Street,

See

How Easily

Cleansed I

 

York

 

You can be happy also if you always wear

GOFF'S BRAID, BEST MADE

 

American

Heater Lamp

NO COAL
NO ASHES
NO ODOR

will I.lchl, 1
Hnd Cook at a
Coat of Five
Cent* per day.

PRICE, $475

Delivered.

Satisfaction guaranteed.
Remit by check, post-office
order or registered litter.
References, auy Bauk In
Trenton, S. 4.

For Bedrooms
Bathroom*
Con *ervator!cm or
lIuslneMM Oilier*.

For partlculari and lliho-
graphic illustrations of all
styles of Lamps, address

 

Showing Lump
without drum
for « lilch shade
eau be furnished
for parlor use at
75 cents extra.

THE AMERICAN LAMP AND BRASS CO.

Manufacturers, Drawer MlTrenton, N.J •

THE PERFUMES OF ARABIA

give no more delight to the lover of the fragrant and
beautiful, than does the

ASHES OF ROSES

TOOTH PASTE

to Its users. It sweetens and whitens the teeth, leaving
a delightful sensation. All druggists, 26c. But to Intro
duce, will mail handsome package with tooth brush
free, on receipt of price.

FRANCIS U. KAHLE, 2 Gull St., Buffalo, N. Y

i"B & H" Lamp

Has the Double Centre

Draught

IS AS EASY TO LIGHT AS GAS

ALL FIRST-CLASS DEALERS

SELL IT

Mend Tor our Little Book

BRADLEYT HUBBARD

MFG. GO.

m » vohk — hontox — memo

FACTORIES: MERIDEN. CONN.

 

NURSING

TAUGHT Ilf YOUR 0W1I HOME

Tested and approved. Yon can become a capable nurse by ▼
d^ spending Toor spsro time under our tuition. Catalogue— ♦
d> fn-e. Address Correspondence School of Heiilth d^
X nnd Hygiene, No. 40 Telephone Bntldlns. Detroit, »lrh. A
▲▲AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA44AA

The "Fairy" Wardrobe

tenches children how to OCT, FIT
and MARK stylish garments to fit
14 or 16 Inch dolls, printed on cloth
so ANY child can make them.
NIGHT (H)WNS, DRKSSKS or
CLOAKS, 10 cts. each. Buy ofdry
goods retailers. We can't supply
you. We are the manufacturers.

F. A. FOSTER & CO.

Bostor, New York and Chicago
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together with our \
beautifully illus- <
trated Catalogue i
of Hyacinths,

i Tulips, Lilies, and other Bulbs, Plants and
Fruits for fall planting and winter blooming ,
and a sample copy of the Mayflower, 40 IT

( pages, elegantly illustrated with twot beautiful jT
large colored plates Ail for 10 cts. /postpaid. I?

(JOHN LEWIS CHILDS, Floral Park.N.Y. ?

^you wish to PURCHASE DIRECT from
the Manufacturers not controlled by

A Trust or Combination

send 10c. mailage, which will be deducted from
first order, and \vc will mall Free samples of perfect

WALL PAPERS

8 cent White Backs . .

15 cent Best Lustres . .

30 cent Embossed Golds

30 cent Heavy Felts . .

.'!' , cents per roll

7 cents per roll

14 cents per roll

16 cents per roll

DADL7D UAUPtTDC or dealers write for large books—
1 ArCn nArlOLnO by express-and discounts.

kAY^FR 1 Al I MAN 932"934 Market st-» and 418
lUWOtn d ftLLIflftll Arch St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

::Good No|

|Cake. Failure.^

' With the Misses Lisk's Patent Cake Tins.

I Loaf Tin.

,3 Layer

Tins.

1 Meas

uring

Cup$1.

14 Tested Cake Recipes Free,
Agents wanted. Send foreireolar.

Tins square or round .
W.^ JUDD.^r^ A.^CHrton^ Spring^.^Y^

 

Gentle Spring is often
 

misnomer.

It never is

when applied to

The Ideal Spring Bed
It Is the oiilv t..-.t that adjust* Itself to hcavr nnit Iwht weights.
SOFT, RttSTFTJU niUABLF, It 'requires onl^ two-
third* the- weight of msttreis of nn ordinary spring bed. IT not
for sale bv jour dealer, writ.' us for particulars

FOSTHR BROS. MFG. CO., Uticn, If. Y.

Golden Tip Ceylon Tea

brings comfort, and a good cup of Tea to
thousands of families from Maine to
California who have tried it. SO rts.
per pound, 5 pound package, 93.50,
express prepaid.

IMPORTERS' TEA COMPAUT

6a Wabash Avenue, Chicago, III.

This is the Tea tfvit delighted every one
that tried it at the World's Fair.

Still Children j

iFor 35 Cents \

Children taught and entertained. The ♦
book of histritrtirr pteasui'i'—1 lit pictures 4>
— 77 in brightest colors, big tyP**. strong 4>

- paper, board covers. Just mall 33 cents
(stamps taken) to Geo. Sherwood & Co.,
Publishers, 800 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.
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Do you subscribe for Maga
zines and Newspapers? If so,
write for a copy of my Cata
logue for 1895. I can save
you money.

SAMPSON'S SUBSCRIPTION AGENCY

ESTABLISHED 1886

HENRY H. SAMPSON, Proprietor

Post Office Box 3089. BOSTON, MASS.

BABY
WARDROBE PATTERNS

Complete outfit 2S improved patterns for
infants' clothes. Also '£> of short clothes. Kfther set
with full directions for making, amount and kind of
material, bv mall, sealed, nti cents. Patterns absolutely
reliable. tllNTS TO KXPKCTANT MOTHKRS, a
book by a trained nurse, free with each set of patterns.
I will do your city shopping. Best references.
Mrs. J. II It I in:. P. O. llox 1265, Boston, .Mot«.

Bryant & Stratton »™

Shorthand and Telegraphy Institute

Unsurpassed business training,
locating young men in good
, South, Southwest and West. Cntalopie free. Address

Uneqoaled facilities
positions in the South-fur locating young men in

east, South, Southwest and

BRYANT d STRATTON BUSINESS COLLEGE, Lonhvltlr, K>.

When You Get Married

Let us furnish your Wkdoino Invitations. Send
for Samples and Prices. 30 vcars' experience at the busi
ness. C. E. Houghtallng, 70 Madison Ave., Albany, N.Y.

 

In which any question of general interest will be cheer

fully answered when addressed to the editor of "The

Open Congress," care of The Ladies' Home Journal,

Philadelphia.

J. P.—The population of Philadelphia is 1,142,653.

ROBERT—Lake Nicaragua is a body of fresh water.

Taddy—The Johnstown flood occurred May 31,
1889.

Malden—Delaware is nicknamed the Blue Hen

Slate.

A. M.—The birthday stone for March is the blood

stone.

Yellowstone—President Cleveland is of English
descent.

Tilly—Edwin Booth is buried at Mount Auburn,
Cambridge.

Sina—Marshall MacMahon died at Paris, France,
in October, 1893.

J. H.—Miss M. Carey Thomas is President of
Bryn Mawr College.

Goshen—We must decline to give any advice upon
the question of religion.

Coventry—Cards to inquire after friends who are
ill should be left in person.

Lester—Philadelphia, not Brooklyn, is entitled to
the title of City of Churches.

Harper—The engagement ring should be worn on
the third finger of the left hand.

Broadway—New York does not cover as large an
extent of territory as Philadelphia.

J. L K.—Women are admitted to the New York
Stale bar on the same terms as men.

J. N. M.—Labels are registered at the Patent Office,
Washington, D. C. ; the fee is six dollars.

Martin's Ferry—The late Anthony J. Drexel is
buried at Woodlands Cemetery, Philadelphia.

Watertown—Joint inventors are entitled to a
joint patent ; neither can claim one separately.

Wellesley—The colors of Bryn Mawr University
are yellow and white, of Vassal pink and gray.

Jay—Swedenborgians take their name from Dr.
Emanuel Swedenborg, whose tenets they follow.

Inquirer—Mr. Robert J. Burdette lives in one of
Philadelphia's suburbs. He has one child, a son.

P. A.—The flag of the Secretary of the Navy is
blue, with four white stars, an anchor and a cable.

San Remo—Wedding cards should be sent out
about two weeks before the date set for the wedding.

Greensburg—The torpedo boats dishing and
Stiletto were in Newport Harbor in May of this year.

Lida—The Italian alphabet consists of twenty-two
letters, similar to the English, omitting K, W, X
and Y.

Charles D.—The first National encampment of the
G. A. R. was held al Indianapolis, Indiana, in No
vember, 1866.

L. S.—Madam Blavatsky died at London, England,
in May, 1891. Mrs. Annie Besant may be said to be
her successor.

Juliet—The widow of General Sheridan resides
in Washington. She has one son, Philip, Jr., and
twin daughters.

Lormondale—When a gentleman is making a
formal call he should be allowed to take care of both
his hat and coat.

DEDHAM—Dr. Talmage's church, the Brooklyn
Tabernacle, was destroyed by fire on Sunday, May
13th of this year.

Taunton—The next National convention of the
Christian Endeavor Society will be held in San
Francisco, California.

Arthur—The word "limited" in connection with
a firm name signifies that the liability of each mem
ber of the firm is limited.

Geneseo—The "Brotherhood of St. Andrew" is
an organization of men in connection with the
Protestant Episcopal Church.

Salem—The Princess of Wales and the Empress
of Russia are sisters. (2) The Emperor of Germany is
a grandson of Queen Victoria.

South Orange—The eldest son of the late Jay
Gould is married and has four children, Kingdon,
Jay, Marjorie and Helen Vivien.

Three Rivers—The White House in Washington
covers about one-third of an acre of ground. It is
built of sandstone, and painted while.

Marjorie—The colors of Brown University are
brown and white. (2) The motto of the Christian
Endeavor Society is " For Christ and the Church."

Masonvtlle—The exact date at which the substi
tution of the first day of the week for the seventh in
the observance of the Sabbath occurred is not known.

G. E.—The Emperor of Russia is represented at
Washington by a legation, the chief of which bears
the title of Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni
potentiary.

Constant Reader—Clara Barton was born at
New England village, a small hamlet near Oxford,
Massachusetts. (2) The flag of the Red Cross
Society is white with a red cross.

University Town—The United States Treasury
Department at Washington does not handle silver;
it is all kept at the mints. (2) Tune may be said to
be the favorite month for weddings.

Kansas Girl—Ex-President Rutherford B. Hayes
died at Fremont, Ohio, on January 17, 1S93. (2) In
registering at a hotel, register as "Mrs. John "
or as " Miss ," as the case may be.

Warner—William F. Cody (Buffalo Bill) was born
in Scott County, Iowa, on February 26, 1845. The
claim for his title " Hon.u came from having served

a short term in the Nebraska Legislature.

Fall River—President Cleveland's second child,
a daughter, was born at the White House on Septem
ber 9, 1893. She was called Esther. Her sister Ruth
was born in New York City on October 3, 1891.

T. J. B,—" Seigniorage " is the profit of the Gov
ernment upon bullion brought to the mint to be coined
or exchanged for coin ; the difference between the
cost of a mass of silver and the face value of the
pieces coined from it.

Queknie—The badge worn by the members of the
Sorosis Club is the letter "S " In gold. (2) The late
Louis Kossuth visited the United States in 1851.
The last years of his life were spent in Turin, where
his death occurred in March of this year.

M. L.—The Johns Hopkins University has not
opened any department, excepting that of medicine,
to women. In a few exceptional cases permission has
been granted to study there, and one woman has re
ceived the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.

Malcolm—The battle of Waterloo was fought
June 18, 1815. (2) The statue of Christopher Colum
bus, erectea in Central Park, New York City, last
May, is a replica of the Spanish sculptor Sunol's
statue to Columbus which stands on the Prado in
Madrid.

General—Washington's birthday was recorded
in the family Bihle as having taken place "ye nth
day of February," and that day was celebrated until
he reached his twentieth year, when England, having
adopted the new calendar, the date was changed to
February 22.

Cupid—We do not think that any particular rule
can be laid down as to the length of time which
should elapse after a man becomes acquainted with
a woman before he should propose to her. It will,
however, be well for a man to be quite sure that he
knows a woman well before he proposes to her at all.

RUFUS—A quiet wedding either at home or church
is in every way the most suitable for a woman about
to be married the second time. And she should not,
under any circumstances, wear either a white gown,
a veil or orange blossoms. A costume of pale gray
or a delicate lilac would be both pretty ana suitable.

A, B. B.—A "remark proof" is one having on its
margin the artist's " remark." This consists of a
sketch or devicet and it is erased front the copper
plate after a limited number of proofs have been
printed, so that a "remark proof " is valuable from
the fact that it is taken while the plate is fresh and
unworn.

Felix—The phrase " legal tender" means that in
any case of dispute a man may receive his discharge
from a debt or obligation payable in money by de
positing the legal tender thing in court. If, after
making such deposit, the creditor pursues him with
vexatious litigation, the costs will be taxed against
the plaintiff.

Amasa—The National headquarters of the Salvation
Army are at in Reade Street, New York. {2) In New
York City children between eight and fourteen years
of age are compelled by law to attend school. There
are twelve agents of truancy, who are kept continually
at work looking up the delinquents and endeavoring
to enforce the law.

Lucinda—The badge of the Daughters of the
American Revolution is a pin, in the form of a golden
spinning wheel with thirteen spokes. On the rim
surrounding the spokes are thirteen stars, each one
opposite a spoke; upon the tire of blue enamel is the
name of the society in golden letters, and behind the
wheel is a distaff o\ gold filled with silver flax.

Uniontown—The original copy of the Declaration
of Independence was, until quite recently, kept on
exhibition at the State Department, Washington.
The rapid fading of the text of the Declaration and
the deterioration of the parchment have compelled the
Department to withdraw it from public exhibition
ana place it in safe keeping. In its place a fac
simile has been placed.

Lillian—P. P. C. cards should only be used when
one is leaving town for a lengthy period, or when
moving to another city; the initials stand for "pour
prendre conge," which is French for " to take leave " :
it may therefore readily be inferred that they would
be altogether out of place if written upon the card of
a person who was simply going away for a short
period on a wedding tour.

Gretchen—The following is the wedding rhyme
to which you allude :

" Monday for wealth,
Tuesday for health,

Wednesday the best day of all ;
Thursday for crosses,
Friday for losses,

Saturday no luck at all ! "

Nebraska Girl—There are no more " chances "
in the East for a girl than there are in the West—in
deed we question whether there are as many. All
the large Eastern cities are overcrowded with both
men and women seeking employment. As we have
often remarked there is room always at the top, but
be very sure that you can get there before you leave
your home. The work that lies nearest is that
which, as a good, sensible girl, you should put your
hand to. The East is uot all that your fancy paints it.

Coventry—The Hawaiian natives belong to the
Malay-Polynesian race. Their skin is reddish-
brown. The hair, which is usually raven black, is
straight, or at most, wavy; the beard is thin, the
face broad, the profile not prominent, the nose rather
flattened and the lips thick. The bulk of the popu
lation are of moderate stature. They are a good-
tempered, light-hearted and pleasure-loving race.
The language is a branch of the widely-diffused
Malay-Polynesian tongue, and Hawaiians and New
Zealanders, although occupying the most remote re
gions north and south at which any of their race
nave been found, can understand each other without
much difficulty. This language is soft and harmo
nious.

Anne Arundel—The names of Queen Victoria's
children, in the order of their birth, are as follows :
Victoria Adelaide, the Princess Royal, at present the
dowager Empress of Germany ; Albert Edward,
Prince of Wales; Alice Maud Mary, who died in
1878, was Grand Duchess of Hesse; Alfred, at present
reigning Duke of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha ; Helena, at
present Princess Christian of Schleswig-Holstein ;
Louise, at present Marchioness of Lome; Arthur,
at present Duke of Connaught; Leopold, who died
in 1884, was Duke of Albany; Beatrice, at present
Princess Henry of Battenburg. As maybe seen all
Queen Victoria's children have married, and all have
had children except the Marchioness of Lome. (2)
The Prince Consort, Queen Victoria's husband, died
in 1861.

Ralston—The number of bridesmaids and ushers
at a wedding is altogether optional. (2) At any large
jewelry shop you will be shown pretty articles for
"bridesmaids' souvenirs; among tliem are bangles
upon which the initials of the bride and groom may
be combined in a monogram, lace pins, prayer-books
bound in white, card-cases, etc. For the ushers, scarf-
pins, pocket stamp-boxes, cuff-buttons and pencils
are in order. The bride usually presents her brides
maids with their gloves, as does the groom his ushers.
(3) The groom furnishes the flowers for the bride
and bridesmaids and the boutonniPres for the grooms
man and ushers. (4) The cards of invitation should
always be provided by the family of the bride, other
wise no cards should be sent out. A fashionable
modem wedding is an expensive affair, and there
can be no objection to the expense when both par
ties are in a position to afford it, otherwise it is alto
gether unwise and foolish to attempt display.

 

PRIM LEY'S

CadiforniaFruit

Chewing Gum.

THE SWEETEST THING ON EARTH.

Sweetens the breath, aids digestion, prevents
dyspepsia. Take none but PRIMLEY*S.

Send five outside wrappers of either California Fruit

or Primley'a Pepain Chewing Gum and 10 cents, and we

will Bend you Beatrice Habbaden's famous book
" Ship- that Fan in the Night." Write for list of 1,100

free books. 1 p pR|MtEY, Chicago, Hi.
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3 0M
FRENCH

..„: DRESSING

!

UDIKSND
CHILDREN

Use only

BROWN'S

FRENCH

DRESSING

on your

Boots and Shoes

The most elegant article of its kind now in
use. Will restore the original color and lustre
to your shoes. Doesn't soil the skirts when wet.
Just as good for Bags, Trunks, Harness, etc.
Does not crack, nor harden the leather.

For sale by All Dealers. Lowest priced.

 

For Durability.Economy and for

general blacking is unequalled.

Has An annual Sale of 3.000 tons.

^WE ALSO MANUFACTURETHS^^^-f,

..PASTE STOVE POlTSHi

FOR AN AFTER DINNErTSHINE , OR TO'

TOUCH UP SPOTS WITH A CLOTH

MAKES NO DUST, IN 5&I0 CENT TIN BOXES.

THE ONLY PERFECT PASTE.

Morse Bros,PRop*s. CANTON.MAsa

Do You Waste Flour?

You must, unless you have a perfect
receptacle for ft,

THE CREAM CITY

FLOUR BIN

keeps the flour pure and sweet—sifts It out
as you want It and never wastes a speck.

SIzes-25, 50, 100 lbs.-»2.5n, f&OO, |4.00
■ Write for our booklet about it—free.

GEUDER & PAESCHKE MFG. CO.,
urn Street, Milwaukee, Wis.

Eggs Without Shells

You are sure of having a good egg, boiled Just as you
like It, tree from shells, by using the

PREMIER EGG CUP

Made of fine china—will not craze. The epg is broken,
boiled and served in the same cup. If your crockery
dealer hasn't them, write us. " Ekk" booklet free.
Premier lee Cup Co.. Box D., Syracuse. N. Y.

COLLEGE SONGS

The Best Collection is the

CARMINA PRINCET0NIA

The CniTtraltj Song Rook

14S SONGS, WITH MUSIC

Sent by in. 'il on receipt of 50 Cento, t>7

MARTIN R. DENNIS & CO.

T74 Broad Street, Newark, N. J.

Also for sale bv Music Dealers

COFFEES, SPICES & EXTRACTS

direct from Importers to
< oligomers. For 18 years we have been
offering Premiums to Clubs and large
buyers, of Dinner. Tea and Toilet
Sets, Silver Ware, Tnble Linen,
Lace Curtains, etc., all of our own im

portation, and bought for Cash direct
from manufacturers. Large dis
counts on goods without premiums.

Our fully Illustrated 150-pase Catalogue will interest,
and we will be pleased to mall YOlI one upon re
ceipt of your address.

LONDON TEA CO., 191 Congress St., Boston

BY MAIL

Wo prepare HltulunUi for
the Bar.

Course In Business L»w
for butip— men.

Thorough and system
atic, bent text-hooks bihI
able teachers.

Vostal hrlnas hnntl
MUM catalogue an*)

%i 1 al* from
practicing lawyer*.

Sprague Correspondence School of Law

Ko. 47 Telephone Hid., Detroit, Mich.
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mennen's borated talcum

Toilet

Powder

 

 

Ask your Doctor his opinion
of it

for infants and adults.
Scientifically compounded,

not made of starch or rice
rlmir, which injure the skin.
It gnftmn. ben u.1iflea and pre-

atrvts the skin. A specific for Prickly Heat, Chafing
etc An excellent Tooth Powder ; delightful after
shaving. Decorated Tin Bo*, Sprinkler Top. Hold by
DriiKKLst or mailed for 2f» cents.

Send Tor Free Sample. (Name inU m.u?aiine.)

<;r:i{|I Alt!) MKNNKN CO.. Newark, N. .1.

now using

The Rushlorth Hair Curling Pins.
Will Curl, Crtmp or Fnzr. the

hair almost instantly without heat
or moisture, whether loop or
short. Small, compact and easily
carried in the pocket, readv for
IISC :it any time or place. Com
plete set of six pins sent prepaid
ibr 15c. Six sets for 75c. Sample
pin and agent's terms, 4c. stamps.

Address THE RUSHFORTH PIN CO. .LAWRENCE. MASS.
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My Grandfather's Orchard—poem .
Wlih Illustration hr W. Hamilton Gltison

The Clergyman in Society U.S. Rainsford, I). />.

In Memory of a Woman John C. Bowker, Jr. . .

A Shrewsbury Wooing Marion Hill
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The Possibilities of Crgpe Paper

Willi niMUradmf In Frank O. Smiill

The Candy-Eating Habit . . . ,

" A AdXat tavtd It a dollar tarntd."
This J hi ii -' Solid French Don-

I Kola K ill Ilntton Boot delivered
frrc anywhere io the U.S. .on receipt ofCa*h,

iv Order, or Pott*. Note, for 91.50.
it every way the boots ioltl io all retail
i for 12.M.

.. e make thil boot ourfelvea, therefore we
ij-i .1 - ]•.'. ' the fit, tt, ' and wear, and if
—t one ii not *ati«fie<l we will refund

monev or lend another pair.
Inera Toe or Common firnre,

.ldth> C, I), E. * EE, .ilea 1 to ti,
nil naif sire.. Send yQf

\n:r: «■< tcQlflt you.
Pllluatroted Catalogue
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W 1 ^H"" 1 FREE.
nriiTritOunrPn i n.enrpfd, Capital. *1.«*>.i>M>.
DEXTER OHOE LO. 143 Federal St.. Boston, Mass

Willi Portrait

The Aged Member of the Home .

Two English Authors of Repute

The Creator of "Sherlock Holmes"

. Josefa Keenan . . .

, Cyrus Edson, At. D.

. Alice Baiirani . . .

For $1.50-

 
We deliver Free, anywhere
in the U. S. This t,aV1- _
dies* Solid, Flexi-
iMitfola Kid Hull.hi
I. SO 111 Ca»h, Money Or-

James Matthew Barrie

A Daughter at Sixteen- V

J Frederick Dolman

 

Ab they should he cleaned,
use the

Florence Dental PlateBrnsh
the only brush made for the
purpose. Reaches every crev
ice, Outwears three ordinary
brushes. Sold everywhere.
Pi lee i Florence Hf*. Co.,
85 cts. I Florence Mm--.
Makfrs of the Prophylactic Tooth

Brush.

 

Drum Id posht

DEAFNESS

Mid HEAD NOISES relieved
by using Wilson** Common*
Snisr Bar Driiinw. mi
BCJeiitffie invention, entirely dif
ferent in construction from all
other devices. Assist Um deaf
when atl other devices fail, and
where medical skill has given no
relief. They are safe, comfort
able uud invisible; have no wire
or string attachment. Write fur
pamphlet. Mention this Jfrunuil.

WII&OH KAD IM:i» 1 <t..l.o.lu.il.v,kv.
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Mrs. Burton Kingsland

Anna T. Roberts . . .

Mrs. Burton Harrison .

An Evening of Parlor Psychisms . . Mrs. A. G. Lewis . . .

Rose-Bud Waltzes Luigi Anliti

The Holly and Mistletoe on China

Willi IMiHiriUimis from Orltciiml D'-ntxti*

Before He is Twenty—IV ....
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Ruot. S
iK-r or Kxpr___
Tfcgl i- n hcttiT -hoe ihltn Rrtnil Stonn sell

k fur nml. balag our own make, we tjnar-
^antf the *tylt,jit,antl \rtar. If not »ntt*-

k factory we unll rvfuml nmncy or send
, an ntho r pair. We can fit roe in

. (M'tTiiTnei rroiiiiiniii Menae,
iJK. it,.-. Toe with Pnt.nt ...'Other

-Tip. width* C. I>. E. and F.E \
* ole and half MUCH I to 8.

CWaJoffue ./Vee,

WEARERS SHOE MFG. CO., 284 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

ALASKA STOVE LIFTER,

 

ALWAYS

COLD,

Hardware, and House Furnishing
Dealers, or mailed postpaid for ,'SO vtn.

TROY NICKEL WORKS, Troy, N. Y.

A SAFE PLACE TO KEEP

DWil i^U \JU=d

Write for references and particulars

Minnesota Saving Fund and Investment Company
'lYmpIc Court. Mlntu-mndl*. Minn.

The IMPROVED HOME TURKO RUSSIAN

FOLDING BATH CABINET

Portable, and can he used In nny
room. I>ry Steam, Va|H>r, Oxygen,

. Mcillcate*l and l*erfumed Haths.
sure cure for <'olds, Hheumatisni,
etc. Prevents contracting disease.
Insnres a healthy, clear coniplex-

1, and prevents olx^ity. Send
fur descriptive circular.

M wok. LANE a GO.
1'iM U hlte Street, New Vopk

flaniirarliirrmnr DOl VltVH, SI'K A VSnn.I It ATIll %<• AIM'I.U NCFS

ninV^O llrilin " titiHjoiti . Complete outdt In-
KflKT \ Hull's clothes, 2fi pat. Sue simrt clothes,
unu I \J Xpat^sdc. Pull olrecttone, kind, amount

material required. Mrs. F. E. PHILLIPS, Keene, N.H,
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CASH BUYERS* UNION
-164 West Van Buren St., Box 3. Chicago, 111.

"HE EVERETT RAISIN
CCtTlCD entirely new: Just
OCtULn what every luiusi*-
wife wants: child can use It;

ils a pound of raisins In lees than
Hill mteed t

. work. By mall t
address, 15 cent*,
wanted, young or old
KV K i I I0TT S f Ki ' I A I .T N
383 Wash. St., Boston,

 

.SAVE H YOUR FUEL
IBv u^inp our (stove pipe) RADIATOR. It has

"Tjl20 Cross Tubes where 4HCtiso. in. of iron get
rlliutensety hot, thus makingONEstoveorfur-

i nace do the work of TWO. Send postal for
I proofs from prominent men. To introduce
jour Radiator, the first order from each
I neighborhood filled at the WIIOLKSALE price,
| thus securing an agency. Write al once.

ROCHESTER RADIATOR CO.,

ROCHESTER. N. V-

BOOKS loiriie I'ree. You

in it to you. roi l i

HOOK S.
vs. Cram-

wil! Hud
aomothlnc ot'm-eat tntereel

Alt HOOk K>., ntaall Trmplr, QMfl

A'es.«<"x°iF SWEET--H'DMr:"SDAP

Warmth and cleanliness are vital to jjikkI licatth. By actual experience only can von conceive the
comfort our handy portable heater gives, it quickly dispels chill or dampness in sitting-room, bath-room,
chamber or nursery ; will boil a kettle or fry a steak. Heals a large room in coldest weather. Handsomely
nickel-plated. Central Draft, Round Wick, brass Burner. One gallon kerosene lasts fourteen hours.

 

,ooB*r\s"SWEtT,H0*t"SoAP J*,,.,

S bars White Woolen SmJ' «

' A ««rct<iEM otAuriFit,

,. S».OU>*n«,5h Castile iij, ^,

>* ELITE TOIUT Soap^ |5

v. noi. Larkins Tar. Soap, a*
'* lu!»LL.6Lt PBt/lKTATIVt Of Baj.I1,',,.' ^

«u"poz. Sulphuh Soap,.

ftjV^OWtSKAeOLoeRU,,.™

1 Sooth")6- Cubes Chapped Jkiu' '*5
, Bom' AOOJISKATOOTN ft «W

fj( GU«S, SWltTt« IKE OPtm,
" spam.sh Rosi; Sachet
STICK »lAr5LEC)NSHAVIM6 StS**

•00,000 fAd.i.Es use in » vtA, '-^J;
„[ Aj50«T«l«r_0UR^o« PPOVI0E5

All Vnu GerTg? Gratis, fa^

You save half the regular retail prices, besides the tnestimahle satisfaction
of using only the best and purest goods, by buying direct from the reliable
manufacturer, who alone adds value while every middleman adds Cost, The
Jio.oo that you pay after trial, though only one-half retail value of the goods,
pays for the Soaps when only one small profit (the manufacturer's) is added,
and also maker's cost of Heater in car lots. The Larkin plan saves you half
the cost. Thousands of readers of this magazine know that every claim
made is sustained by the facts.

Many people prefer to send cash with order—it is not asked—but if you
remit in advance, you will receive in addition to all extras named, a nice
present for the lady of the house, and shipment same day order is received.
Your money will be refunded without argument or comment if the box or
HEATER does not prove all expected. Booklet illustrating ten other pre
miums free upon application.

Write your order like this, TO-DAY—while you think of it, or cut this out and sign it:

"You may ship me, subject to thirty days' trial, ONE COMBINATION BOX OF 'SWEET

HOME' SOAP, with extras, etc., and the CHAUTAUQUA HEATER.

If after thirty days' trial I find the Soaps and the Premium entirely satisfactory aud as represented,
I wul remit you Jto.oo, if not, I will notify you goods are subject to your order ami you must remove them,
making no charge for what I have used."

Name, ;

Street No „ \

 

Indorsed by Physicians

How Wonderful!

 

Not at all. It is merely a case of

cause and effect. The cause was

an Allcock s Porous Plaster

placed right over the small of

the back. The effect was the

disappearance of the lameness

so suddenly that "lost" was

the only term which could

fairly be used. But it is not

lameness only that thus

disappears under the touch

of

POROUS

ALLCOCK S PLASTER

It is equally effective in sprains, stiffness of the joints,

sore muscles, pain in the chest, any trouble arising from

taking cold, from accident or over-exertion.

Bear in Mind

Not one of the host of counterfeits and

imitations is as good as the genuine.
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Occupation,

P.O State,

 ONLY ONE SOLD IX A TOWN.

RAC CARPET

LOOM
Weaves Id yards an hour.

100 yards* day. Hew CDCC
Cataloene and Price List r*M-*-

AddnMM C. N. NEWCOMB.
Weil 5th Street. Datenport. Iowa.

A "YARD OF POPPIES," FREE
Hi'ml M •'■> ■- lit-' hr a Six Month-' MibacriptlOn io IN-
n xi.t.s' mw; w.ink. an. i w uin - n.t I."' n Yard «r
Flower**,** in nil tMr rH-untirul Color*. PREK. Mention
which wfl ahtall arud, I'onple* or I'ili.-i. AiMrtM*

J. P. INGALLS, Lynn, Mass. Box J.

A "YARD OF PANSIES," FREE

 
MrWTION THIS PflPi

 
*">Oc. WILL BITS Vol

n nice Kanvlf Tin or Frli-tul
••hip Kitiu. AM ".'inn niTi-fi-

■ mma)§ ■•oily engraved, huititv hirtlnlnv
^SU'S/ *.'ifK 5 tor$A R'-lU-d jmM piatV

II. F. LXLAMD, WofCtater Mum».

UlirP CANNOT SEE HOW YOU DO
Wirt IT AND PAY FREIGHT.

4>IU>3U ion Machine, with * complcla Ml of at
tachment! anil fiMrant«o<t fur Miptitr* r>Mrrp*4 »ny-
■ l.» tv on 9) .'a.,"' trial. Jin mttrufi rrrpiirt-i in tut-

j fmm factory, **n i-.i'r-' I profit.
Writ* • for our LARflK FRER CATALIKIUK.

Oxford ltd- Co., 342 Wabash Air.. Chicago. III.

 

HARDY ROSES

For FALL PLANTING. FUXr\ti^"a

ANn 111 I, IIS mid I'.ICOM KS. Now l(i.n>n(!0 Catnlou-uo Frrc.
Kllwaimor »V Bnrry. ML llopo Nllrsorlos. Itoi'hrNtpr, N. V.

WE WANT 3()(»0 MORE BOOK AGENTS
. tilt* Kntl fnr the war Id -famous i »-r--i i r is., now > .\

Our Journey Around the World

Bl KFV. rVAJIOIi F.. 4 I.AKk. PakMiusirr o» ma tJltrD
Boonm ow ohi-imv BiiikvaTom. tSltO lK-nuiirui fogniTlBC*.
0j*Tiik Kifto of all auBJWHii'riM;* noons an. I [he Ih'"1 chaiirp cvw
offiTt-rl oi i»(tfut». One mhi SOO In In- imo lownwhtp; MHflMT, ■
lmiv,r>H Io outs Endeavor Sociciv ; nnoihtT. ISIS in l^ilava— ALL
ark mani!«i m<»kv. IIOOO ninrV nn-n nod wonn-n narnl^ want'-d
for Kali and ('hrlslmax work. Now m th» timk. QJ* IrUtunce
no hliidrunt-c. for Wk Pay Frkdiht, nivt? r...|it. l*r>;intnro
Coplc*, r'pf Ouitlt. Kxtra Term*, and Kxclcsiv* TKRRiroav.
Vrllc at onei* for fTircnlars to

\. |>, \V0I£THIM;T0\ A CO., Ilurtfortl. Conn.

•J It ili I ilii ion i 'nst paid fur i"> cenls (or stamps).

THE HUMAN HAIR
Why it Fulls OIT. Turns (Jray ivnfl tlio HomtMly.

Ilv l>nif. HAKI.KY PARK Kit, V. It. A. s
A.T.'Irf.s.i a Ci... 1013 Arch Btnet, I'lillu.lii.. Pa.

" Kvery i.no should rou.i iliiw little lM).ik."—Athtinitum.

■% •% J | j • quickly loHmod nt lui.no

Wfl IT7inO" '»} KHOBE'SWAI.TZ
▼ ▼ ClIL^rlll^ CIIAItT. Price, p.00.

Wrllo for mirlicillurs.
BHOBB tJHART DO., . . < oliimlii.-. Ohio

WINDOW

DECORATION

ntti ttir

GLACIER

Itriuitv <>r rami Ktnlno^ lilii.- v
am\«fl. <!rcat varirty of de.lgo.. Pawno^s: im ,., nrani.
w... A dim. Hi-irast. Ir.-lnn.l. S.-ti.l for I'ri.-R-ll.t to fulovl Hi. to.
uti.l Caiiaoinii Aa.io>. II *.,mlli U'llHl.m St.. % „rU.

MUSIC Pro1- Rice's Self-Teaching System

Alt r».i Kan iiniric Klikou .I..- aM of auaokat
SHLF- RapM, mrrool. l:<iol.li»l.i it I] yran. Xo.r..

TAlt.-MT rl'""'-- MWiaanjmWata, tli.in,nil..ha.a lawa, ,-tc.
TAUUtlT Tea l....i»n«. Ill oonla. l lrcular. Ire*.

0. S. RICE MUSIC CO.. 243 State St., Chicago

BARLOW'S INDIGO BLUE

The Family Wash Blue. Always Reliable

D. S. W1LTBERGER. 2J3 N. 2d St., Philadelphia. Pa.

Fill Your Own Teeth

With Dr. Truman a
Crysinlh.i?. Stniw
juiin ami decav.

I-asts a IIMIm,'. Cirrnlar frpo.
B. J. TRUMAN, Well* Bridse, >. Y.



 


